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There is an antidote to the homogenized,

57 channels and nothing's on,

no-calorie, sanitized for your protection,

lowest-common-denominator world.

The antidote is called The Well.

An online gathering place like no other.

A sanctuary where sharp, impassioned dialogue

and the lost art of conversation trump the sound bite.

Where substance is celebrated over style and the currency is

ideas. Where members put their real names to their commentary.

All in an environment that is refreshingly free of advertising.

For 16 years, those with an unquenchable thirst for knowledge

and a healthy skepticism of the status quo have called

The Well home. To find out more, go to www.well.com/clamor

THE
W(^>LL
LOG ON SMART. LOG OFF WISE.



"I think the main thing a musician would like to do is

to give a picture to the listener of the many wonderful

things he knows of and senses in the universe."

-John Coltrane

We think CLAMOR Magazine paints a picture

of the world that is rarely found in other maga-

zines. Why is this? Because every other month.

we publish the stories, opinions, ideas, and art

of everyday people who make this world the vi-

brant work-in-progress that it is.

However, this approach does not guarantee us

success in the mainstream magazine world,

and we rely on subscribers and donations to

continue publishing CLAMOR.

If you enjoy reading this magazine, please con-

sider purchasing a special sponsor subscrip-

tion for yourself or a friend. With your help, we

can continue publishing a magazine that is rel-

evant, interesting and necessary in a time of

dumbed-down mainstream media.

With your sponsor subscription, you will not only

receive six issues of truly independent media,

you will also receive a 8.5 x 11 mosaic print of

John Coltrane done by the artist Nino Russo

that is suitable for framing.

Thanks for your support!

return this coupon to start your sponsor subscription and receive a free Coltrane print!

i 1

OConsider me a supporter of independent media!

Enclosed is my payment for a sponsor subscription:

o$50 o$100 o$200 o$

Please charge my Visa/Mastercard for the above amount.

exp. / (mo/yr)

Please send my subscription and "Coltrane" print to:

address

email (optional)

Return this coupon to: CLAMOR MAGAZINE

PO BOX 1225

BOWLING GREEN OH 43402
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1. New World Water

From Barron 's aptly named "Precious Liquid" feature in their most recent issue to Mos Def's song "New

World Water" (from the Black On Both Sides album), water is a hot topic these days. While the former pro-

claims water as the next big commodity for venture capitalists to cash in on, the latter laments "used to be

free, now it costs you a fee." Will the environmental damage we've done to our water supplies create a world

where those with the most fresh water will rule? And will water shortages instigate war'

We've decided to focus this issue on water because these days are not far away. Already Middle Eastern

and African countries are fighting over water supplies, while bottled water is one of the largest beverage

growth industries in the West. The scarcity of safe drinking water isn't just an issue for developing countries.

(Sub)urban sprawl is threatening drinking supplies by stifling plant cover and wetlands with asphalt and

modular housing. In rural areas, like the one CLAMOR hails from, the water supply is contaminated by the

obscene amount of pesticides and herbicides absorbed into the earth and drained off into the water supply.

What you'll read here in CLAMOR is the real-life, down-to-earth version of how water consumption,

contamination, and scarcity affects each one of us: from Brian Matthews' story about water contamination

possibly contributing to the premature birth of his child, to the advent of caffemated water, to examples of

how we all live, work, and play around this most basic of liquids. Sunfrog's column on living in rural America

reminds us how much we take basic plumbing for granted, while Theo Witsell's article on the winter's ice

storms shows us the destructive power of water. Beth Barnett explains some of the history and process of

treating our water supplies while Martha Riecks reflects on the cultural phenomenon of water filtration and

bottled water.

All in all, water is now, most certainly, a commodity, co-opted by corporations and turned into water

parks and bottled water or redirected from it's natural course to serve the needs of economic privilege. One

thing that shouldn't be lost in the discussion of water ownership and commodification is that this life source

should be a commons for all. In the words of Jean Roberts (author of Water is a Commons) "If access to water

were to be governed by the law of scarcity, its price would skyrocket in such a way that the poor would not get

a drop of it. Even if it seems wise to impose high water tariffs on industries, agribusiness and private over-

consumers, the poor's access to gratuitous water must be guaranteed."

2. Why Corporate Marketing Firms Are Parasites at the Bottom of the Food Chain.

Recently, the PBS news program Frontline aired an episode called "Merchants of Cool." discussing how

advertising interacts and influences culture, primarily in the United States. It's no secret that there is virtu-

ally no distinction between "art" and product when it comes to mainstream music, television and even film to

some extent What is startling is exactly how intimate marketing executives and the culture creators (nice ring

to it, eh?) are with each other. "Merchants of Cool" detailed exactly how marketing executives have perfected

a well-honed machine that targets the disposable income of youths not by cultivating brand loyalty, but by

commodifying the elusive element of "coolness." By latching onto the "cool kids." marketers can claim own-

ership of the next cool thing and simultaneously cannibalize it. making it "uncool" as soon as they get their

hands on it. Only in American consumer culture could such planned obsolescence be considered successful.

Throughout the entire episode of Frontline, you get the feeling that teens and young adults are all

dupes of marketing gurus. The narrator asks if there is any room for kids to create a culture of their own. and

we both thought about our readers and contributors as the kids and adults that are making their own way in

this increasingly mediated culture. That is what CLAMOR is all about, as well as zines. underground music of

all kinds, and activism. Listening to a marketing director at Sprite lay claim to hip hop's popularity is enough

to make anyone puke, but fortunately there are people like you to counterbalance such crass consumerism.

3 May Day

Although we don't have any articles specifically about May Day. this May 1 is a good time for each of us

to sit down and consider what role work plays in our lives. As we have both fluctuated between hopelessly

unemployed and horribly overemployed in the last year (yeah, three jobs at once isn't necessarily a good idea),

we've had time to reflect on what work means to us. Neither of us is earning a living off of CLAMOR at this

point, though we will welcome the opportunity when it presents itself Dissing work as a drain on our lives is

often dismissed as laziness or lack of motivation, but the critique runs deeper. Many of us would work our

fingers to the bone if it were meaningful work that captured our interests and expressed our creativity while

also having a direct impact on our selves and our communities So. this May 1. take a moment to reflect on

how your work is or could be meaningful and fulfilling

As always, thanks for reading.

^|
-e^otM-^

PS Special thanks to the Black Swamp-No Borders collective for their contributions to the water focus.
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please address any correspondence to letters@clamormagazine.org or via USPS at PO Box 1225 Bowling Green, OH 43402

To John Gerken and Vincent Romano.

I would like to make the following com-

ment in response to your criticisms ofmy ar-

tiele on travelling/experiences in Africa

("Alive In Africa" Oct/Nov 2000) . I would

see the letters that were written as being valid

ifC 'LAMOR were simply a political magazine.

But it is not. It is a magazine that embraces

many facets of life. This includes politics, but

also embraces culture, relationships, the arts,

sexuality and travelling. My article wasn't in

the "polities' section. It was in the 'places' sec-

tion.

I f I w anted to w rite about "the issues of

being a wealthy white person traveling

abroad." or colonization, or privileges or any

such topics, then I would have. I wanted to

write about how it feels to see things in Af-

rica. How it feels to experience them. If I had

u anted to w rite a political commentary on glo-

bal capitalism, then I would have. I didn't want

to w rite about that. I wanted to write about tra\ -

elling in Africa, and that's exactly what I did.

As well as their criticisms being insult-

ing to me; I thought it also insulting to Afri-

cans. I interacted w ith the people that I met on

an nulls idual level. There is. of course, a po-

litical race gender background to all interac-

tions. Hut the) also stand on their own. Are

thej mutually respectful? Are the) mutually

rewarding' Are the) about a connection and a

moment shared between two people'.' Yes they

are

III had wanted to write an article discuss-

ing the juxtaposition between wanting to en-

JO) a vacation, getting as much out of (he ex-

perience as possible, and feeling like a white

middle-class, privileged person ravaging a

COUntr) culture in a selfish manner, then I

would have I he article mav have been more

"radical" but it would have been a different

article. I sunplv wrote about im feelings and

my thoughts whilst travelling (I tWORpub

lishes travel pieces and I wrote a exactl) that.

h may DO! have been the Havel piece thai some

people wanted But you know what? Maybe

they should go to Africa and write it them-

selves

\ ique M.ii im. I os Vngeles, < \

CLAMOR,
Issue #7 (Feb/Mar 2001 ) contained a de-

lightful mix ofdiverse content... I have but one

major criticism to raise... The article quoted

on the back cover ("Words as Weapons" Feb

Mar 2001) stated that "the government spe-

cifically knows that poor people don't know

the real situation". The article goes on to as-

sert that: "the people accept this garbage

[candy or capitalism] because of their igno-

rance". Accompanying quotes imply that this

ignorance stems from the poor lacking aware-

ness, education and the money to buy news-

papers...

While I doubt that such elitist sentiments

were the overall intentions of the article— the

work seems out of place within a publication

which does such an exemplary job of ampli-

fying voices which are often marginalized,

represented or silenced.

The poor, due to their meager resources

and valuable insights should (continue to) hav e

their own insights presented on the pages of

CLAMOR... For the poor (like everyone else)

understanding the "real situation" requires no

pnv ileged doctrines... Each individual's accu-

mulated experiences of liberation and oppres-

sion combined with dialogue, action and re-

flection provide the div erse designs for an ev er-

emerging realization of freedom... The poor

realize, as vvc all will, that corporate culture

offers nothing but miser) and death...

Ill s/

Toledo. Oil

Greetings ( 'lamorites,

Not4Prophet ofRiconstruction here I re-

ceived the latest issue of CLAMOR with the

Ricanstruction mlerv lew ("Ricanstruction 1 'he

Politics ol Music'' I eb Mar 2001 ) in the mail

yesterday, rhanx much. \s usual, the mag is

nothing less than great and exceptional!) in-

formative. Keep up the excellent and neees-

s.uv work

It's tuiinv. |iist todav vvc were contacted

b) a teachei of "at risk" students at a high

school in Queens New York, who reads

</ i\ior He read the interview and called to

ask if Ricanstruction members would come

speak to his students about life, politics, and

la lucha. Don't know if we're qualified, but

we'll be speaking to them next month...

hasta la victoria,

Alano a.k.a. Not4Prophet

New York City

CLAMOR:
I lov e the magazine and think you're do-

ing a great job. Your aspiration to make the

zine community accessible to more people has

served me well. For me. CLAMOR is a great

compliment to more intellectual analytical

publications like Z. providing tons of useful

radical cultural commentary (as well as kick

ass political analysis).jMuchas gracias!

John

Mexico City, Mexico

Corrections:

• The comic on page 7 was unattributed, but

was actually submitted to us by Mot Defiler

• A'< ( cutis, when we switched web servei s.

we lost some ofour email Ifyou submitted a

Utter to the editor mid have not received a

response. />/<</\c contact us again.

• Boh Banners contact information was

incorrectly stated in the last issue. You can

reach him at FOB 15609, San Luis Obispo.

< \ 93406 or hopedance@aoicom
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Resist Corporate Globalization in Buffalo. NY 1 Protest the FTAA!

No NAFTA For the Americas! Join us in Buffalo, NY trom April 20th-

22nd for large-scale, highly visible actions to protest the FTAA

meeting taking place in Quebec City and the destructive effects of

global corporate rule. This will take place at the foot of the his-

toric trans-national Peace Bridge, connecting the U.S. and Canada.

For more information: www.a22buffalo.org / www.stopftaa.org /

www.a20.org

The Kate Sharpley Library now has a base in the US where they

have a huge archive of newspapers, pamphlets, journals, private

letters, manuscripts and ephemera to do with the history of anar-

chism. The library welcomes your donation of anarchist material

and encourages you to purchase their pamphlets through AK Press

<www.akpress.org> For more information, contact Kate Sharpley

Library. PBM #820, 2425 Channing Way, Berkeley. CA 94704.

hiawg@earthlink.net.

Tree of Knowledge Distro carries the largest selection of indepen-

dent zines available via mailorder. For a complete catalog send $1

to TOK, PO Box 251766, Little Rock, AR 72225.

Noam Chomsky "The Mythmaking of Democracy and Prosperity"

Recorded on January 11,2001 at Northeastern Law School. Avail-

able on audiotape for $11.00 and VHS video for $20.00. Make

checks payable to Roger Leisner and mail to Radio Free Maine, PO

Box 2705, Augusta. ME 04338

Noam Chomsky "Freedom, Sovereignty and other Endangered Spe-

cies." Recorded November 13, 14 and 16 at Columbia University.

All three lectures available on audiotape for $33 or video for $60.

Make checks payable to Roger Leisner and mail to Radio Free Maine.

PO Box 2705, Augusta, ME 04338

Do you publish a zine? Consider donating a copy of each issue to

the newly established collection at Minneapolis college. Zines will

be available for public use beginning summer 2001. To contribute

zines or for more information contact: Minneapolis College. Li-

brary Zine Collection. 1501 Hennepin Avenue. Minneapolis. MN

55403 orcall Tom Eland at612-341-7090.

RARE! WEBSITES BUILT! That's right. I do things like web sites,

and other shit, for neato prices. I even made the web site for the

publication you're holding in your hand! And a bunch of other

nifty people and thingos. How's that for bomb-ass cool you silly

shit? So come check the wares at http://www.pangea.ca/~coo-

per. Okeedokeethen.

HOW2 ZINE DISTRO carries practical and inspirational, DIY guides

to actively pursuing more independent, self-sufficient, and em-

powering lifestyles. For catalog send 2 stamps: PO Box 14523, Rich-

mond, VA 23221 or email How2distro@hotmail.com.

LONGBOX RECORDINGS SPECIALIZES IN FREE IMPROVISED & ELEC-

TRONIC MUSIC MINUS THE SELF-IMPORTANCE. A "CATALOG" IS

AVAILABLE VIA EMAIL: N0TMYH0USE@H0TMAIL.COM. THANKS.

Classifieds are accepted on an ongoing basis. Ads are $1 per word.

Please submit ad with payment to Become The Media. PO Box 1225.

Bowling Green OH 43402. Ifyou wish to use a credit card, please

email classifieds@clamormagazine.org or call 419-353-7035.

t\M\;*V,\»\M\MV.|
online distribution
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and more!
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clamor contributors
Beth Barnett (p. 64) studied history and geological sciences in college and is in the

long process of planning phase II (life after school). She infrequently publishes a zine

called Eight Items or Less, frequently looks in the paper for more appropriate employ-
_

ment. and is presently living in Corvallis. Oregon—an immigrant from the Midwest

Contact her at bethbee@usa.net or through CLAMOR

the Black Swamp-No Borders Collective (various) is loosely

ann«ben«bruce»hialu»michael(s)«m/sz«peter«phoebe»robert»steve»sarah»terry

Joel Bylsma (p. 18) is just some dude who likes to surf, play music, get involved in

issues of justice, and he loves to make you smile. Write him at lifesurfboards@hotmail.

He'd love to hear from you.

LibbyChenault (p. 15) thinks it's a little creepy to have so much sunshine in Wash-

ington this winter. Some days she misses the rain and worries about drought but

mostly she picnics while dreaming of growing an avacado tree in her backyard She

can be found in the bathtub across town from her po box (number 2998) in bellmgham.

wa (98227).

NateDogg (p. 37) age 21. resides in Minneapolis, and writes a zine called AdHominim

that focuses mainly on politics, humor, music, and Abraham Lincoln. If you would like

a copy, please mail $3 to: AdHominim, 1401 Portland Ave. S. #C303. Minneapolis. MN

55404.

RusErvinFunk (p. 56) is a longtime activist and organizer on issues of anti-sexism,

anti-racism and anti-militarism. He has written widely about these issues, and helped

to organize dozens of direct action groups including the Washington Area Clinic De-

fense Task Force. DC Men Against Rape. White Folks against Racism. Men for Gender

Justice. 1000 Sparks of Dissent, and The Coalition for Justice. He is currently on the

Board of Directors of the DC Coalition Against Domestic Violence, on the National

Committee for the War Resisters League, and actively fundraises for the DC Abortion

Fund. He can be reached at rusfunk@erols.com.

"Pavlito Geshos" (p. 9) is the pen name of an author who describes himself as an

aging activist and amateur political theorist. In his early years he was active in the

anti-Vietnam-War movement and has spent most of his adult life as a labor activist

and free-lance writer for pro-labor and leftist publications. The pen name he has

chosen is taken from a now-deceased internationalist volunteer who fought in the

Spanish Civil War (1936-39). Mr. Geshos chooses to remain annonymous to conceal

his identity from certain friends/collegues in various dogmatic leftist/socialist parties

who would not approve of either his unorthodox thesis, here presented, nor of his

submission of this article to a magazine such as CLAMOR Mr Geshos has strong ties

to the working class community in Toledo. Ohio He can be reached care of CLAMOR

Jordan Green (p. 87) is a dissident journalist and poet who lives in the Republic of

Brooklyn. His website is www.summersault.com/-|ordan>www.summersault com/

-lordan. He can be reached by e-mail at dickeee59@hotmail.com.

Jon Hillson (p. 31) is an airline worker, member of the International Association of

Machinists, and longtime partisan of the Cuban revolution. He's written for numerous

publications on and from Cuba, and is co-director of a Fall. 2001 US campus speak-

ing tour for Consuelo Elba. Those interested learning more about this effort can reach

him at Jonhillson@aol.com

DustmAmeryHostetler aka UPSO (p. 48) is fond of making sweet love, and drawing

pictures of hands. He can be reached at www.upsodesign.com. He would like tc .vish

everyone a happy life

Scott Indnsek (p 78) lives in New Brunswick; he used to be employed, but has since

lost his |0b for under-age drinking at the restaurant where he worked. He's currently

writing a thesis on Colombia and dreaming up ways to leave the c.

Send him your best wishes at bigmonkeycar@aol.com.

Kevin Keating (p. 29) is a fiction writer and 16mm filmmaker He is also the main

person behind the Mission Yuppie Eradication Project, an anti-capitalist direct action

effort combating gentnfication in San Francisco's Mission District He can be reached

at makhno@onebox.com

Kan Lydersen (p 38) is Associate Editor of Streetwise newspaper in Chicago, works

tor the Washington Post Chicago Bureau and writes for various other publications

She can be reached care of CLAMOR

Tess Lotta (p. 72) is a freelance writer and musician based in Seattle She is co-founder

and current president of The Hero Sisters Project, a career mentorship non-profit organiza-

tion. She co-founded SOLOPLEXUS, a community building, bi-monthly showcase of musi-

cians experimenting outside their comfort-genres—the website is almost live so watch for

dates and playing guidelines. Contact her at tessdot@hotmail.com for submission guide-

lines to her zine Fresh Peach, or herosisters@excite.com for info on HS.

Brian Matthews (p. 27) is a concerned father and first time writer He can be contacted

care of CLAMOR

Richard Gilman-Opalsky (p. 50) Studies philosophy at one school, while teaching philoso-

phy at another "I like to play musical activism' with my comrades. Countdown to Putsch.

And I spend my time with Robyn (human). Spartacus (small, squishy. orange cat), and

Ramona Africa (chubby, squirmy, caramel cat) .... Struggling to transform thought into

action." Email to thoughtandaction@yahoo.com.

Louis Rastelli (p. 34) spends his time: publishing a zine called Fish Piss ($3. box 1232.

Place d'Armes. Montreal Que.); stocking a vending machine that sells zmes in his native

Montreal; working part-time for the man: fighting the gentnfication of his neighborhood:

researching 20" century history; supporting the local scene: and trying to figure out how to

save Canada from being worn smooth by globalization

Marth Riecks (p. 71) recently relocated to Northwest Ohio along with her proofreading

duties for CLAMOR, she works as membership coordinator for a botanical garden. She loves

animals and lives with a wonderful cat named Max. She can be reached care of CLAMOR

ailecia ruscm (p. 77) is an amencan studies grad student at the University of Kansas in

Lawrence She is available to do photography work for small zmes She writes a personal-

political zine called Alabama Grrrl and keeps busy doing radical community organizing.

She is one of the coordinators for the 3rd annual Southern Girl Convention, july 20-22. 2001

in Auburn. Alabama. Ailecia is also helping with the midwest convergence to protest the

FTAA. apnl 21st. Kansas City. MO. Her zine is $2 from P.O. Box 297 Lawrence KS 66044 or

ailecia@hotmail.com.

Now a regular CLAMOR contributor, sunfrog (p. 16) is a poetic amphibian who loves water

and just about everything about it. except pollution. To arrange a skinny dipping trip in

Tennessee, e-mail him at sunfrog.i@hotmail.com.

It took George Sweetman (p. 60) 4 attempts. 3 years. 2 interviews. 2 detroyed cassettes.

2 tours. 2 magazines, and a 3000 mile hitchhiking trip to see his Submission Hold interview

come to print. He says y'all better enjoy the dang thing. He can be contacted care of CLAMOR

Mike Taylor (p. 47) often takes on too much responsibility, yet when granted "free time,

paces about, making grumbling noises and grinding his teeth He can be reached care of

CLAMOR

Despite his political leanings. Kristian Williams (p. 84) has never been convicted of a

crime. A federal judge recently noted that "Williams appeared credible on the stand, but

his actions. . . suggest a significant hostility toward the police ." He can be contacted care

of CLAMOR

Theo Witsell (p. 20) is an ecologist and writer who lives in the Ouachita Mountains near

Roland. Arkansas He is currently working on a book entitled Under Blue Mountain: 365

Days in a Vanishing Landscape which documents the biological and cultural diversity be-

ing lost to urban sprawl He sporadically publishes Spectacle Magazine and co-edits the

ECOzwemtb his pal Chris Tracey Contact him at po. box 241387 / Little Rock. AR 72223-

0007.

DMYankowslu (p 83) is a writer and poet living in the Washington. DC area To contact him

write DMYankowski@excite com

it yost (p 27) is a freelance illustrator living a dangerous lite in Austin. Texas His cat.

Linus, couldn't seem to purr without opening his mouth last night jt's online portfolio can

be viewed at <hrtp . www.ftyost com>www ityost com. and any requests or threats can be

phoned m free of charge at #1.800 745 7013.

Enc /.?ss ip 42) works for City Lights Books and Publisher

ijrmail com

He can be reached at



The Siege of Toledo
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Protracted Struggle. Non-Moving Target

In the days of the great Spanish Revolu-

tion, or Spanish Civil War (1936 to 1939),

young progressive men and women formed or

joined International Brigades and traveled to

spam to help defend the Republic against the

I ascisl arnucs of Francisco I ranco. Spain, as

a protracted snuggle, became a celebrated

cause Km the u hole world and it became a point

of attraction for those who saw themselves as

internationalists and progressive warriors of

their day. ( onceptuallj speaking. Spain was

essentially a non-mo\ mg target and those w ho

went to light against fascism did not answer a

particular call to fight in any one specific battle

Or another. Rather the internationalist volun-

teers traveled to Spain when they could and

then went to whatever battle front needed them.

This is not to sav that Spam was the only place

one could go to fight against fascism, but it

was in Spam that victory against the expan-

sion of fascism seemed possible. It seemed

possible because unlike German) or Italy, the

Spanish people hail risen upon a massive scale

and had literally fought regiments of fascists

w i tli their bare hands.

I hese elements of a protracted, on-going

struggle, a non-moving target combined with

the critical and decisive nature of a struggle to

Stop the expansion of some evil dynamic, all

seem to be missing from the experience of the

movements against global capitalism today. In

other w ords. except lor ( hiapas. Mexico, there

is no place that you can go. whenever you are

available to go there, and be put directly into

whatever battle is happening at the time. If we

consider this historically, we can see that we

live in a rather unusual time because episodic

and diffused struggle is not really the norm.

Actually, historical!) speaking, protracted and

concentrated struggle is the norm and it is safe

to assume that hisiory will return to Us usual

mode of Statement soon enough

The so-called "Battle in Seattle"' was a

one-shot, episodic effort at a single mm ing tar-

get called the \\ l< > I rue enough, die WTO
look a hit but it was not finished off further-

more, the \\ fO simplv moved itself to anew
location, its agenda onl) postponed until such

lime as it could find a sale place lo meet ami

conspire Since this historic convergence of
" leamsteis and I miles" m Seattle, there have

been many 'calls' u> action against the append-

ages "i global capitalism, against the IMF,

World Bank, li.ms Atlantic Business Dialogue

and so forth No matter how effective such ac-

tions were in raising consciousness ami delh -

ering blow s against these appendages ofcapi-

talism, there was no irreversible and decisive

v ictorj against capitalism

Convergence for Concrete Victory

While today's activist is correctl) con-

cerned about the global evolution oi capital

ism. we must recognize that

massive global economic

dynamics w ill produce spe-

cific local atrocities both in

advanced capitalist nations

and m the under-developed

world. The nature of these

atrocities can be environ-

mental and or social, but it

is upon these specific expe-

riences of injustice that lo-

cal people galvanize and

form or join movements

against the source of these

crimes. Searching lor these

local atrocities that are

linked to key dynamics in

the evolution of capitalism

is die first step in the pro-

cess of focussing on a static,

non-moving target. The

next question we should ask

is: What vulnerabilities ex-

ist for a particular append-

age i>l global capitalism?

Thus, w e w ant to imagine a

scenario where something

like "The Battle in Seattle"

makes a permanent change

in the city of Seattle lor

whatever city is in ques-

tion). We want to consider

scenarios in which the city

of Seattle (or w hatev er city i

could never return to business as usual after

all of the "out-of-towners" have left the area.

Furthermore, we want to see a decisive end to

a particularly ugly dynamic of global capital-

ism, to stop it in its tracks so that it can pro-

ceed no further. In essence, we would be look-

ing to mobilize in one place, in one or a series

ofactions as a com ergence of forces in a pro-

tracted struggle. The goal w ould he to produce

an irreversible defeat for some anti-social or

anti-ecological dynamic of capitalism.

In other words, can a massive national

convergence of progressive Ibices, induce a

local insurgency as an intentional outgrowth

ofthe intervention of outside forces'.
1 tan this

local insurgency, combined with repeated na-

tional mobilizations to that city or location,

actually stop some unfolding dynamic of glo-

bal capitalism' I hese arc intelligent questions

to ask. specifically ifwe hope lo sec a full blos-

soming ofthe movement that began in Seattle

in November 1999. Such a victory that wins

bv uniting the forces of the environmental

movement, anarchist movement and the labor

movement in one small place, could show the

way for similar victories in other leverage

points on the globe where capitalism is quite

v ulnerable Rather than think ofa com ergence

ot these forces to merely deliver a moral in-

dictment ot capitalism, such as raising con-

sciousness against the W IO. I\1l and other

institutions, we should begin lo seek leal, me-
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...we must find a vulnerable, non-moving capitalist

target and create (or join) a protracted struggle against

that target until we take it down. I propose that we

consider Toledo. Dhio to be the point or place to begin

our protracted struggle and I propose that the target

be DaimlerChrysler.

v ersible v ictories at key lev erage points w here

these v ictories w ill be defended by a garrison

of local people w ho hav e suffered the particu-

lar atrocities of a specific dynamic of global

capitalism.

We must think of the convergence of

Teamsters. Turtles and Black Blocs as actu-

ally stopping the wheels of capitalist machin-

ery, not just throwing mud at the well-dressed

controllers of that machinery We must pick

one head of that capitalist hydra, converge our

forces on it And lop it off. We must think of

wa>s to distill or crystallize a global issue into

a local rebellion by way of addressing these

local atrocities of capitalism. We must find

points and places where a particular dynamic

of global capitalism is just beginning to pick

up steam, mobilize against it and stop it irre-

versibly In a very real sense, die movement

born in Seattle must produce a concrete vic-

tory soon or it will dissipate itself in an effort

to repudiate <;// of the millions of moral e\ ils

produced In the current evolution of capital-

ism lo put it Simply, we must find a vulner-

able, non-moving capitalist target and create

(or join) a protracted struggle against that tar-

gel until we lake u down. I propose that we

consider Toledo. Ohio to be the point or place

to begin our protracted struggle and I propose

that the target be DaimlerChrysler. I do this

because I see a point of vulnerability lor a new

evolution of capitalism as D.umlcit hivsler



launches a new and untested dynamic of pro-

duction in Toledo. Furthermore. I see the raw

materials for a local insurgency in Toledo.

Ohio. In fact, one can say that a certain form

of "protracted struggle' has already been set

into motion due to the level of local atrocities

experienced by the people in that city. You

just may not see it yet. but other national fig-

ures, such as Ralph Nader, have seen this and

they do understand the potential for struggle

and victory in Toledo. Ohio.

The Case For Toledo, Ohio

Toledo. Ohio is the quintessential melt-

ing pot of ethnic and minority groups There

are Polish. Greek. Hungarian. Irish. German.

Hispanic. Arab and African-Americans in To-

ledo. Each group celebrates in its individual

cultural heritage yet the citizens ofToledo con-

sider themselves to be loyal. God-fearing

Americans above all else. The Toledo skyline

is still etched with industrial smokestacks and

religious spues ami steeples of all faiths. While

these physical things speak of Toledo's heri-

tage as a multi-cultural, blue-collar town, the

hidden corporate agendas and political plots

that are guiding this unique city's future all

seem to undermine the very working class

foundation upon which the city was built. To-

ledo has endured many plant closings as jobs

and machines went south to the exotic wage

rate nations of Latin America and Asia.

The Labor Compromise

Blue-collar labor (and the union wage rate

associated with it) is really an endangered spe-

cies in Toledo. Labor unions, particularly the

UAW. have long suffered from the 'factory

flight' threat and the unions have continuously

made wage and benefit concessions to the big

capitalists. Thus, the big capitalist who has the

ability to nun e his factory south has found that

he can make more money from wage conces-

sions by threatening to move south than he can

from actually moving south. In this way,

Toledo's blue collar workers have tightened

their belts just to keep their jobs. They have

patiently followed a labor leadership that sold

them the idea that a "tight against the capital-

ist' would ultimately mean a ' flight of capital

and jobs' out of the city. This fear of factory

flight has been a powerful deterrent to open

labor struggles in Toledo. But the dynamic of

factory flight' is just about over and the ad-

vantages of exploiting highly skilled labor at

bargain wage rates, combined with huge mu-
nicipal tributes from taxpayers, makes Toledo

an attractive place for global corporations to

come and to stay. This is especially true for

global corporations that are looking for an

American base ofoperations, distributions and

production.

This is why DaimlcrChrysler chose to

build their new technological wonder, their al-

most fully automated, roboticized production

facility for Jeep production, in Toledo. Ohio.

There is free land, free money and a highly

skilled labor force ready to work at bargain

wage rates after two decades of plant closings

and union capitulation. Most importantly, there

are Toledo labor leaders who are willing to

openly collaborate with global capitalism, at

least on a local level, to both provide a fig-leaf

of unionism to a policy of super-exploitation

of Toledo's workers. These union leaders are

to serve as public salesmen for corporate poli-

cies both on and off the shop floor. Thus it is

not surprising that Toledo's LAW Local 12

leadership is not really concerned about the

massi\ e job cuts that will result from the trans-

fer of all Jeep production to the new Jeep plant.

No, the first priority of Local 12 leaders is to

pitch "the smooth launch' of the new Jeep "Lib-

ert)
" vehicle. The fact that thousands of Jeep

workers will be pushed out of the production

process into the jaws of unemployment is just

a minor detail, an unimportant footnote, to the

glorious launch of this new vehicle to be built

with new non-human technology.

A Long and Noble History

Yet our assessment of Toledo's potential

for massive labor resistance cannot be based

solely upon the current state of affairs. Toledo

is actually the birthplace of the LAW. born

from the energy and leadership in the great

Toledo Electric Auto-Lite Strike in 1 934. True

enough, the LAW was formally declared in

Detroit one year after this strike, but the To-

ledo Auto-Lite Strike clearly demonstrated that

autoworkers wanted to form and join unions

to fight collectively. The majority of the

I \\\ s national leadership in 1935 were vet-

erans of the light on the picket lines in Toledo

in 1934. The rowdy defense of the picket line

by thousands of union members at AP Parts m
1984 is another inspiring piece of e\ idence that

the Toledo workers have a capacity and will-

ingness to tight. Toledo w as thrust into the na-

tional limelight as news footage showed work-

ers battling cops, scabs and hired goons at the

AP Parts plant who's workers were members

of UAW Local 14. It is noteworthy that the

majority of union men in that battle were UAW
Local 12 Jeep workers who eagerly went to

the defense of union jobs against an insertion

of scab labor. The sad fact, however, is that if

one picks up a copy of the official History of

LAW Local 12 and Region 28. there is not one

word about cither the Auto-Lite Strike or about

the battle at AP Parts. Thus, the business union-

ism and the collaborationist strategies of Lo-

cal 12 leaders, has relegated such incidents as

Auto-Lite and AP Parts to the status of embar-

rassments, not proud accomplishments. But the

\ery fact that such things did happen in To-

ledo, almost in spite of the business unionism

ofthe official leadership, speaks \ olumes about

the potential for massive resistance around
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union issues in Toledo.

The Toledo Police and Labor

Most importantly. Toledo Ohio is lack-

ing some of the negative attributes that exist

in other cities. By this we mean that Toledo

has no acti\ e and organized racist or reaction-

ary groups that prey upon emerging progres-

sive movements in the city. There are no w ell-

organized, irregular, reactionary forces that

sen e as the mad dogs of capitalism and jingo-

ism in Toledo. Furthermore, the spirit and tra-

dition of "unionism" even extends into the po-

lice force itself. Police are often more sympa-

thetic w ith union pickets and strikers than they

are w ith the capitalists who's property they are

ordered to defend. This often means that high

seniority officers shy away from assignments

that involve escorting scabs or arresting union

members. It simply is not w ise, in the long run.

for a Toledo cop to be identified as being ac-

tivel) and enthusiastically anti-union. Thus,

there is a certain minimalist attitude among

Toledo cops about obeying orders to crush

union picket lines or herd scabs into factories

in the middle of a labor dispute.

In 1995. the city fathers began to worry

about certain 'union attitudes' in the police de-

partment. They rolled out the royal red carpet

for a pathetic demonstration by the Ku Klu\

Klan in dow ntown Toledo. The city spent hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars to defend the

KKK's free speech rights and yet encouraged

all good citizens to boycott the KKK e\ ent. The

fact is that dozens of city blocks were cordoned

off. police snipers perched on high points in sky -

scrapers while a handful of KKK kooks basi-

cally pitched their rhetoric to a captive audi-

ence ofpolice w ho were ordered to work o\ er-

time in defense of the KKK rally. The Klan did

not boost its presence within the Toledo police

by any means, however. The KICK rally was a

fiasco. It has never been repeated and nothing

like has been subsidized by the city fathers since.

The Klan's message simply did not go over \ cry

well with the average Toledo city cop. It was

obvious that the Toledo cop was not anything

like cops in other cities.

While it is true that Toledo cops w ere known

to be part of the nationw ide campaign against

the Black Panther Part) in the late 1960s, it sim-

ply isn't the case that a large allegiance to racist

ideology or anti-union sentiment exists in the

police department ofToledo. Ohio. In fact, in Feb-

ruary 2000. some 3000 construction trades union

workers simply took to the streets of downtown

Toledo, blocking traffic with no official permit.

to protest a gathering oi 'union-busters m the

building trades' at the Wyndam Hotel. The cops

simply tolerated this with no arrests. Most cops

clapped and cheered at the speeches of union

leaders. The 'union attitude" has also been dem- 5T

onstrated by Toledo city workers who are not o

associated with law enforcement. In 1 978-79. the

citv ofToledo was essentially brought to a stand-



-.till b> city workers who wenl on strike. Gar-

bage remained in the streets, fires wenl

unquenched and even drawbridges over the

Maumee River remained open, thus cutting the

city in two. rhere in even a certain militancy

among the school teachers « ho are organized into

long established teachers' unions, it is also worth

noting that [bledo < )hio is the home base of the

I ami I abor Organizing ( ommittee (FLOC),

which has a long history of successful organiz-

ing struggles loi the rights of farmworkers and

cannery workers in the region. II OC is now a

union organizing effort for farmworkers in many

states, not |ust Ohio.

So, the uiv loi ,i focus on Toledo Ohio is

Simply that it is a union town with a proud tra-

dition ofstruggle (even ifthe incidents of such

struggle are an embarrassment to certain union

leaders) I urthermore. union leaders who have

made careers out ofcorporate collaborationist!]

ha\ ejust about exhausted the allegiance oftheir

members. Jeep workers are slowly realizing that

all their years ofsacrifice, concessions, two-tier

wage rates, years of forced overtime at nine or

ten hours per day. six-days-pcr-wcek. has not

really produced the so-called "Job Security " that

was promised to them. Still, everything in To-

ledo remains calm and quiet. People seem se-

dated within the inertia of their own indi\ idual

concerns. But there is a storm brewing and the

stirring of the elements lor struggle has begun.

The Case Against Daimler-Chrysler

Imagine, ifyou will, a scene at the finely

paneled, palatial suits at the ( hr\ sler headquar-

ters in Auburn Hills, Michigan. We can see

that the corporate big shots arc extremely con-

cerned about some

matter of high

level im-

portance. Strict security measures are in force.

Meetings arc held in closed, guarded rooms.

and corporate executives squirm at the thought

that their loyalty might be under suspicion as

a mounting succession of leaks of corporate

plans is recounted. Are these leaks related to

the fact that the great Daimler chessmaster,

lien Jurgen Schremp, has been proven a bai-

lor characterizing the welding ofDaimler and

Chrysler into a so-called "merger of equals"?

No, everybody knows that was a lie and

Chrysler investors are suing Daimler over this

blatant misrepresentation ofthe C 'hry sler take-

over. Are they worried about the disclosure in

a British newspaper about Heir Schremp's

plans to suck the juice out ofChrysler and spit

out the emaciated hulk lor the -American and

Canadian governments to give a transfusion

of taxpayer's money? No. nobody reads Brit-

ish newspapers nor cares about that. Besides.

all llerr Schremp has to do is he about it now

and deal with it later.

What are these captains of the auto in-

dustry squirming about? Why is the strictest

level of security invoked.' The answer is that

these men are discussing leaks regarding their

plans lor the Jeep plant in Toledo. Ohio. That

is why strict security measures arc in place.

The fact is that the "Jeep" trademark is the sec-

ond most widely recognized trademark (after

"CocaCola") in the world. In other words, if

you randomly picked any adult person off o\'

the face ofthe earth from any random point

on the earth, no matter w hat language that per-

sons spoke, there is a high probability that this

person would most hkelv be able to

recognize the word "Jeep" coming

from \ our mouth, and know w hat \ OU

were talking about. The Jeep trade-

mark is a v aluable thing and the great

chessmaster, Jurgen Schremp. knows

this above all else. The great

chessmaster cannot afford to telegraph his

moves regarding Jeep, because there is too

much at stake, too much time and money m-

v cstcd in a plan that has taken years to dev elop.

The new Jeep plant and the v chicle that is soon

to be mass produced is top security. This then

is the vulnerability of DaimlerChrysler. The

aw lul truth about Daimler can hurt it badly

while plans remain in motion and goals have

not been reached. Daimler, as the vampire

sucking the blood from its Chrysler victim, is

vulnerable on many levels both globally and

locally in the city ofToledo.

DaimlerChrysler's Anti-Labor Policies

At the Jeep plant in Toledo. Daimler ea-

gerly embraced the two-tier wage rate con-

cept, w ith new workers being super-exploited

through the creation of pen erse labor hierar-

chies. There was no longer such a thing as

new full-time employee at Jeep. Since the

1997 UAW-C"hrxsler contract, new workers

were to be part-time-temporaries (TPT's) or

vacation replacements (VR's), both ofwhom
could be paid less wages and benefits. A set

ofsub-W age IP I's could easily replace a full

wage Jeep worker at a handsome labor cost

sav mgs. Furthermore, the part-time status de-

layed the new worker's acceptance as a fully

recognized and fully represented union mem-
ber m the I AW. The company encouraged

the psychology of separation of these new ver-

sus older Jeep w orkcrs. Jeep w ork-

ers who took sick leaves returned

to their jobs only to find that more

and more work was added on to

their old routine. Why? Because

while this older full-time

worker was home sick, the

TPT's and VR's. having no

rights or union representation,

were given more and more

I

I
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work. Under the duress of their second-class

status, these TPT's could each endure one or

two days of part-time over-work and let their

bodies recover during the remaining idle days

of the work-week. However, the older worker

who was expected to perform at high speed

and intensity of labor, could not endure a five

or six day work-week with the expanded job

assignments.

The rift between older worker and the sec-

ond-class status, new worker had been manipu-

lated by the company. Many older Jeep work-

ers spat insults at the younger TPT's, calling

them scabs for eagerly performing all the tasks

on over-loaded jobs. DaimlerChrysler had

found a way to divide up the work force and

introduce, essentially non-union labor into a

union shop and make it compete with union

labor, in the same factory. The TPT's were not

only working more for less, they were also al-

lowing the company to re-time and redesign

job assignments so that some jobs could be

overloaded and other jobs could be eliminated

at the Jeep factory. The tragedy and atrocity of

these super-exploited new Jeep workers does

not end with this part-time farce. No indeed.

Jeep decided to create a fully disposable sub-

category of labor when many of these part-

time workers were offered full time work at

Jeep. After all, the new Jeep factory, the tech-

nological wonder of the new age, would be

open soon, and the Jeep labor force would es-

sentially have to be decimated since a village

of robots would literally take the place of a

regiment of workers.

The logic of creating a sub-class of part-

time workers at Jeep seemed to apply won-

derfully to the idea of creating a sub-class of

disposable full-time employees. The reason-

ing goes thusly: if a sub-class of full-time em-

ployees could be created to meet the higher

demand for Jeeps in 1 999 and 2000, then this

sub-class of workers could be painlessly

eliminated. If this sub-class of workers has

no rights and are not recognized as union

workers, then when this sub-class of workers

is put out on the street, it technically does not

count as any sort of layoff. This was the logic

of a disposable workforce. The 370 so-called

'transitional' workers could be crossed off the

books and their numbers could be subtracted

from the official total of laid-off Jeep work-

ers when the new plant, a village of robots,

replaced the regiment of workers at the old

Jeep plant in Toledo, Ohio. Never mind that

the whole tw isted scheme of creating the sub-

class known as the 'transitional' Jeep work-

ers violated several sequins of the 1935 Na-

tional Labor Relations Act. It was imple-

mented by Jeep management anyway. As of

yet, the NLRB has failed to do its duty and

se\ erely fine Jeep for the blatant violation of

US Labor Law. In fact the NLRB has not had

the guts to even begin a formal investigation

in this atrocity.

The real honor and glory of the people

labeled as 'transitional' Jeep workers, is that

they fought back and organized themselves to

demand their rights. This meant a fight against

the union leadership who allowed their super-

exploitation to happen, as well as against Jeep

management who carried out that super-ex-

ploitation. In a very real sense, the 'transitional'

workers at Jeep have fought for their dignilv

as union members and as honorable workers.

The ine\ liable job holocaust that will come to

Toledo, when robots replace workers at Jeep,

squarely faces each and every 'transitional'

worker. Yet even in the face of their ine\ itable

disposal into the jaws of unemployment, the

'transitional
1 workers refused to give upon the

fight for their dignity. Thev refused to give up

their fight for bid rights, for recognition as

union members in good standing and for rights

to be listed as employees with a specific se-

niority date. This last benefit (specific senior-

ity date) gives employees a right to be recalled.

when and ifjobs ever return to the Jeep manu-

facturing system in Toledo.

The Great Land Grab

Perhaps no other episode of DaimlerChrysler's

legacy in Toledo Ohio so aptly fits the scale of

the term, 'corporate atrocity', than the great

land grab of private homes in the neighbor-

hood known as the Pomeroy Addition of North

Toledo. In 1997, there was anxiety in Toledo

over the fate of the old Jeep plant as Chrysler

(not yet consumed by Daimler) began scout-

ing for favorable locations for the new Jeep

plant, the technological wonder of the new
millennium. Toledo was on the list of possible

sites at that time, but it was not a done deal by

any means. The UAW, the city and local busi-

nesses in the Toledo area united for a vague

public campaign with the precise intent of lob-

bying Chrysler to "Keep the Jeep" in Toledo,

Ohio. Banners, stickers and public inarches
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appeared declaring that "Toledo Loves Jeep"

and the message was clear: If Chrysler pulls

Jeep production out ofToledo, that would up-

set the entire Toledo community. While it was

not clear that Chrysler really had any intent

other than to build the new Jeep plant in the

city of Toledo, it was clear that the "Toledo

Loves Jeep" momentum dovetailed well with

the plan to politically isolate and physically

devastate the lives of some 83 neighbors from

the thriving Pomeroy Addition neighborhood.

This North Toledo neighborhood would block

the magnificent view of the new Jeep plant

from the Interstate highway and so it had to be

leveled for the sake of cosmetically maintain-

ing the proper image of Chrysler in the new

millennium.

Yes, Chrysler agreed to build its new Jeep

plant in Toledo and furthermore, they shrew dly

translated community anxiety into a form of

corporate, economic blackmail. In November

1 998 an agreement of sorts was negotiated be-

tween the mayor, Carty Finkbeiner and

Chrysler. In this corporate- municipal pact, the

city agreed to a massive tax abatement for

Chrysler (totaling some $281 million over a

ten year span), a specific transfer of real prop-

erty ($28 million in property, much of which

the city did not actually own yet) and prom-

ises to share or fully assume the responsibility

for environmental clean up of the site of the

old Jeep plant. In exchange. Chrysler would

build the Jeep plant and promise to invest some

$ 1 .2 billion in it (Chrysler has yet to reach that

$1 .2 billion in total investment, however). The

goal and underlying foundation of the great

campaign to "Keep The Jeep" was to save jobs,

yet in this agreement between the city of To-

ledo and Chrysler, there was no legal commit-

ment by Chrysler to provide even one job at

the new Jeep plant.

Technically. Chrysler could build the

new plant, enjoy the tax breaks, assume full

ownership of the land grants and simply im-

port foreign laborers to actually do the work

of building Jeeps in the next century. There

was no language in the corporate-munici-

pal pact that prohibited this nor specified

that Toledo UAW workers should be hired,

in any numbers whatsoever, at the new
plant. The only written agreement relating

to jobs was the 1997 UAW-Jeep collective

bargaining agreement (which expires in

2002) that called for about 4900 jobs to ex-

ist when both the old and new Jeep plants

were running concurrently. Mayor
Finkbeiner quickly grabbed this tally of

4900 jobs and touted it as one of his ac-

complishments as if it were set in stone

within the text of the corporate-municipal

pact he negotiated. Thus, the "land for jobs"

juggernaut was assembled and it would only

be a matter of mobilizing one set of Toledo sr

citizens against another to carry out the o

massive land grab of the homes that would

block the view of the new Jeep plant.



In 1998, the drive for 'corporate cleans-

ing' of the I'omeroy Addition neighborhood

had begun. The plan was to use the authority

of eminent domain' as the quasi-legal ratio-

nale for taking private homes and business and

giving them to Chrysler. Like unsuspecting

Czechoslovakians alter the Munich sell out in

the llitler-Chamberlm pact, the people of the

Pomeroy Addition neighborhood woke up one

day to read of their fate in the Toledo Blade .

I he) were to be bought out and shipped out.

The cit) quicklv declared the thriving neigh-

borhood to be a 'slum' and thus brought it un-

der the auspices of the 'slum and blight' lan-

guage of the municipal codes. The tragic-com-

edy of the affair was that homes in this neigh-

borhood were still to be taxed under their non-

slum values, but they were to be purchased by

the city at the artificially depressed valuations

under the 'slum and blight' laws. The duplic-

ity and blatant misapplication of tax laws and

eminent domain' authority did not slow down

the land grab juggernaut.

The "Toledo Loves Jeep" forces were set

in motion in coordination with a well orches-

trated media campaign to ridicule the one

champion of Pomeroy neighborhood. That one

champion was Mr. Ralph Nader who made nu-

merous attempts to break the media barrier,

both locally and nationally, to spread the truth

about the unfolding corporate atrocity. The

combination of Ralph Nader with a group of

North Toledo neighbors was trivialized with a

peculiar form of bourgeois, journalistic jingo-

ism, and the 'Nader plus Neighbors' equation

simply became "Nader's Neighbors" (a play

on the "Nader's Raiders" moniker from the

1970s). Suddenly, a collection of honest work-

ing people trying to keep their homes and busi-

nesses became the latest addition in the spate

of'touchy-feely', left-liberal, nut-causes. Jeep

workers were led to believe that these Nader's

Neighbors were all Washington busy-bodies

trying to stop the new Jeep plant from being

built (and thus forcing the elimination of all of

their jobs). The false contention dichotomy

between Toledo jobs versus Toledo homes was

played to the hilt by the local media outlets.

Jeep workers w ho had marched for the "Keep

The Jeep" movement were suddenl) mobilized

as the irregular forces of corporate cleansing.

"Get out or we '11 burn you out " was the battle

civ shouted at the Pomeroj neighbors by the

Jeep workers who easily fell into line with the

media hype in 1999. It was the first uglj face-

off of Tolcdoan versus lolcdoan in the devel-

oping Siege ofToledo.

All of this was shrewd!) calculated lo

meet the schedule for the municipal tribute lo

( hrvsler mow Daimleri Ihrysler) I he shame-

ful buyouts for the corporate welfare package

were eventual I v completed, the homes dcmol-

o ished and onl) one businesswoman remains

ro defiant against the land grab juggernaut Kim's

\uto and I nick Repair remains a final hold

«— out against the tide 01 corporate greed it is

worth noting that Kim's property is not even

remoter) essential to the completion ofthe new

Jeep plant. Now, in 2001, the plant is built and

ready for production. Even so, a deal is a deal.

and the city of Toledo is zealously prosecut-

ing a legal case, as well as an extra-legal utili-

ties shut-offcampaign, to ruin Kim's business

and seize Kim's land so that it can be deliv-

ered to the corporate masters at

DaimlerChrysler.

The Adopt a School' Campaign

The case against DaimlerChrysler, it

would seem, should stand alone on the basis

of these atrocities but there is so much more.

The very fact that DaimlerChrysler has ma-

nipulated massive corporate welfare packages

from the city and motivated quasi-legal land

grabs, all of which were done for the hidden

motive of replacing UAW workers with robots

and underpaid non-union contractors, is as-

tounding enough. But the scale of future cor-

porate domination of the city and community

ofToledo Ohio has yet to be fully appreciated.

The entire nature of the school system and the

economic tax base upon which the Toledo

schools are supported is about to be Daimler-

ized as well. Schools that were once the re-

cipients of Jeep taxes and Jeep worker taxes

will now be subjected to the status of begging

for corporate hand-outs. Schools in Toledo will

ultimately be forced to seek corporate spon-

sors and democratically elected school boards

will simply become the economic pawns of

corporate executive boards.

The plans for an 'Adopt a School' cam-

paign are already in motion. Thus, Toledo.

Ohio has seen the compelling logic of 'fac-

tory flight' come full circle into the logic of

the extension of the factory system into prac-

tically every aspect of public policy. This

means a corporate extension of factory logic

into the school system itself. New crops of2 1 st

century techno-workers must be created

through the Toledo schools, in great over-sup-

ply, to promote worker versus worker compe-

tition, so as to depress the wage rate for highlv

trained workers to baby-sit robots and auto-

mated systems. Young minds must be

eorporati/ed and molded to the techno-men-

tahiv long before those young bodies are read)

to claw their wav past their fellows to that ro-

bot babysitting job o\' the future, fhe great

OVer-SUppl) of these future techno-workers

will reshape the wage base o\ loledo to fit

Daimler's wage-cutting, as well as pav roll-

cutting, schemes

Truly, loledo is about to be Daimler-i/ed.

all under the vague assertion thai Toledo's

youth must be prepared for this new 21st cen-

turv techno-d) namic ofglobal capitalism I he

icsiilt will be a transformation o\ Ibledo's blue

collar reserve .iimv of unemployed laborers

into a white collai reserve arm) oftechno-edu-

ealed workers w ho w ill compete and scramble
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for the few jobs available at the new Jeep plant.

Whatever Daimler donates to the schools in

the 'Adopt a School' program will be repaid

many-fold in the form ofdepressed wages gen-

erated from the over-supply of young techno-

workers in Toledo. If Daimler does it there, in

Toledo Ohio, it will only be a matter of time

before the recipe for the corporate blackmail,

corporatization of the schools and

pauperization of blue collar workers will be

tried somewhere else by someone else. With-

out a doubt. Daimler is on the path of a great

new economic dynamic to combine 2 1 st cen-

tury technology with 19th century labor poli-

cies. The trend to make unions and city gov-

ernments the paw ns of the dominant economic

power in a community is thus begun The path

to the enslavement of a community to serve

the interests of a new technology will be clearly

blazed by the pioneering efforts of

DaimlerChrysler in Toledo. Ohio.

Just as the great technological innovation

known as "the cotton gin" transformed the cost

structure of the cotton industry in the early 19th

century, so too. a new sophisticated robot tech-

nology will transform manufacturing in this

century. Yet this new technology can only work

so long as a specific 'condition of labor' can

be cultivated. Just as the cotton gin was based

upon a certain condition of labor know n as 'sla-

very', so too, 21st century technology will be

based upon the super-exploited, super-brain-

washed condition of labor, such that massive

reserve armies of unemployed corporate-

minded, techno-labor must be created. Those

who havejobs must work long extended w ork-

weeks while their neighbors sit idle, waiting

to be called to replace anyone w ho is tired for

asking to be treated as a human being instead

of a machine.

One must ask the social question: What

benefit does the community reap from new tax-

free technology? What benefit did the slaves

reap from the wonderful labor-sav mg tcchnol-

ogv of the cotton gin'.' Did the slaves get to

work shorter hours? Did the slav es receiv e bet-

ter clothes, more food to eat? No. all the ben-

efits of the labor-saving tcchnologv from the

cotton gin went into the profit columns ofthe

slave owners This same dynamic will applv

to the innovations of the 21st century. All o\'

the benefits of tax-free, community financed,

robot tcchnologv will also go into the profit

columns of the manufacturers. None of these

benefits will be translated into shorter work-

weeks, the creation more jobs, or higher pay-

checks for the techno-workers of the future

["his, dear readers, is the new economic dv

-

namic, that we must mobilize against, for if it

is not brought to a standstill in loledo. Ohio,

n will spread to a thousand new communities

in this count!) and abroad. *

Part two ofthis piece willappear in the next />.w/<



Bathtubs I Have Loved
uy Liuuy

A chance to be wet without being in swim-

ming lessons; a time to play with my mermaid

doll and empty plastic bottles; a place to conduct

experiments with soaps and bath beads—as a kid.

baths were just good clean fun. In junior high,

showering became not a once a week pleasure

but a chore of hygiene, a battle with new smells

and hair, and an effort to fit in. Sunday nights in

my first communal house we lined up for each

of our turns in the increasingly dirty water, con-

serving as much water as possible and often ex-

perimenting without soap or shampoo. I became

obsessed with the "natural" state ofmy hair, con-

stantly scratching and sniffing myself. Not bath-

ing became a rebellion and a statement -and a

chore.

But bathtubs arc little pools ofprivacy and

pleasure, providing space to dream in weight-

lessness, to be refreshed, to feel innocent or glam-

orous, to pamper our inner goddesses and rock

stars. From around the world to someone's back-

yard, here are five of my all time favorite baths.

Banera

In my memories of Peru, all else pales in

comparison to the bathtub. Purest of white por-

celain, cobalt blue tiles and golden fixtures, it

was a bath for a princess. A tiny window could

open and let in a fragment of deep orange from

the building across the alley. The bath was a place

for me to unwind from the delicious stress of

traveling with my father. I let the water cover me
until I heard my heart beat in my head, silencing

the sounds of Spanish drifting up from the street.

In a country where we had to buy potable water

and often pay to use questionable toilets, the bath

was an extraordinary' luxury.

On the road bathrooms, and bathtubs in par-

ticular, are sacred spaces - a time when you are

encouraged to shut the door and not chit-chat or

entertain/be entertained. I lose myself in all that

is familiar and exotic, delighting in shampoo and

towels and scrubbing devices my hosts offer.

Bottles read as if they were poetry or magic po-

tions ( in the case of Dr. Bronner's soap they are! ).

I slather my body with lotions and oils just to

feel my skin, to remember who I am in the new

landscape.

The Smell ofSummer
One rural summer a funky smell kept creep-

ing in with the water. At first, we didn't worry

since the cistern filled by rain was just for wash-

ing, never drinking. However, when it smelled

so much like death that nothing felt clean, we
had it drained. The frogs and insects that lived in

the cool cement cave found new homes while

the adults scraped off slime molds and patched

holes. I spent the day playing with the children

in the upper Held until the cistern was clean again.

clean and empty.

We needed a downpour to

flush out the gutters and fill the

tank. That summer the infamous

Washington rains would not fall.

We prayed for rain. We begged

We cried. I never hated the sun so

much. The kids got cranky, lick-

ing dust and grime from their lips.

Wading in our own muddy pond

covered us with muck due to the

low water level. We drove to other

ponds. When we were invited

over for dinner, we asked if we
could shower. Luckily, this dry

cistern was on an island where

neighbors help. They saw our des-

peration; they smelled our (lustra-

tion. The family who owned the

winery filled their tanker with wa-

ter and blessed us with the abun-

dance from their spring. Our cis-

tern was full enough for a bath.

With silent ceremony. I filled the

tub. thankful it no longer smelled

like old fish and frog piss. 1 stayed

long after the bubbles popped,

soaking until I found my body still alive beneath

the smothering dust of summer.

Starry Xight

Years ago when Ned and Dylan moved into

a little cabin down the street from me; a claw-

footed bathtub waited for them under a plum tree.

They fixed the brick foundation and stovepipe

so that a proper fire could be built underneath. It

was literally a hot tub; so hot that we sat on a

wooden board in the base of the tub to avoid

scorched checks. We sprayed ourselves with re-

freshment from a garden hose while the tub re-

turned to a moderate heat. In the spring, white

plum blossoms floated down from the tree un-

der whose branches we bathed. Whether

crammed full of bodies or alone, it was the per-

fect place to chat and dream. Gazing up through

the naked branches, we watched the winter stars.

Naked in the middle oftown yet cloaked in green

and darkness, we were magic in that tub. I won-

der who lives there now, ifthey feel the enchant-

ment ofbathing in plum blossoms. I blow kisses

to the bathtub, looking for a thin stream ofsmoke

and dream of sneaking back for one more bath.

Southern Hospitality

I journeyed three days across the country

by bus to visit my friends. When I arrived in South

Carolina in June, I felt more disgusting than ever

in my life. My own sweat chilled into a rank film

by cooling systems of recycled air. Crusty eyes

and lips resulted from troubled and all too brief
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dozing. I wondered if those moist towlettes re-

ally cleaned our hands after using the sloppy toi-

let in jerky motion across the nation. My body

contorted by seats where so many had sat for

hours restless before me spilling pop, coughing

and caimbling com chips.

At the home of some my friends' parents,

I was told to make myselfcomfortable. I locked

myself in the bathroom: scrubbed, soaped, soaked

and submerged. Right outside the window ev-

eryone was talking and laughing on the back

porch. Floating between places, I lay weightless

in the water, letting the ghost of the bus slide off

my skin before I joined the party. I savored the

privacy and stillness. The folks were tickled that

I felt comfortable enough to spend an hour in the

bath before even grabbing a beer and being in-

troduced around. I am at home in the bath.

Home Sweet Home
In my apartment now we joke that we pay

rent for the bathtub and all the other rooms are a

bonus. The Jacuzzi-type jets turn a drop of soap

into mountains of foam in a tub large enough to

comfortably fit both our hefty bodies. Skin glides

across skin; we are fish. I slip beneath the white

fluff, practically drowning in fun. Then we charm

ourselves sipping sweet black cups ofcoffee with

foamy moustaches. I pretend to be the elegant

women on soap operas who bathed in nothing o

but their diamond earrings and bubbles. Every 3

week we make a date for sudsy play, to remem-

ber that bathing doesn't have to be a chore. ^ J^



rural living, skinny clipping, and my philosophy of everything wet, an aquafesto

by sunfrog

Water. An essential element. We drink it.

bathe m n. shave with it. excrete it. Most of

our bodies are made of it. While people say

that "blood is thicker than water." blood itself

is mostly water. Water is also part of piss and

snot, cum and wine Spiritually speaking, wa-

ter is associated with the west and is undeni-

ably feminine. It invokes the oceanic womb
and the woman's monthly How that makes

human life possible. Water conjures images of

Aphrodite anil Poseidon, Scorpio and Pisces.

lily ami lotus, emotion and intuition. In one

pagan creation story w nh striking resemblance

to the Genesis myth, our collective fall from

bliss involved drinking from a spring rather

than eating a piece of fruit.

We need water to sustain life but we take-

it for granted. It's no longer big news that the

water ofour plane! is severely polluted b) hu-

man and industrial shit, and that one da) soon.

our very survival ma) be threatened due to a

lack ofclean watei In two science fiction nov-

els l'\e read in the last few years (Parable <>t

the Sowei and The I iiih Sacred Thing), wa-

ter and the scarcity of il furnishes a main

source ol conflict I hese prophetic texts offei

important parables, without good water, the

late oi humanit) and life itsell hangs in a tenu

ous thread.

Rathei than hsien to feminist prophets

like Octavia Butlet and Starhawk, we ignore

£ the oln urns en\ ironmental c\ idence and con

jj tinue to nun on the tap, Hush the toilet, and

dunk bottled w.ita rarelj pausing to considei

r- what life would be like without this precious.

priceless liquid. While I once wasted water like

the average American, mm mg to the country

In c years ago profoundly changed my personal

relationship with water. 1 now have a much

deeper re\ crence for that clear, allegedly taste-

less liquid on which all life depends. What

follows is the story ofmy rural life in relation-

ship to water, told through anecdote, reflec-

tion, and random philosophical observation

Country plumbing and crap in the creek

W hen we first inspected the I 20 acres o\

our Pumpkin Hollow farm in early summer

1996, everything seemed sufficiently lush and

breathtaking!) beautific. 1 ven the run-down

cabin appeared romantically ramshackle. I fig-

ured all the training I needed for homestead-

ing had been gained through years of camping

and \ isiling other rural communities. We didn't

suspect that water would be a problem since

as the real estate agent assured us •'that spring

never runs dry." Our spring, hardlv a gushing

geyser, was m a son of cave about a quarter-

mile from the house where a mudd) moisture

seeped from the ground. We found an old stone

spring box full of water, frogs, and crud.

Dreaming of rural paradise during a rain)

June is different than mo\ ing onto land in the

dead of December Once gutted b) the dis-

gruntled tenant who had to give up his ssn

month rent and ample privac) because we'd

bough) the land, oui co/v country shack looked

prett) dismal I Dismal, b) the way, being the

name ol the dot on the map closest to out new

home) hiking stock ofOUI meager amenities,
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we examined the system used bv the former

residents to obtain water. Thus, w e discov ered

what I call "country plumbing."

Our predecessors in the house had run-

ning water fed by a steel tank that sat slighth

uphill, adjacent to the cabin. Thcv didn't har-

v est the spring w ater but brought city w ater in

on a truck. A hose from the tank took water to

the house. At the house, the hose met a fitting

that fed three more garden hoses. One hose

went to the kitchen sink, another to a toilet.

and one more to a rustv. electric, hot water

heater that \\:d the bathtub That is country

plumbing in a nutshell fhe Hush toilet, how-

ex ei. w as not hooked up to a septic sv stem but

a large plastic dram pipe that emptied itself in

a creek bed behind the house \n\ guilt I had

about evicting" the former renter vanished

when I discovered that he and his family had

been shitting in the v alley I hat creek onlv

(lowed during the verv wettest davs of winter

and spring, but w hen it did. all the dow nstrcam

neighbors had slut's creek How mg b) the front

door.

Rather than continue that horrible prac-

tice, we immediately disconnected the pipe to

the creek and onlv used the toilet for piss when

it w as loo cold to go outside I .iter, w c i emov ed

the toilet to make more room for a new show er

Foi poop, we switched to a primitive

composting toilet comprised of a five gallon

plastie bucket and a toilet seal Wc added saw -

dust after each use and made a special, con-

tained compost pile as instructed bv The

llimuiiuirc llaiulhook



Without the steel tank, the garden hose

plumbing was not functional during our first

w inter. We collected water at the spring in large

plastic jugs and hauled it to the house in our

trucks and cars, about 25 gallons at a time to

meet all our cooking and washing needs. Ques-

tioning the purity of the spring, we drank a lot

of bottled city water at first. While we never

had our water tested by a lab. we've been drink-

ing our spring water for almost 5 years now.

and no one's gotten sick. That initial winter,

when our sparsely bathed bodies began to

smell ripe, we showered at various locations.

dependent on the hospitality of friends and

family. Caught up in the adventure of home-

steading in the beginning. I don't remember

minding our lack of running water, though at

least one of our early residents found the sys-

tem (or lack of one) intolerable.

However, by April \991. we installed a

500 gallon tank at the spring and ran about

1600 feet of black plastic pipe to the house.

While we only had a slight decline in eleva-

tion between the spring and house, the distance

provided the necessary

water pressure VI-

thougfa I understand the

basic science of it. gra\ -

ity-fed water systems

still amaze me for their

efficiency and simplic-

ity.

Our water system

is not perfect. We never

buried the pipe and have

had problems with leak-

ing, freezing, and break-

ing pipes. Once, a sec-

lion ofpipe even caught

on fire when a card-

board and woodscrap

blaze got out of hand.

Eventually, we installed

a large gas hot water

heater, an auxiliary 150 gallon tank, a wash-

ing machine, a filter at the kitchen sink, and

"real" PVC-pipe plumbing in the house. De-

spite some problems. I'm pretty satisfied with

our water scene. And the realtor was right, so

far. Even during the driest of dry spells, we
still have at least a trickle at the spring.

It's even hotter than you are

Tennessee summers can be sweltering, to

say the least". When sheer heat and humidity

combine, the impact on the body can be in-

tense, especially if you expect to get anything

done. While I must admit to finding refuge in

a movie theater or even at work just to cool

off from an August sweat, back at the hollow/.

I don't do air conditioning. If the water tank is

full. I often end up at the spring on a steamy

day. As we lack the creeks and waterfalls of

some ofour neighbors, an old bathtub under a

buckeye tree prov ides the best sw miming hole

on the land (excluding a natural cold tub in

our creek bed that is only wet about ten days

each year). Though the water in the black plas-

tic pipe can quickly reach hot shower tempera-

ture, the stuff in the tank stays cold, really cold.

Even on the stickiest of summer afternoons, a

soak in the tub by the tank offers certain, icy

relief. As for the solar heater in the pipeline,

this can give us a great outdoor shower w her-

e\ er we have a spigot. After we had the pipes

working but before the new bathroom and hot

water heater were installed, I used to love tak-

ing a hot shower in the herb garden with Dr.

Bronner.

Skinny-dipping with Jesus

While the huge swimming pools and

waterparks of the city offer abundant summer

recreation, nothing satisfies the summertime

itch for the wet and wild more than a naked

dip in the creek. We're lucky to have numer-

ous sw imming holes and creek beeches with

nicknames like "redneck Riviera" nearby. De-

pending on the place, the tune of day, and the

day of the week, a crew of

hippies and faeries hoping to

bare all might encounter

some more conservative

neighborhood folk. Out of

respect. 1 usually won't strip

down to the skin in such

company. Just as the local

Baptists might find skinny

dipping offensive. I've seen

some swimming habits that

1 find even more unusual.

I've seen whole families

jump into the water fully

clothed. Such a shameful

habit might have some reli-

gious rationale. Since God is

always with them, maybe

they don't want Jesus to see

'em nekid. Who knows!

A most interesting skinny dipping tale

came with a transsexual who was visiting

the area. As for her appearance, this male-

to-female tranny preferred androgynous

grrrl-punk to uptown glamour dame. After

some medical alterations, s he had small,

firm breasts, liked to dress in t-shirts, and

successfully "passed" as a "real girl" among
most of our crowd. She looked like a young

dyke who might work as a bike messenger

and play guitar in a place like Seattle. Her

choice is to identify as tranny. and her suc-

cessful transition stopped short of any sig-

nificant changes between her legs. So, when

s/he joined us for a swim, we had our own
scene reminiscent of The ( 'vying Game . A
person who can pass like this can easily

blend in and be accepted as female among

straighter folks. But the genderful faeries of

middle Tennessee are the type of folks who
can usually read more subtle messages and
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affectations, but she had most of us con-

vinced until we went swimming!

If it's yellow, let it mellow

One thing that's certainly changed for me

since moving to the boonies is my attitude

about taking a leak. Really. 1 think I'd be hap-

piest if I never pissed in a conventional toilet

again as long as I lived. I love to urinate out-

doors. My daughter describes her ritual squat

of relief as "giving mother nature her vita-

mins." When it's really cold or the middle of

the night, the postmodern bedpan (a recycled

bucket orjug) serves me just fine. When I visit

my more civilized friends, I earnestly hope

they practice the "let the yellow get mellow"

policy rather than flush every few ounces of

piss with gallons of water. Even then, I often

find myself sneaking into the bushes while

smoking a cigarette rather than standing at the

porcelain throne. Now. I know that this atti-

tude about human waste did cause some seri-

ous health problems in places like London in

times past, but I think there are plenty of safe

and non-destructive ways to "make water"

w ithout modern plumbing.

Talking about the politics of piss would

be incomplete in this rambling aquafesto with-

out some mention of that refined erotic game

from which I draw my title. Playing in my
partner's piss is a beautifully simple gesture

of slippery devotion, but until very recently, it

was only a fantasy. I don't know much about

the history of watersports, but for lovers who

enjoy showering and soaking together, it can

be a dv namically dripping release of both bio-

logical and emotional energies.

Going with the flow

In closing my ruminations on H20. I'd like

to look at this annoyingly overused adage, "go

with the How." As a sort of pop-psyche-neo-

Zen attitude, it refers to bland "don't worry-be

happy" detachment amid the bitter demise of

human and planetary freedom. But in thinking

about water, I think that one problem with tech-

nocratic civilization is that it does not "go with

the flow"—but against it—in a seriously detri-

mental fashion. Both literal and allegorical no-

tions of "going with the flow" suggest keeping

the garbage of big business out of our rivers,

lakes, and oceans. Creatures of the sea cannot

"go with the flow" when their native habitat is

being destroyed. Living on land with its own

water source, I can "go with the flow" and drink

from the spring when I'm thirsty, water the gar-

den to help plants grow, or skip that shower if

the tank is low or the pipes are frozen. While

not everyone can move to the hills and embrace

a more simple less harmful relationship with

water, the industrial societies of the world must

learn to "go with the flow" and stop polluting q>

our water and air or face the fact that one day, °

what flows will be so spoiled that we would _»

hardly call it water at all. *



Salt-Free Surfing
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introducing the freshwater

surfing community

by Joel Bylsma

Nearly six years ago I moved away from

my sunny home in Stockton California, to at-

tend school in the cold and gray city of Grand

Rapids. Michigan. At the time I had left, I had

onlj recently began surfing the frigid and shark)

waters ofCalifornia's north coast. Although I fell

in lov e \\ ith it immediately. I expected suiting to

be an activity in which I could indulge only on

the occasions ofholiday v isits back home. 1 low -

ever, some few months into my first semester of

school. I was introduced to a guj who grew up

surfing in the nearby beach town ofGrand I la-

ven. The idea of surfing on a lake seemed quite

humorous to me at the time, >ct my interest had

most certainly been taken captive by the possi-

bility of nearby waves. My only problem was

that I lacked all the essential elements for surf-

ing in lake Michigan: no surfboard, no wctsuit.

no transportation, and no time. Besides, it was

already getting to be colder than I ever thought

possible and I was basing enough trouble just

going outside, let alone into that cold lake. Be-

cause of this. my freshwater surfing debut was

to remain wishful thinking for about a year.

My second year of school was ushered in

with a few changes for this "I hate cold Michi-

gan" California transplant, and maybe they w ould

benefit my sanity or quite possibly they moved

to further dislodge it. \\ hatever the case. I had

arrived in Michigan with a car. a surfboard, a

w etsuit and as much time to surf as 1 w as w ilhng

to afford. 1 knew nothing of what to look for as

far as weather patterns or w aids that w ould com-

pliment a w a\ y lake but I did ha\ e a friend. 1 ric

Rydbeck, who wanted to try it out loo. So we

just dro\ c out to ( rrand 1 lav en. not know mg w hat

to expect. Miraculously, somehow, we timed it

perfectly, lor as we pulled up to the beach, there

were small, nicely shaped, waist-high waves.

1 veil more surprising than that was the sight of

other surfers out there, ahead) exploiting the

waves. Eric and I onlj had the one board be-

tw ecu us. so w c took turns on it for the next four

hours, surfing and talking to the other guys ( w ho

were very friendly ) until the sun finally offered

itselfto the other side of the watery horizon.

< >vcr the four years that have passed since

that first freshwater session and I have become

deeply involved in the community of lake surf-

ers around the region, gaming an understanding

ofthe unique differences between surfing a Like

\ s .in ocean, learning the history of lake surllng

anil Finding main great friends who also share

llus lather unknown activ ity

Suiting on the lake is very similar to and

yel very different from surfing in the saltwater

twwn lo begin, one is much less buoyant in

freshwater than in saltwater, making a thicker

sin fboard ideal. giv en the lake conditions I low •
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e\ er most surfboards are made for saltwater eon-

ditions and thicker boards are hard to find, espe-

cially when looking for a new board. There are

a few surfboard shapers in the region w ho make

freshwater boards, and I've tried my hand at mak-

ing a few as well but. all science put aside, just

about any board has the potential to work line.

Another key difference is that the lake's

waves are formed by local heavy winds, result-

ing in \ eiy choppy conditions. Flic w a\ es surfed

in the ocean are usually bom by storm w inds hun-

dreds or thousands of miles aw ay so by time they

reach shore the) have "cleaned up" quite a bit.

Clean waves are the ideal waves to surf, but you

hav e to take w hat you can get on the lake. \ev er

take the lake's good days for granted because

they don't happen too often. The w ater tempera-

ture of the lakes tends to fluctuate on a scale

much w ider than most ocean surf spins: Lake

Michigan can be as warm as eighty degrees m
August and then fro/en in February, w bile Santa

( 111/ will stay near fifty -fi\ e degrees all y ear long.

The lakes oiler the benefit of shark-free waters

in which to surf, but most surfers w ould be will-

ing to sacrifice that for the better w av es the oceans

oiler. These and other differences have always

put lake-surfers into a class of their own. often

leav mg them open to the laughs and ridicule of

ocean surfers. Yel at the heart, the two share the

same basic identity : respect for these v ast bodies

of water and a celebration of riding their waves

When surfing began to take place on the

Great Lakes in the sixties, it only partially served

as an echo of the sport's somewhat mysterious

past Although the exact dales are not known.

historians bcliev e that primitiv e forms of surfing

may have developed as early as 2000 Be West-

erners fust w itnessed the activ ity late in the eigh-

teenth century, when Captain Cook made voy-

ages to the islands presently known as Hawaii.

Surfing fust appeared in the mainland U.S. in

1887 when three Hawaiian princes rode the

waves in Santa Cruz. California. I he legendary

Hawaiian native Duke Kahanamoku helped to

popularize the spoil twenty years later, attract-

ing some thirty people, a number that had grow n

to several hundred by the fifties \ll of the surf-

ers up to this point in history shared a common

reason for surfing: they simply enjoyed it It was

nev er a trendy fad to follow
; in fact, suiting « as

looked upon w nil a relative amount of scorn, for

surfers had the tendency to break the cultural

norms by not becoming hard working citizens.

Suiting remained quite unknown in the U.S.,

a

rather underground activ ity taking place far from

the reaches of most of society But. this was all

to change in 1959 with the release of the film

Gidget. I his Hollywood movie introduced surf-

ing to the national large and ma few short vc.ns.
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with the help of other beach movies and surf

bands, the surf scene became the in-scene for a

generation of youth ready to undress the stiff.

moral clothing ofthe fifties and put on surftrunks

and bikinis.

Kids in the Midwest were no strangers to

the East and West Coast surf hype, possessing

an equal amount surf film and surf rock expo-

sure as their coastal counterparts. While most

simply settled for the new look and revised slang

offered by the surf culture, a few thought that

they might be even more hip than the others if

they surfed in their nearby lakes. People began

to get boards and those who rode them were the

coolest of all ... for a few years: the surf culture

quickly died out in the late sixties and almost

everyone was trading in Beach Boys albums for

the Beatles, and their bikinis for bongs. Aaah.

the hippies.

There were a few small remnants of lake

surfers who did beat the odds though. What

started out for them as a fad became a way of

life. These are the ones who identified and em-

braced the pure elements of surfing while the rest

of the surf culture filtered out of "cool." One

such fellow was Grand Haven resident Robert

"aquadoc" Beaton, who, in 1962, was first intro-

duced to surfing by the cover of the Beach Boys

album. Surfin ' U.S.A. In 1963. he and his friend

Dave Wagemaker had a board shipped to his

home and before long, they were cruising along

on the same waves that for years they had

watched breaking, un-ndden. It didn't take long

for several more boards to find their way to the

lakes and underneath the feet ofmany young surf-

ers eager to get into the water.

In the years that followed, clubs and asso-

ciation: were formed, beginning in 1964 when

Rick Sapinski founded the Great Lakes Surfing

Association (GLSA). Based in Grand Haven,

the GLSA held contests and printed out newslet-

ters that it sent to it members as far away as De-

troit. It served to give the lake surfers sense of

community, a means though which communica-

tion could be easy; the success of which can be

attested to by the fact that the association has

been in operation ever since and is perhaps now
at its highpoint of effectiveness. Echoing the

sentiments ofthe GLSA was the Wyldewood surf

club of northeast Lake Erie, founded in 1965 by

Magilla Schaus, Don Harrison and John Fracella.

A year later Kerry Kessler began the Dunes

Beach Surf Club in Waukegan Wis. Although

most of these surfers from the different regions

did not know each other, (traveling to other re-

gions or even just an hour away was uncommon

)

the sense ofa lake surfing community began with

the formation of these small clubs.

For the next few decades, lakesurfers often

toyed with the idea of following weather patterns

to predict where waves might be the best, and

then going there. They began to run into more

and more surfers, constantly finding new spots

and all the while the lake surfing scene seemed

to be consolidating. The GLSA continued to have

contests and other get-togethers while people

began to find community with both those who

lived four blocks away and those 400 miles away.

The nineties helped to further this develop-

ment of community with the aid of computers.

Buoy reports, wave forecasts and even webcams

of several spots are now available to all. On
Lakesurf.com an open forum is offered for surf-

ers to communicate, making it easier to plan

meetings with others to surf, brag about the w a\ es

that day. plan trips with others and more. Com-

puters have not only brought lake-surfers closer

together, but have opened the eyes of the rest of

the surfing world to the fact that people realh do

surf the lakes. That is not to say that we aren*t

still laughed at by many of them, but who cares?

We have fun!

One benefit of this expanded recognition

above-. Travis Porter suits up in a rain-soaked parking lot to join others in Grand Haven. Michigan.

opposite- the author trims the shorebreak in South Haven. Michigan

of lake surfing is that the pro-environment

Surfrider Foundation has finally recognized the

Great Lakes as a valid surfing location and

opened up a lake Michigan chapter to help in its

fight against the pollution of the waters around

the globe. Pollution is an issue at the heart of

surfers everywhere, and those on the lakes are

no exception. Lake Michigan is polluted by both

the industry-dirtied rivers that feed into it and

the industry located immediately on her shores,

in the form of steel factories and nuclear reac-

tors. For years, lake surfers have been involved

with small environmental groups and in beach

cleanup efforts, and now with the addition of a

larger group common to surfers, who knows what

effect may be had on the cleanup effort of the

Great Lakes.

The GLSA continues to serve as a positive

tool helping to unite the lake surfing commu-

nity. Currently headed by Rick Boss ofHolland.

Michigan, the association pan ides a base through

which many activities of the community origi-

nate and flourish. Four times a year. Rick pub-

lishes the Great Lakes Surfer, a /ine that includes

stories, photos, fiction and more, all by the lake

surfers themselves. The GLSA continues to have

contests, but because lake waves are so fickle,

the contests often become get-togethers with

more talking and less surfing. They are fun for

all involved, and a great chance to catch up on

each other's lives.

It is probably not far-fetched to assume that

most surfers prefer to surf in warm water rather

than in cold. The lakes do warm up in the sum-

mer time, sometimes even nearing eighty de-

grees, but. unfortunately, this is the least-likely

time for the surf to be up. The weather patterns

of the summer are usually not significant enough

to create the strong and enduring w inds that cause

waves. The spring and winter both offer great

w a\ es. but the water is quite cold. . People do

surf all year around if

they are able to. even in

the winter, but this usu-

ally requires a very thick

wetsuit and a certain de-

gree of insanity. Icicle

formations on the face

are not uncommon in the

winter and the water is

often littered with ice-

bergs. Fall is generally

agreed to be the best time

to surfas the water is still

warm by lake standards

(above 50 degrees) and

the waxes are plenty.

Whatever the time of

\ car. surfers are likely to

be found somewhere on

the lakes taking advan-

tage of the waves,

w nether they be two feet

high or twelve.

Despite all of the

developments in lake

surfing since the sixties, the total number of lake-

surfers continues to remain quite small. The com-

munity largely consists of the early pioneers o\'

lake w a\ es who, although now in their fifties and

sixties, still consistently frequent the surf spots

when the waves are up. There are new people

getting involved as well, but never at an alarm-

ing rate; usually it's the transplant like myself or

some younger kids who think surfing looks fun.

But anyone getting involved will most certainly

meet other surfers and very quickly will feel at

home among the community that we all cherish.

Whether they are the young 10-year-olds beg-

ging their parents to let them surfor the 60-year-

olds begging the same of their spouse, they all

have their own story to add. These stories all

weave together to tell the larger story of Great

Lakes surfing, one that, with all of its history,

culture and uniqueness, is as much about com-

munity as it is about riding fresh water waves. •*•

[places]
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Surviving an Aberrant Winter in Arkansas
by Theo Witsell

December 2000 brought with
it the most severe winter storms
that Arkansas has seen in a cen-
tury—some say ever. We had tempera-

tures as low as seven degrees Fahrenheit at our

farm, in what is usually the warmest month of

our short winter, with lows typically around

30 or 40 degrees. Wind chill factors were « ell

below zero this year and the chicken eggs froze

solid and split righl down the sides. The real

doozy occurred when two ice storms hit us in

succession; one on December 15 and another

on Christmas morning. Most of Arkansas is

heavily forested and when the trees became

coated in up to three inches of ice. the results

were catastrophic.

In recent years, climatologists have come
forward saying that we w ill begin to see more

and more extreme weather. I believe them

I his w inter's ice storms are jusl one example.

Ihis summer, record high temperatures were

set across the stale with temperatures as high

as 117 Fahrenheit. Hot Springs, Arkansas was

actually the hottest place in the world one day

m late August We had the worst drought in

the history ol the si. iic. nearly two entire

months without significant rain I ven drought-

hardy short-leal pine (Pinus echinata) trees

died m the Forests and wildfires raced across

the state burning thousands oi acres I he pre-

vious January 1 1999), tornadoes raged across

the state leveling entire neighborhoods and

huge tracts of forest.

I began this diary at the onset of what

turned out to be the second (and most se\ ere)

of the two ice storms. We had just come

through the first one. which had done its share

of damage to forests throughout southern Ar-

kansas and in urban areas. Meteorologists

were predicting that this second storm would

outstrip that first, during w Inch w e faired pretty

well out at the farm It is generally a few de-

gl ees cooler here than in tow n and. in that case.

those few degrees made the difference between

sleet and snow at our place anil freezing rain

m town The freezing ram stuck to every

branch on every tree and brought them down

all over, snapping pow crimes and smashing

ears and houses.

Before I begin. 1 feel like I should offer a

an explanation after hearing from friends in

the Midwest and North that people were laugh-

ing at how we Southerners fared during these

storms. I his sort of weather is much worse

than we arc accustomed to and it is Hue that

we aren't prepared to deal with it However,

even more important in explaining the destruc-

tion w e experienced is the ry pe of trees we hav e

in our forests I he northern forests evolved in

an cn\ ironment w here ice and snow are a nor-

mal part of w inter, and the trees are adapted to

withstand those icy conditions ["he spruce,
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fir. hemlock and northern pines ha\ e little short

needle-like leaves. These little needles go a

longway toward explaining why they can deal

w ith the ice and snow up north and w e can't.

The most interesting thing about the dam-

age in Arkansas, ecologically speaking, is that

the areas hardest hit were those in the south-

ern part of the state where the longleaf or

loblolly pine tree (Pinus taeda) grows. The

needles on this species are up to nine inches

long and occur in clusters of three. In the up-

lands and northern parts of the state, the only

pine that grows naturally is the short-leaf pine

il'inus echinata), which has needles up to five

inches long and in clusters of two. When the

ice came, the weight on the longer leaves was

too much for the trunks to bear and they

snapped So to all you Northerners who

laughed at us and made snide little comments

about how we can't take the cold you have

puny little needles on vour trees; so there.

Monday, December 25

7:30 Wl I wake to find it sleeting lightly.

The back steps arc already coated w ith a thin

veneer o\ ice 1 take fresh water and feed to

the chickens and let them out o( the coop to

range.

9:43 Wl \l> sister calls from my folks' to

tell me Christmas plans are oil Mv folks sav



the roads are already getting bad and no one

without chains on their tires can get up the hill

on 17 th Street by their house.

10:53 AM - I decide to take a walk in the

woods since I may be cooped up for awhile. I

see five deer browsing in the backfield and a

pair of pileated woodpeckers flying through

the woods from snag to snag. I hurry back

when the freezing rain starts freezing my neck.

1 1 :43AM - Seth (my roommate) arrives home

unexpectedly from staying at his folks' the

night before. He says the roads are passable.

He surprises me further with his plans to go

back to his folks' at 4:00 p.m.

7:00 PM - Seth calls to say that he's iced in at

his folks. The meteorologists on TV predict

disaster. My parents call to check on me and

report wrecks up and down the roads.

Tuesday, December 26

7:15 AM -There is at least an inch of hard,

slippery ice on the ground. I open the coop

but the chickens show no inclination to go

outside. I close the coop after half an hour

and let the dogs out instead. I bring in another

load of stove wood and stoke up the fire.

8:30 AM - I call my folks to get an update

from civilization. Wrecks are everywhere. All

work is called off. Shit is a mess.

10:23 AM - I watch the birds at the feeder.

White-throated sparrows, tufted titmice, Caro-

lina chickadees,

a pair of cardi-

nals, blue jays,

dark-eyed jun-

cos and Ameri-

can goldfinches,

plus the old red-

bellied wood-

pecker I always

see.

Rascal (my other dog) worries me be-

cause his long fur is covered in ice. I worry

that his ears will become frostbit so I take him

inside and dry him by the fire, despite my al-

lergies. Everything outside is covered in ice

and it is difficult to even walk around.

4:03 PM - The power goes out briefly but

comes right back on. I'm expecting this. For

the last hour, I've been hearing loud cracking

sounds as limbs fall in the forest. Our
powerline runs through the woods out to the

main line on Highway 10. I call Tom (friend

and neighbor who lives a half mile down the

creek) to see if his power is out too.

4:09 PM - I'm talking to Tom as the lights go

out and the phone goes dead. Luckily, the

phone only quit because it is portable and the

New definition of fear: standing outside in

the pitch black dark, and listening to

tons of trees and limbs come crashing

down all around you. I wonder what the

death toll will be from this storm.

receiver needs electricity to function. The

other phone works but the power looks like

it's out for good.

4: 1 7 PM - I slide down the driveway to Hood

Road as limbs crack and fall all around me in

the woods. For the first time since this started

I'm seriously getting nervous. No one has been

down Hood Road. The bare powerline is ly-

ing across the road blocking the way. I notice

that the line is laying in the slush/ice and that

that same slush ice is under my feet, separated

from me by a half-inch of rubber. I convince

myself that I can feel the electricity in the

ground and haul ass back to the house.

4:32 PM -The need for proper planning hits

me hard. I am really stranded. There is no

electricity and no way out except on foot, and

limbs arc falling all over. I cart in another load

of stove wood and make four candleholders

from discarded wooden lamp bases.

5:00 PM - Darkness falls. I hear the distant

hum of a generator further down Hood Road

somewhere. I play guitar for a while and, de-

spite figuring out "Disaster at the Mannington

Mine" by Hazel Dickens, the loneliness is start-

ing to gnaw at me.

5:46 PM - I cook dinner on the wood stove.

Tom calls to ask if I've been outside. He says

the ice is destroying the forest and he's never

heard anything like it. While we are talking a

tremendous crash sounds from behind the

house. It must be

a huge tree just

falling over. A
magnificent oak

back there is lean-

ing far over al-

ready. I wonder if

that was it falling.

This sets me off

on a terrifying

journey of paranoia. Our house sits right on

the edge ofthe forest and a field. In fact, there

are huge oak trees growing along the west half

of the house. The east half is clear but these

oaks, two ofthem in particular, each in excess

of two feet in diameter, are leaning out over

the house just waiting to crush it flat. In addi-

tion, a massive sweetgum grows between the

barn and the chicken coop. If it goes over it

will demolish one or both of them. I resolve to

keep a big fire going all night in the stove in

hopes ofkeeping the ice on these trees in check

by the heat from the chimney.

8:16 PM - New definition of fear: standing

outside in the pitch black dark, and listening

to tons of trees and limbs come crashing down

all around you. I wonder what the death toll

will be from this storm. My dad told me ear-
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Her that the governor has already called out

the National Guard and declared a state of

emergency.

My chainsaw is at my dad's. If we do

make it through this, we'll have an infinite

supply of firewood. The dogs seem relieved

to be inside. I wonder if the damage to the for-

est will be as bad as I'm expecting. I hope it

sounds worse than it is. or we'll have nothing

left by morning.

10:03 PM - I go outside with a flashlight and

examine each tree within crushing distance of

the house. All are leaning way over the house.

I stay on the extreme east wall of the house for

the rest of the evening.

10:37 PM - I let the dogs out and am encour-

aged to see water dripping off the icicles hang-

ing off the eave on the back porch.

10:48 PM - I go out to get more wood for the

stove and actually watch as a big tree falls on

Cabin Creek right in front of the cabin. Sec-

onds later I hear an equally big one come down

further north. The trees are sagging further and

further down.

1 1 :03 PM- I just returned from a trip outside

to survey the damage. What can I say? I just

had to know. A big sweetgum fell by the cabin.

No damage to the structure is visible from the

field and I wouldn't walk over into the woods

to the cabin for anything at this point. I stuck

to the field. The ground is icy but there are

pools of water all over. I may be imagining it,

but I swear the trees over the house are lean-

ing farther and farther over every time I go

outside.

I am unbelievably paranoid - thinking up

all sorts of worst-case scenarios. Suppose, for

instance, that the big oaks fell on the west side

ofthe house and that the wall behind the wood

stove fell into the stove, the house caught on

fire and burned down. This is the new fear of

the hour. I fill several large buckets and pots

with water just in case.

Wednesday, December 27

1 :32 AM - I have been drifting in and out of a

nervous sleep for the past hour. I tried to read

a while but am too nervous to focus so I get up

to build up the fire. The noises outside remind

me of logging but without the saws.

7:01 AM - 1 open the curtains and wince as I

prepare to see a jumbled mass of slash where

the forest was. To my surprise, the forest is

still standing. A lot of limbs are down and

trees are here and there. Miraculously, the

bam, chicken coop and house aren't seriously Q.

damaged. 3

8:04 AM - I rob flashlights until I scrounge _,



enough I) cell batteries to get a radio to work.

Only a couple of stations are broadeasting but

I manage to get a weather report. They call

for more freezing rain until tomorrow after-

noon. The temperature is 31 degrees in Little

Rock. There are 145,000 homes without

power.

10:33 AM- I walk out to the backfield to see

the grove of huge willow oaks, one of my fa-

vorite spots on the property. They are badly

damaged. I call Tom and Laura who survived

okay.

3:15 PM My dad shows up with my
chainsaw and we clear the driveway ofdowned

trees. The main roads are plowed free of the

ice but often only have one lane open due to

downed trees. I le tries to com nice me to leave

before dark and stay with them in town where

they still have electricity. I am hesitant to leave

the animals. Limbs are still crashing down.

4:07 PM - I deckle to leave for town, put food

and water out for the animals, pack some ne-

cessities (including the chainsaw) and leave.

Hood Road is slippery and Highway 10 is

treacherous but passable. A big pine fell over

and is leaning on the pow crimes, bending them

down. The drive is absolutely beautiful! The

forests and mountains arc encased in an icy

coat ami the air is so still and quiet.

6:18 I'M We have a late Christmas celebra-

tion, exchanging gifts and eating dinner b) the

fire. M> parents have power though much of

their neighborhood is in the dark. 1 lies lost

power lor loin days m the last siorm. 10 days

before, and mere are no big limbs lefl ovei then

pow ci lines It is expected to re-freeze into the

20s tonight wnh more damage to trees,

o powerlines and homes
™ My parents receive a call from the muse

^ staying with my sick grandfathei Hispowei

went out and they moved him to the front of

his house and built a fire to keep him warm.

He is getting sicker and we talk of taking him

to the hospital where there is power. The roads

are getting worse.

1 0:49 PM I am awakened by my parents tell-

ing me that my grandfather is worse and is

being taken to the hospital. They are going to

meet the ambulance.

Thursday, December 28

3:00 AM I wake up as my parents come in.

My grandfather died within the last hour. His

kidneys failed. The ambulance took a long

time to reach him due to trees that had fallen

across the roads. He was hooked up to a di-

alysis machine but his blood pressure dropped,

his heart stopped and he died: just like that. I

feel guilty for not being there and drift in and

out of sleep for the rest of the night

7:00 AM Work is on today but I have until

10:00 a.m. to get in. I absolutely have to go

in. The funeral is discussed o\ er breakfast and

we agree to have it Saturday and keep mv sis-

ter in town until it is over.

1:10 I'M I hear a local talk show on one o(

the few working radio stations. The) are talk-

ing all about local price gouging. I am dis-

gusted with people jacking up prices lor things

like batteries, bread, propane, generators, tire

chains, chainsaw s and so on. fucking

people. I am disgusted. About 300,000

homes and businesses are without power. In-

ure counties in southwest Arkansas are blacked

out

! JO I'M I leave work, oil up the chainsaw

and go to see if mv house is siill standing

Miraculously, il is I am ecstatic.

(' 1 5 I'M I pack sinne things and go back to

tow n. The main roads are pretty well cleared.

I debate about w hether or not to lock the gate

at they end of our driveway. I'm not sure that

the power company can restore power to our

house without getting in the gate but I'm seared

to leave it unlocked for fear of being robbed.

This is the perfect opportunity What a shitty

mess it is. As I drive down Highway 10. power

is on-again off-again.

I call Tom and my folks. Tom left his

new truck in town at his in-law's on Christ-

mas day to avoid risking any damage to it. A
big limb had fallen on it in the interim, bust-

ing his windshield and breaking off his rear-

v lew mirror.

7:55 PM - I go back to my parents' and load

up their freezer and 'fridge with stuff from my
house. There is some contention about a dead

guinea (that I planned to use to lure a bobcat

to the camera ) being among the groceries.

Friday, December 29

10:27 AM I read the papers. Holy shit... It

could be two weeks before power is restored

in "remote areas." Some hunters died in south

Arkansas in the storm on Tuesday. Seven thou-

sand employees from 2 1 states are w orking 1
6-

hour days to get power restored. Roads in the

Ozarks and Ouachitas are still impassable. The

sun is out for the first time since before Christ-

mas!

Saturday, December 30

I woke up after sleeping again on my
parent's floor, show ered. and headed out to the

house to feed the animals and get nice clothes

tor the funeral. It is verv bitter cold but there

is still no serious damage to the house despite

high winds the night before. 1 passed a licet

of50 or 60 big orange Asplundh ("the tree ex-

perts") trucks on Highwa) 10. Thcvarcwork-

ing on clearing downed trees on and around

the powerlines. Power is on as tar west as

King's One Stop, a couple of miles from our

house. Our phone is still out

The mountains are beautiful along Iligh-

wav 10. I make it back just in time to slip into

the suit and catch the ride to the funeral I'hcrc

are man) people there despite the ice and

power outages. Mv sister, dad and 1 buried

my grandfather's ashes next to those o\' mv

grandmother at the base of a river birch. I've

always liked those trees

Mv cousins \nn and John, who live out

llighwav 10 about \'\\c miles from us. told me

then pow ei was back on. Ihev offered me the

use of then kerosene lamps and gave me the

kev to their house, as the) were heading out of

town immediate!) after the funeral.

4:00 I'M I head back out to the house since

John ami Ann's drivewav is supposed!) real!)

[places]



nasty and I want to get the lamps before dark.

I get there and the drive (all uphill) is a solid

sheet of ice. It's a long dirt road through the

woods to their house. Plus they're on the north

slope of Shinall Mountain, which blocked the

sun from hitting their drive. They have trees

down all over the place.

I gun the engine and start up the hill. I

stop in front of their porch (on the hill) and go

to the door. I'm fumbling for the key when I

notice, out of the corner of my eye, my car

sliding rapidly backward down the hill. I leap

from the porch, slip on the ice, and run down

to the sliding car and jump in. My efforts to

steer are all in vain, so I resolve to get into the

leaf litter at the edge of the drive. I slide off

the road into the woods and barrel toward a

big post oak. I brace for impact as I watch the

tree race toward me in my rear-view mirror.

At the last possible instant, when I am just

inches from the tree, the rear wheels find trac-

tion and the car whips around 1 80 degrees and

comes to a stop in some bushes. I am one lucky

bastard.

From there I hike back up to the house

and find my great uncle Sonny and great aunt

Jess home.

They are

staying at

Ann and

John's be-

cause they

don't have

any elec-

tricity ei-

ther. I get

the lamps

and
struggle to

get the car

pointed
back down

the drive. I

slide down

most of the

way until I

hit the

blacktop.

$£

...they saw how badly the first truck was stuck and

proceeded to send an identical truck in to pull it out.

Needless to say, it got stuck just as badly... The

foreman, a complete and total jackass, in his big

cowboy hat and boots, his massive belly hanging out

all over the place...tells them to bring in a third truck.

5:45 PM -

I arrive home after dark to find a fleet of

Asplundh trucks on our road. They have

busted open a gate along the fence of our front

field and have been felling trees to access the

powerline with their trucks. In the process,

they have gotten a huge bucket truck stuck up

to the axles in the wet field. The driveway is

blocked with fallen trees and slash.

6:09 PM - I go out to see what damage the

crew is inflicting. They have stopped cutting

trees and are working on pulling their trucks

out. I say trucks because they saw how badly

the first truck was stuck and proceeded to send

an identical truck in to pull it out. Needless to

say, it got stuck just as badly. I walk up and

offer to get a couple of tractors and pull them

out. The foreman, a complete and total jack-

ass, in his big cowboy hat and boots, his mas-

sive belly hanging out all over the place, pro-

ceeds to ignore me completely and boss the

other guys around. To my amazement, he tells

them to bring in a third truck. Some ofthe other

guys on the crew, who are about my age. think

the tractor is a very good idea and quietly ask

me to see what I can do. I borrow a cell phone

offone ofthem and call up Tom who agrees to

give it a shot. The third truck is stuck as I

leave.

I drive down to Tom's and find him wear-

ing a completely tough-looking orange-red

snowsuit. In the interim a very large, 4-wheel

drive pickup has arrived and has managed to

get one of the trucks pulled free. We hook the

tractor and the pickup to the second truck with

big log chains and pull for all it's worth. We
almost get it a couple of times and then, on the

last try (with the tractor, the pickup and 20 guys

pushing), we get the second truck free. The

last truck is

stuck so

badly that no

one even tries

to pull it out.

The foreman

says that he'll

send a "gi-

raffe" out the

next morning

to pull it free.

A giraffe. I

am told, can

get anything

out. The

crews work-

ing on the

farm were

from North

Carolina,
Kentucky,
Michigan.
Minnesota
and Ohio.

Sunday, December 31

7:38 AM -New Year's Eve. The crew from

the stuck truck is outside waiting for the gi-

raffe, smoking cigarettes and shooting the shit.

They are all from Danville, Kentucky, and have

been here since Christmas Eve, working 16-

hour days. After a while another foreman-type

drives up and says that the giraffe is on the

way. Almost all of the guys with Asplundh,

1,500 total, are staying at the Army barracks

at Camp Robinson.

I ask if they are making good money

working overtime and one guy, about my age,

says he's been here since Christmas Eve and

has made about $2,500. He adds that he makes

about $8 an hour at home. Another guy, a little

older than me and the son-in-law of the fore-

man that just paid us a visit, says that this ice

storm will give him the S3,500 he needs to get

some new teeth. He smiles and shows that he

is missing all but a few molars on top.

After a bit, the giraffe arrives. It is a be-

hemoth, with tires six feet in diameter, a 75-

foot long telescoping boom and 4-wheel-drive.

They rig up a chain and have the truck out in

no time. They thank me again for the help in

getting a tractor the night before. The front

field looks like a bombing range. There are

huge ruts and gouges more than a foot deep in

places, and there are fallen trees and limbs all

over the place.

About an hour later more trucks arrive.

These are from North Carolina and are with

Duke Power Company. They patch the bro-

ken line to the house and turn on the juice. We
have power after almost six days ofbeing with-

out.

2:55 PM - Seth arrives home from his folks'

and is happy to see lights on. We go look at

the damage and are disgusted to see that a

bunch of really nice, mature trees have been

tolled for no apparent reason (some a good

distance from the powerline).

Tonight is the big New Year's party at

Beesonville, a small neighborhood in town.

We are both planning to go.

10:30 PM - I get myself together and head

down to Beesonville to the party. The roads

are slick and I witness two near-accidents. Ap-

parently, the snow melted slightly and has fro-

zen again to form a slick icy mess. There are

hundreds of people going to the party. Folks

have come from several other states!

Beesonville is located way down in the holler

by the train tracks and all roads lead down into

it. There are cars parked along both sides of

all these streets and people everywhere. Just

as I crest a hill going down, I see a bunch of

people crowding around a big pile of cars at

the bottom. I manage to pull over to the curb

before sliding down the hill to join the pile-

up. Cops arrive and block off the street. 1 give

up and realize that I am exhausted. My car is

at the top of a hill and I can't go either way. I

get a ride over to my parents' and fall asleep

without partying at all. After the past week of

ice, snow, nervousness, cold, mud, fear, death

and erratic sleep, this is fine with me.

Epilogue

In the month following the storms, I trav-

eled around the state monitoring the severity qj

of the ice damage to nature preserves owned °

and managed by my employer, the Arkansas ps>
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Natural Heritage Commission. Mom of the

state south of Interstate 40 was damaged to

some degree. The southwestern part of the

state was hit \ery hard with entire counties

losing pou er. some areas for as long as a month

after the storm In some areas, the entire pou er

grid was destroyed and had to be replaced.

poles and all. Perhaps the most talked-about

damage was to the timber industry. In doing

the ice damage assessments, it became imme-

diately clear that forests managed as intensive

pine plantations (areas in which the name for-

est has been clear-cut and vast monocultures

of a single species of pine tree ha\ e been

planted in rows) sustained much more dam-

age than adjacent natural forests ofmixed spe-

cies and une\ en-aged trees. I saw plantations

in which 90 percent of the trees ( longleaf pine)

were snapped in half. Right across the road

was a native pine-hardwood forest that had

very minor damage. It just goes to show that,

as one old-timer said, "The good Lord know s

just what the hell he's a'doin'."

While m> heart doesn't bleed a whole lot

lor the timber industry. I do feel sympathetic

for the thousands of small landowners who

lost, in some cases, their life savings or their

retirement money. The major landowners

(Weyerhaeuser, International Paper. Deltic

Timber and Georgia Pacific) aren't revealing

their losses but estimates range up into the bil-

lions. An article in the paper noted that the

landowners with the big losses were those that

managed their plantations in the way described

above, and even interviewed officials from a

progressive timber company that did mixed-

species, uneven-aged management and had

only moderate damage to its forests.

Even the native forests were damaged.

Certain species, such as black willow (Sali.x

nigra), river birch (Bctula nigra), sugarberry

(

C

'eltis laevigata ) and numerous oaks ( Quercus

sp.) lost a lot of limbs or fell down entirely.

Many forests are now difficult to walk through

for all the branches and trees on the ground.

This w ill mean a huge fire risk in the woods

this summer. There is a ton of fuel. Seth and

1 are still cleaning up the farm and have al-

ready cut and split a 3-year supply of firew ood,

plus got some great oak logs to grow Shiitake

mushrooms on.

January was mild, with average tempera-

tures warmer than those in December, and so

far February has been mild with a lot of rain.

Who knows what the future will hold climati-

cally? One thing is for sure... Whether we are

responsible for this extreme weather or not, it

will kick our ass either way. There is nothing

like a real nasty storm to slap us all in the face

and remind us that in spite of all our technol-

ogy, our dams and concrete, our machines and

computers, our buildings and houses, we are

dependent on the Earth and the atmosphere be-

ing nice to us. *

Hollow City: The Siege of San Francisco and the Crisis of American Urbanism

by Rebecca Solnit & Susan Schwartzenberg

review by Eric Zass

"If you don't make over $50,000 a year, you

shouldn't live here."

In Hollow City-. The Siege ofSan Francisco and the

Crisis of American Urbanism, Rebecca Solnit

quotes graffiti along the walls of her Western Ad-

dition neighborhood quoting San Francisco's no-

toriously developer-friendly mayor, Willie Brown.

When he was elected 5 years ago, Brown an-

nounced that there wouldn't be a single vacant

lot or abandoned building around by the time he

left office. The rise of the internet and the subse-

quent spillover of over-funded dot-com enterprises

from Silicon Valley has helped make Brown's

promise reality Unfortunately, by the end of his

term, there may not be a single affordable space

left for artists or those pulling in an hourly wage

to live either. Landlords, always attentive to

America's economic whims, have taken note, and

evictions— legal and illegal— have increased

manifold, displacing, in some cases, entire neigh-

borhoods. Rents for most of the city have at least

doubled, neighborhoods have drastically been al-

tered, and streets have seemingly filled overnight

with people (still!) ready to make their fortune in

the new economy.

Hollow City, a collaboration between long-

time San Franciscan writer Rebecca Solnit and

photographer Susan Schwartzenberg, is a series

of essays and photographic explorations of San

Francisco's history and a sort of investigation into

what's currently being remodeled, or lost alto-

gether. Solnit's writings compare San Francisco's

strange history of develop-

ment and redevelopment,

of population influxes and

exoduses, of artistic and

activist insurgencies, and

compares them with

what's currently happen-

ing.

Schwartzenberg

photographs juxtapose San

Francisco's urban and architectural transforma-

tions with the current state of change. In their

analysis, the situation looks bleak—and not just

for San Francisco. Seattle, Chicago, Portland.

Washington DC, New York, and anywhere that's

being affected by the internet explosion and the

new economy' is at risk. Aside from the increas-

ingly unequal distribution of wealth which allows

some to pay unbelievably high rents while others

are forced to devote half their income or more to

housing, the new economy—and the growth of

the internet specifically—has created an urban

culture of privation, of conspicuous consumption,

and of disgust for the poor once only witnessed in

the suburbs of American cities. She argues that

cities' most valuable traits—the public spaces

that help form communities and make city living

worthwhile—are rapidly being lost. San Francisco

is becoming a vast concrete suburb, with fewer

and fewer meeting places or neighborhood orga-

nizations wealthy enough to buy themselves space

among the live/work lofts of the city's elite. And

where every table in a cafe and every seat on the
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bus becomes a mini office,

complete with cell-phone

and lap-top computer,

each cappuccino-sipping

passenger or customer ig-

noring the other as com-

pletely as possible.

Hollow City, in places,

reads like an epitaph.

Solnit's incisive writing

and Schwartzenberg's photographs capture and

examine a city and its diverse communities in de-

cline Though the book devotes some sections to

the community activists and artists battling com-

mercial development and gentrification, they're

seen almost as doomed warriors valiantly resist-

ing the inevitable. The book's outlook on San

Francisco's future is decidedly depressing. And its

hardcover, square design resembles a coffee-table

retrospective rather than a political attack There

isn't a whole lot of space dedicated to the cre-

ative postering and pranking or the grassroots or-

ganizing that's grown as a response to the

changes. Several months ago. city elections swept

almost all of the mayor's hand-picked supervi-

sors from office and replaced them with commu-

nity organizers hostile to his pro-development poli-

cies. The quick decline of upstart internet compa-

nies has helped as well. Without being overly op-

timistic, and without ignoring the thousands of

people who've already been displaced. San Fran-

cisco could possibly be redeemed yet
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Free (donations of
stamps and/or cash
are appreciated if you -i

are able)

16 oversize pages ..

of revolutionary
propaganda, your
ticket to a world
free of charge.

Days of War,
Nights of Love:

Crimethink for Beginners
$8ppd (or addS3 for priority mail)

This elaborately illustrated 292
page book cannot be accurately
described in a short advertising

blurb trying to convince you to

buy it. /If you need more
information go to

http://www.crimettiinc.com/days

Crimethlnc. Far East Cell

PO Box 1963
Olympia WA 98507-1963

If you are interested in obtaining these items
in quantity, or joyfully live outside of the U$A,
please get in touch, info@crimethinc.com
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"There is a refreshing quality to a book that offers the same amount of information to

both the serious reader and casual browser—it is the type of book you'd thumb through
in the store and actually decide to buy (or steal) . . . Less a novel than an exploded manifesto,

Days ofWar, Nights ofLove might be just what we need . . . The book's vehement insistence

that living is more important than art carries the argument beyond the typical debate. . .

Topics range from anarchy to hierarchy, work to sex, alienation to liberation and technology,

but every page burns with a passion for a freer life. . . Towards the end of the journev the

personal testimonials about not working and the closing art pieces become an aria* of
voices urging you to close the book and live. Glorious even for the most cynical reader,

what more can we ask from a book?"
-Clamor Magazine #6 (dec/jan)

*
i . A solo vocal piece with instrumental accompaniment, as in an opera. 2. An air; a melody.

propagandhi the (international) noise conspiracy randy i spy swallowing shit the weakerthans

rhythm activism consolidated ... but alive howard zinn roam chomsty

RESISTANCE CULTURE
TO ROCK YOUR SWEET LITTLE ASS.

Check at your local independent record store

or order securely online at httpy/v>AAAA/.g7welcc<nino^ommittee.com

HYTHM KC
IHWF^T

The G7 Welcoming Committee RQ Box 27006, 3(30 Main Street Ccrcourse WhnpegMB R3C4T3 Canada 204.947.2002



Punk Planet, Maximum Rock'N'Roll, Heartattack, Hodgepodge,Stop Breathing, Rumpshaker, Law q

THE BEST SOURCE FOR INDEPENDENT MUSIC ON THE WEB,
<the non-computer-savvy can still write for a catalog: Revelation Records P.O. Box 5232 Huntington Beach, CA 92615-5232 USA>
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It Must Have Been

Something In The Water:

One Father's Search for Answers

Up until early June, my wife had a very average pregnancy with

no major complications. That all changed on the morning of

June 8 when our daughter was very unexpectedly born,

7 weeks premature.

by Brian Matthews

"You're going to have a girl!" The ultrasound

technician said to my wife and me during our Feb-

ruary 2000 appointment. An ultrasound examina-

tion is typical for almost all mothers at the 16-

week stage of their pregnancies. Even though the

baby was still somewhat hard to see on the screen,

her features were defined enough that the techni-

cian could tell that it was in fact a baby girl. When
the technician spoke these words, 1 panicked at

first. 1 knew little or nothing about girls because I

had only brothers. But then a flood of different

emotions and thoughts started going through me
all at once. A babj girl! I thought back to pictures

1 had seen in baby magazines of really cute girl

babies dressed in really cute baby girl outfits. I

pictured my self shopping in the Babies-R-Us baby

girl section, looking for something neutral in color

because our baby already had plenty of pink out-

fits. My thoughts flashed to the girl and boy names

that v\e had already picked out (we would even-

tually settle on Amelia). Would this name befit

her personality? Then my mind raced through her

entire life and I pictured myself as a concerned

father, trying to stay awake, watching late night

TV while I wait for her to return from her first

date. These thoughts and a thousand more raced

through my mind as the technician pointed out in

the black-and-white contrasted pictures Amelia's

face (which, at her age. actually looked more like

a skeleton).

finally, the technician took some basic bone

and skull dimensions and we began to discuss

Amelia ( for I had already begun to think of her in

those terms) with the doctor. He told us that

Amelia appeared to be normal, w Inch was a huge

relief. That meant that she was right on track for

average in-utero growth and that her bone and

organ de\ elopmenl was progressing without prob-

lems. I le estimated that Amelia's official birth date

would be on or around July 25.

Up until early June, my wife had a very av-

erage pregnancy with no major complications.

I lowever, that all changed on the morning ofJune

8 when our daughter was very unexpectedly born,

7 weeks premature. The morning of her birth w as

somewhat of a blur. My wife had complained of

stomach pains the night before. When we awoke

to begin getting ready for work, my wife found

that her water had broken. Because we had only

just started prenatal classes, we had done nothing

but visit the hospital and maternity ward. Neither

of us knew the signs of premature labor. We con-

tacted the doctor, who told us to go directly to the

hospital, and just a mere four hours later, my wife

gave birth to Amelia. The 7-week premature birth

date meant Amelia weighed just over 4 pounds

and was a little over 1 7 inches long. Due to her

fragile state, she had to spend the next month in

an incubator in the local hospital's Neonatal In-

tensive Care Unit (NICU) at substantial cost both

to us and to our insurance company.

During our daily visits with Amelia, we look

every opportunity to question every doctor and

o>
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Thinking back, my wife recalls

a week when someone hung a

plastic bag to our front door

handle. Inside the plastic bag

was a small vial and a letter

stating that the city was

collecting water samples for

"routine checking" and asked

each home owner to fill the vial

up with tap water and hang it

back on the front door I now

realize that there was more to

this sampling than just a

"routine check."

nurse we met on why Amelia was bom pre-

mature. We heard a lot of conjecture and un-

substantiated theories. But ultimately we were

forced to conclude that no one really knows

why babies arc born prematurely. The favor-

ite answ er by must doctors and nurses was that

"the baby just thought it was time for her to

join our world." When we finally took Amelia

home from the hospital, we left feeling very

confused and worried. Since no one really

knew why my wife or any other mother gives

birth prematurely, we were worried that this

could happen again if we chose to have an-

other child.

My story moves forward to late Novem-

ber. Other than having occasional bouts with

acid reflux (which is very common for babies

born prematurely), our daughter is doing very

well. She eats well and is gaining the appro-

priate amount of weight associated with ba-

bies her age. But on November 27. I was

stopped cold by a story on the local six o'clock

news. The announcer mentioned North Can-

ton, a suburb of Canton that rarely gets men-

tioned except in the local new spaper. much less

in the new s from the C lev eland-based nctw oik

stations (North (anion is located about 50

miles directly south of Cleveland). But here

OUl ( lc\ eland-based station was not just fo-

cusing attention on North ( anion, but featur-

ing it as lead news I immediately turned up

the 1 V volume

I he opening news storv talked about the

contamination ofthe North ( anion water sys-

tem I he reporter had uncovered allegations

levied by formei North ( anion water depart-

ment employees thai the) had been ordered to

bury 20 or more 55-gallon drum- containing

dangerous chemicals, unused paints, and \.m-

5 mis toxins about two decades ago 1 he place

™ ihe\ were ordered to bun these chemicals hap-

QQ pened to be the same grounds where the North

^ (anion water department lias must ol its stor-

age tanks for the city's water supply. About

one year before the reporter uncovered this

story, a former employee decided to blow the

whistle on the City and approached a former

councilman with his allegations. The council-

man took these allegations to the mayor who,

sometime during the month of December 1 998,

secretly ordered the drilling of two test wells

at the site. During the next four months, an

independent contractor took periodic water

samples to test for contamination of the water

supply. At the end of the four month period,

the contractor summarized his findings in a

report to the mayor and water department su-

perintendent which showed the water supply

to be highly contaminated with levels of

Tetraehlorethene and 1.1.1-Trichloroethene

(otherwise known as PCEs and TCEs). The

news report went on to say that the lev els were

as high as six times the allowable EPA limit.

These two chemicals, now considered highly-

carcinogenic in nature, were ingredients in

typical cleaners used by North Canton two

decades ago to strip and clean metal surfaces.

The reporter stated that these same two

chemicals had been headline news-makers in

two other related stories. The first ofthese dealt

with the contaminated water supply of the

Camp Lejeune Marine base in North Carolina.

The Marine camp's water supply was also

found to be contaminated with high levels of

PCEs and TCEs. During the period of high

contamination, marine women and the spouses

of marine men reported high numbers of mis-

carriages, premature birth rates, birth defects,

and baby deaths. The reporter estimated that

o\ er 1 7.000 people had been affected due to

consumption of these toxic chemicals through

the water supply. The second contaminated

water supply was that of Woburn, Massachu-

setts. Woburn's water supply had also been

contaminated w ith the same chemicals and was

featured in the movie "A Civil Action" star-

ring John Travolta. To emphasize the severity

ofthe story the news segment showed one of

the climatic points in the movie when people

actually set a contaminated pond on fire. At

the time of this writing. I have not seen this

mo\ ie but understand that the people o\'

Woburn also became violently ill due to their

contaminated water supply.

According to the reporter, the North Can-

ton w aler department superintendent had w ith-

held the results ofthe independent water test-

ing for several months at the mayor's urging

in order to not create a city-wide panic. The

reporter then mtcrv iewed both the mayor and

water department superintendent for North

( anion about these allegations. Both stated that

they were now "fully investigating whv these

tw enty or more 55-gallon drums had been bur-

ied on (his critical site in the first place "
I he

mayor also stated that over S500.000 of tax-

pay er money had been sei aside to liegm clean-

ing the site "in the near future." w Inch included
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digging up all of the buried drums. The super-

intendent then referenced a recent report,

which showed the chemical levels had actu-

ally declined since the samples were taken over

nine months ago. However, the news station

countered this statement by consulting a local

geological engineer who stated that the chemi-

cal levels were lower because the chemicals

were actually spreading and seeping into other

areas of the ground around the drinking sup-

ply tanks.

My wife and I watched the story in com-

plete horror. Up until this point in my life, I

had always been one of those people who
w ould see these terrible news ev ents or reports

told on national news programs and think.

"Boy. I'm sure glad that I'm not affected by

that story." However, not only were we now

part of this story but my wife's shortened preg-

nancy occurred right during the time when the

mayor had hired an independent contractor to

take w eekly water samples. Thinking back, my
wife recalls one particular week during her

pregnancy w hen someone hung a plastic bag

to our front door handle. Inside the plastic bag

was a small vial and a generic letter stating

that the city was collecting water samples for

"routine checking" and asked each home
owner to fill the vial up with tap water and

hang it back on the front door for pick up. I

now realize that there was more to this sam-

pling than just a "routine check."

Throughout our liv es, my wife and I have

always been big water drinkers. Given the

choice between a soda, a cup of coffee, or a

glass ofwater, we would almost always choose

the water. Was this contaminated w ater sup-

ply the cause of the premature birth of our

daughter'1
I suspect that if we ever get the

chance to speak w ith the NICU doctors again

and ask them this question, we would get a

resounding "maybe" answer. Naturally I am

relieved to see that so far Amelia is just fine

and grow mg normally. But I worry constantly

about a next child ifwe choose to have one. I

am convinced that the heavily contaminated

water supply in the city of North Canton did

in some way cause my daughter's premature

birth. Fortunately, we have since moved out

of the North Canton region and have now re-

located to a section of town where 1 am as-

sured that the water supplv is tested regularly

The contamination levels have always been

well under the EPA mandated levels

1 close this story saddled with confused

thoughts that I just can't shake 1 low can some-

one trust her his water supply? lown officials

have told me that mv current water supplv is

sale How do I know if they are truthful' If

my w ife gets pregnant again and we choose to

buy bottled water, how do we know that this

water is any purer than what comes out ofmy

faucet? W ill the three vears of living in North

( anion and drinking contaminated w ater hav e

,m\ lasting effect on mv family and me ? *



The Poor, the Bad

and the Angry
Surviving The Service Industry

by Kevin Keating
graphics by Nate Powell

I went in through the loading dock. My
pal Miller's Chevy was in the lot. That was

good. Asshole was coming straight at me from

the walk-in. I punched my time card and put it

back in the slot. I could feel him watching me

as I went into the office.

I was counting the money in my cash

drawer as he came in. This time, I kept my
eyes on him without blinking as he moved

across the room, since I know he doesn't like

that.

"You're late again. Max."

"Yeah, I'll be on time tomorrow."

"You know you're fucking up around

here."

"No I'm not. man. I was just a little late,

that's all."

"Well . .
." He cleared his throat. "I'm

gonna have to write you up."

I took the cash drawer out front to regis-

ter two. Miller was on register four. I nodded

toward the back of the store and said. "He's

pullin' my chain again."

Miller made a snorting noise. "Aww, so

what? Fuck him. It's Sunday." He smiled and

made a goofy face and disappeared down one

of the aisles. I told myself that with Miller

working, everything would be alright.

This place used to be an A&P. Now it's a

natural foods market, with a produce section,

bulk goods and vitamins, a deli and a bottle

shop. We work under bright white lights illu-

minating wide aisles of black and white tile

floors. The store stereo plays a modern rock

station, music to shop and sleepwalk by. Miller

had come in at nine. Leslie and Susan would

be in at eleven. Asshole would probably take

off in another half-hour or forty-five minutes.

Then we could relax. With the arrival of the

rebel women, the potlatch would begin.

Sunday is employee-theft-marathon Day.

The loyal dogs don't work today. After the

store opens the boss takes off until Morulas

morning, so the four of us make off with as

much money, food and alcohol as we can ra-

tionally expect to get away with. We tap the

till a little on every shift but on Sundays, we

pull out all the stops. It's a game, a friendly

competition to see who can steal the most with-

out the losses becoming obvious. Intelligent

planning, that's the key. Of course. Miller usu-

ally wins. He's more industrious than the rest

of us. Last night at the bar after closing and

loading up he showed me his under-rings: a

thick wad of bills rolled up with rubber bands.

I can never keep up with him. He learned to

work hard like that in the military. After work,

over beers and marijuana. Miller often enter-

tains us with tales of army life. On the base in

Germany they'd say: "Ifyou can't take it, break

it."

When I work like Miller 1 more than

double my cash income, and that doesn't in-

clude the to-go items: the microbrews and

Belgian ales, juices, cheeses, deli items, fresh

pasta and crystal vitamin C. I love that S22 a

pound Nova Scotia Lox. the kind that melts in

your mouth. And I've cultivated a discrimi-

nating taste for high-end velvety Merlots and

Alexander Valley Cabernets, wines that create

a galaxy of bouquets on my palate with the

first sip. I just can't drink the cheap stuff any-

more. There are certain vintages and winer-

ies that I favor and might even recommend,

but I'm not the type to make commercial en-

dorsements.

We're not stingy about sharing the

wealth, either, except for Miller. I've tried to

give away stuff, but the Volvo-owners who

shop here just won't cooperate. Just yester-

day, this old man got all indignant when I

tried to undercharge him, snarling at me
through his little white teeth. I can't stand

the people in this neighborhood, anyway, so

fuck them.

The first of the day's shoppers came in:

a man in Italian clothes and a clinging fe-

male with a haircut that made her look like

Woody Woodpecker. I watched them in the

anti-shoplifting mirror lining the upper back

wall. The man's voice was indistinct. The

woman laughed, a fatuous "Ha!-ha-ha!," the

sound of a rental property owner who goes

to Paris or Milan every summer to buy new

shoes.

They came to my register w ith one item,

a Napa Chardonnay. I picked up the bottle,

read the label, keyed in SI 5.99 on the regis-

ter and asked, "What's this like'.'"

He pulled a crisp twenty dollar bill out

of his wallet and purred, "Gorgeous."

I hit the clear key, keyed in SI.99, hit

the sale key and the register opened. I added

the tax in my head, made change quickly and

bagged the wine, knowing that he wouldn't

ask for the receipt with her watching. He o>

smiled at me and they split. °

That twenty in the register was mine. rv
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After under-ringing the difference w ith another

sale ortwo I'd put the bill in my pocket. I hoped

Asshole wouldn't start lucking around in my
register before I could retrieve the twenty. I

should'\ e w aited until he took off. but a single-

item $16 sale was just too good to pass up.

I he Chardonnay drinkers weren't even

out the door before Asshole appeared at my
register, frowning.

"Let me back in there."

1 stepped aside. He hit the no-sale key on

the register and the cash drawer opened, bump-

ing to a stop against his stomach. The incrimi-

nating twenty fluttered, as if waving to him.

When he counted the cash in the till and com-

pared it to the register tape I'd be nailed. Fold-

ing my arms I thought of a line from a blues-

song:

"All the doctors in Wisconsin sure can't

help her none..."

I relaxed. It was all over. I tried to act

like 1 didn't care, and thought about this ban-

dit in a Russian story. In the hands of the law,

confronted with overwhelming proof of his

crimes, the valiant thief proclaimed his inno-

cence until his death at the end of a rope. I'd

lie to the bastard, then I'd lose my job. With

no income, no savings and the rent due in a

week I'd be kissing good-bye to my window-

less basement Hat. Soon I might be liv ing in

my car.

It all ran through my head in a second or

two. No more clowning with the gang. I 'd miss

the busy Christmas season, when friends and

neighbors show up for big bargains; the well-

off types who usually shop here pay as always,

but prices for special customers are reduced

to absolutely nothing. Fuck it. I'd been caught

and I'd have to deal with it. More than the loot,

I'd miss the community of theft that I'd formed

w ith my co-workers. I was mad. but I also felt

a strange clarity and freedom at that moment.

I wasn't sorry about burning this place. I'd

enjoyed myselfthoroughly, and, waxing philo-

sophical under stress. I told myself a bad con-

science is my enemies' weapon, and guilt is

for the weak.

I le jusl stood there, staring at the bills m
the drawer. Then he opened the plastic door

above the register tape, took the spool out and

slowly unrolled the tape, comparing it to a

piece ol lape from the previous nights' shift.

He exhaled loudlv

"You've got a problem here. You were

on this registei last night, right?"

"Yeah."

"Win aie (here all these double /eros

here?"

"I don't understand
"

He didn't respond \ltei a minute he said.

5 "You're opening the registei without making

™ sales
"

^ "Yeah, So? People want change loi the

No matter how much

you pay me, it will

never be enough.

No matter how little

time you take from

me, it will always

be too much.

paper -
"I don't buy that. There's some kind of

devious bullshit going on here. You've been

hitting the no-sale key when you should be

ringing up sales, then taking money out."

"No way. That's for people who want

change for the new spaper racks, or the bus.

People come in here and they ask for change,

that's all that is. Man. that's the truth."

I looked away from Asshole, and that old

guy from yesterday was standing there gaping

at me. like he'd heard what I was saying from

five miles away and had come in just to con-

tradict me. shoot me down in flames, We stared

at each other for one long and aw ful moment

I [e hissed. "Young man!"

Vsshole looked at me like I was on trial,

then at the old guv. 1 le scow led and called out,

"Miller, this gentleman would like some as-

sistance" Miller appeared and led the old guv

awaj

\ssholc spooled out the tape until it

reached the floor and spent some minutes ex-

amining it lie still didn't get it I'd never be

Stupid enough to open the register without a

sale and take money. 1 hose double zeros were

places where I'd made change for people, like

I said I've alw av s rung up a minimal purchase

when I've opened the register to pocket cash

I've subtracted the minimal purchase from my
take. Doing these equations in my head has

helped me sun iv e the reign ofboredom in the

store. It's added excitement and happiness to

my workday — until now. I kept my eyes on

him. away from my twenty in the register.

"You're not supposed to make change for

hose newspaper machines. I don't ow n them.

They don't bring any money into my store."

"Yeah, but the racks are right out front."

"That's bullshit! I don't make dick out of

those machines! Those machines aren't mine,

and I don't make change for them and I don't

want to see you opening the register unless

you're making a sale."

"People expect things like that. When I

don't give them change the) get pissed off at

me. they get pissed off at you. and they get

pissed off at the store, they leav e and they don't

come back."

He shut the register drawer and handed

me the spool of tape. Quietly he said. "I don't

give a fuck what they want. You can make

change for a paying customer, but not for any-

body else. I don't want you or anybody else

opening a register in this store without a sale

being made, or a pay-out."

"All right. I understand. I got you."

"Good. Have a nice day."

He forgot to count the money in the till.

The next thing I saw. he was lumbering across

the parking lot to his SUV. I leaned against the

counter and quickly rolled the tape back onto

the spool. The usual Sunday morning custom-

ers were coming into the store. We exchanged

polite greetings.

I took a deep breath, and as the adrenaline

and fear drained out of me I wondered what

kind of victor) this was; he knew something

was up. and we still had to work for him; we

could strip this place bare and we still wouldn't

get back all he steals from us. Miller came back

to his register, beaming, w ith the old guv be-

hind him pushing a shopping cart. Miller

strummed an invisible guitar. He sang

"She's got 1 Igm mo\ ements from her head

down to her toes Breaks m on a dollar 'most.

anywhere she goes..."

I pointed toward his register, said "Robert

Johnson!" and shook mv head; Miller was a

mind reader. Flic sun had come out. and I

watched the Jeep Cherokee w ith a Greenpeace

bumper-sticker peel out of the parking lot like a

muscle car \ssholc headed east tow aid the free-

way, and m mv head I told him. no matter how

much you pa) me. it w ill never be enough. No

matter how little tunc you take from me. it will

always be too much

I wanted to put those lines to music, and

knew it was going to be an especiall) good

day.*
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Cuban Women Veterans of Revolutionary War Against Batista Speak in US

An Example of Living History
By Jon Hillson

The two women who address an audienee of 1 00 students here in

a classroom lecture hall appear unremarkable. Both are in their late

50s. Both speak through an interpreter, nothing special these days ei-

ther.

But who they are and what they did is indeed rare especially

when explained in a United States venue - as they talk at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota on a brilliant Saturday in October, far from their

homeland, Cuba.

Katia de Llano, who teaches business administration at the Uni-

versity of Havana, is a visiting scholar at the University of St. Thomas,

in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Consuclo Elba is a Havana-based television director ofe\ erything

from soap operas to documentaries. She is on a brief U.S. tour to speak

at events featuring Cuban cinema.

AN UNPRECEDENTED EVENT
Today, they do not talk about their current careers. Instead, the

two Cubans describe how they and other women fought in Cuba's cit-

ies and mountains during the war that toppled the dictatorship of

Fulgencio Batista and brought a revolutionary regime to power 90 miles

from the shores of the United States.

Elba and de Llano are members of the Association ofCombatants

of the Cuban Revolution, formed several years ago. Its over 300.000

members are veterans of military action from the earliest days of the

1950s struggle to internationalist missions undertaken by Cuban vol-

unteers in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Arab world.

"This is the first time that participants in the Cuban insurrection

who are members of the combat veterans association have spoken as

such in the United States. It's especially significant that they are fe-

male," explains University of Minnesota professor of political science,

August Nimtz. He chairs their panel, "Women in the Revolution: Sto-

ries of Two Participants."

Academic sponsors of the event include the university's Depart-

ment of Political Science, College of Liberal Arts Scholarly Events,

MacArthur Interdisciplinary Program for Peace and International De-

velopment, apd the Center for Advanced Feminist Studies, along with

the Minnesota Cuba Committee and Students for Cuba.

RADICALIZATION OF TWO TEENAGERS
"The lack of a future for young people, social injustice, repres-

sion, misery in the countryside" moved Katia de Llano to join the Ha-

vana urban underground of the July 26 Movement in 1956, she says.

The movement took its name from the date of the legendary military

assault led by Fidel Castro on the Moncada barracks in 1953, aimed at

sparking a popular uprising. The effort failed, but its survivors lived to

fight another day, with a far different result.

"My own ideology was not formed. I had never read Marx or

Engcls. Like many pre-university students, I was an existentialist. That

was the fashion. I had read Jean-Paul Sartre and Albert Camus. We
admired U.S. development. But we wanted to repudiate U.S. domina-

tion of Cuba," de Llano tells the students. "I loved rock and roll, Elvis

Presley. Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby."

Consuelo Elba's mother was black. She never knew her father. "I

always considered myself black. I can remember the Central Park in

Manzanillo where the signs said, 'for blacks' and 'for whites.' My
family's background was humble," she explains.

Elba became friendly with a neighborhood tailor, who was also

black. Several months later, he told her he was a member of the People's

Socialist Party, the pro-Moscow Communist Party. His tailor's shop

was a PSP unit. "1 was horrified. I had heard the Communists were

terrible. But they weren't," she laughed. At the age of 13, in 1955, Elba

joined the Socialist Youth.

As the struggle progressed, and after its victory, a process ofuni-

fication of the revolutionary and anti-Batista currents, led by the July

26 Movement, culminated m 1965 with launching the new Communist

Party of Cuba.

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION IN CITY, COUNTRYSIDE
'

Four of the 10 members of de Llano's Havana cell were women.

"We carried out educational work, leafleting, trying to convince people

to join, talking with other young people," she says. "We raised funds,

from voluntary collections to selling [revolutionary] bonds."

"And other actions, sabotage," de Llano notes. She was 1 5, then.

Now. speaking softly, conservatively dressed, the business administra-

tion professor explains that the targets - "electrical lines, basic ser-

vices" - her cell demolished were selected "to prove to the people and

the police the that revolutionary movement existed." There is absolute

silence in the audienee.

Despite the police disappearance of two members of the cell in

1958, "we never had a doubt we would win," she says. "We were not

afraid of the consequences of our actions."

Elba was twice arrested for her urban activity, the second time

tortured. "I do not like talking about that period," she says with a gri-

mace. After her release in early 1958, she was assigned to join the

guerrillas in the Sierra Maestra Mountains. She became a member of

the Rebel Army and served in the column headed by Fidel Castro.

Strict rules governed behavior there. "Discrimination against

women was prohibited, but, of course, it's always complicated," Elba

says. "The women weren't assigned to do the cooking, or wash the

clothes. I never did that. I was a teacher, a messenger, a guerrilla fighter." ^

Cuba's historic literacy campaign, which brought the skills ofread- °

ing and writing to the country's peasantry, "actually began in the war. l

[people]
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I he guerrillas taught literacy to peasant children and their parents, and

to guerilleroi who were illiterate.'" Elba says. "We learned proper prac-

tice, how to work w ith the peasants, w ithout which we could not have

done what we did."

AN EXCHANGE OF IDEAS BETWEEN GENERATIONS
There are plenty of questions from the crowd, asked by students

from Venezuela, Puerto Rico. Mexico, the United States. What was

daily life like, underground and in the mountains?

"I felt completely free." Elba says. "In the city, the combatants

faced the entire repressive apparatus of the state. It was much more

difficult."

Does the new generation of Cuban youth appreciate their contri-

butions'.'

Both women participate in the activities of the combatants asso-

ciation, whose July 26 Movement and Rebel Army veterans seek to

impart the experience of the revolutionary war to today's Cuban youth.

"We do not live in the past, however." de Llano says. Every gen-

eration "has its own challenges. Cuba's young people were the big

majority of those who fought for the return of Elian Gonzalez."

Documenting that history remains a challenge. "People understand

that women fought in the Sierra." Elba says after the event, "but even

in Cuba only a few names are known."

To fill that gap, Elba is working on a film documentary ofwomen
fighters, guerilleras, and a companion book.

"I have compiled a list of 85 women who fought in the moun-

tains." she tells the students, answering a question about the role of

women in the Cuban struggle. She describes Fidel Castro's proposal

during the war to form a women's guerilla unit, and how it was orga-

nized. Elba's labor will detail "what happened, why it happened, what

we did. and why we did it."

De Llano explains how Ernesto "Che" Guevara dispatched a lead-

ing female combatant to Havana to discuss with her the development

of an entirely female urban underground unit.

All of this is. Elba says, a "rich story that must be told." And that

history is completely current and relevant, both women assert.

CURRENT SITUATION IN AMERICAS MIRRORS PRE-REVOLU-
TIONARYCUBA

"The same conditions that existed in Cuba in the 1950s that made

it readv for revolution exist in all the Americas today," de Llano says,

responding to a student who asks if Cuba's liberation struggle was

unique, the product of a combination of special circumstances.

There have been no deep-going, Cuba-style victories in Latin

America since then, she explains, because "what is missing is leader-

ship."

"I do not believe the world can stay the same, it will not stay the

same." Elba says, and many of the students applaud and cheer. Both

women shake their heads in disagreement when asked if they believe

in the current wisdom that "communism is dead" in the world. Both

sav the) re proud of their affiliation to the Cuban Communist Party, of

which de I lano was a founding member 35 years ago.

( HANG1 S. Bl I \<> Kl II RN ["0 Nil: PAST
"Man) terrible things were done m the name of socialism." de

I l.mo sav s. "and many errors were committed. But in Cuba there were

important differences We have learned through a process of trial and

error"

rhrough these difficult moments. I Iba savs. '•the essence of the

|( uban] system continues to be the same It is not perfect, but it is best

foi us I ook at the rest >>l the I hud World We work to correct the

deficiencies we might have, but we're no! going into reverse and start

building capitalism "

\\ hen we were in the Rebel \imv. 1 Iba savs. laughing, "we thought

all the problems of the country would be solved overnight. We would

triumph, everything would be fixed, like that!" She waves her hand.

But, she explains, "in his first speech to us after the triumph. Fidel

said, "now begins the hardest part.' We didn't know that then. But Fidel

was clear." *
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04.07.01 Toledo CLAMOR Release Party: Dialogue from

CLAMOR contributors, and atmospheric art by

Carmen Feliciana as well as audible enticement by

or»tha*dox, tragic, m/sz. pace, robots in boxes,

streamlined, the meat, and (ev)love<riot

Toledo, Ohio

for info: 419.242.5692

05.01.01 Toledo May Day: "March of Death" from the

Daimler Chrysler Plant to the new prison. Followed

by a festival of life in Promenade Park.

05.04.01 Friday: Grand Opening Party for the Toledo

Toledo IWW local 450 hall- deejays, food and fun...

05.05.01 Saturday: Afternoon: soccer... creation of

community gardens and parks... Evening: Cinco Day

Mayo Community Radio Benefit Party... Sunday: more

gardening and soccer...

tentative: Detroit/Toledo benefit thursday May 31st

Clamor#9 release party Saturday June 16th

Toledo IWW 450 Publications:

This is What a Police State Looks Like $5

Whose World 7 Our World! $3

Daimler-Chrysler and the Soul of Toledo $1

The History of MayDay (peter Mnebaugh) $3

Abolish the Ohio Proficiency Tests NOW! $1

bulk rates available

Toledo IWW - PO BOX 20128 toledohio 43610

info: (419) 242-0563

email: UEIToledo@accesstoledo.com
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Watching the Water From Canad
an insider's perspective on the privatization of natural resource c

by Louis Rastelli



For several years in the early 90s,

former communist countries were
picked clean of their assets, most of

these assets forming new corporate

divisions for companies like the one I

work for. The transition from commie to

capitalist meant selling off all state corpora-

tions and nationalized industries to the private

sector. Adding a few elections and calling them

"democracies" was like window dressing. Now
that most of those nations have more or less

sold off all they could, companies such as the

one I work for have set their privatizing-guns

on anything remotely socialistic existing within

capitalist countries. This activity is doing no

less than changing what we mean by countries,

and by extension, what we mean by corpora-

tions.

In the past few years the company I work

for has become Lebanon's postal system.

Turkey's public transit authority, the sole

owner and operator of a major new highway

in Ontario, etc. The ramifications of this kind

of thing for countries, not only democracies,

all over the world are too huge to be happen-

ing by accident, and. alas, are also too huge to

get into in this article. For now. I'll just focus

on what it is about water services that makes

companies like the one I work for drool

puddles of the stuff.

In Canada, we've been hearing a lot about

how rich we're all gonna be because of the

coming global water shortage. As right-wing

newspapers (i.e. all of them) breathlessly re-

port, "the shortfall of water in California could

be supplied using just 0.005 per cent of the

fresh water that flows into the ocean from BC
alone." In other words, if we start selling the

stuff, we could be rich — rich as Arabs! De-

spite this argument. Canada hasn't led the way

in privatizing water services.

Understandably, there's a lot of resistance

on the part of the general population to hastily

export a resource which may end up being one

of the most valuable in the world. Despite as-

surances that what currently flows out to sea

is all we need to sell, no politician is in a big

rush to be THE ONE who gets the whole ball

rolling, and no one really believes there would

be no environmental impact.

But behind the scenes, preparations are

no doubt being made. As is the custom with

governments now, all the protests and argu-

ments regular citizens have against water

privatization are probably being compiled and

dissected by some government agency, who
will try to come up with a way to present wa-

ter privatization differently so people will fall

for it. After all. the corporations currently

drooling over the mere possibility are private

citizens too. and they've pestered the govern-

ment for help on this one for years. So in that

sense, we definitely need to be skeptical of

what any level of government says about wa-

ter privatization.

One thing that has already occurred in

Canada is the partial privatization of water

services. Wherever possible, various water

testing and wastewater services have been spun

off from public responsibility to private firms.

This allows governments to say "it's already

part private, see? And you're not suffering now,

are you?" It also lets large firms get their foot

in the door and all that kind of thing. And. for-

tunately, it can also backfire in a big way.

In Canada we just had a very nasty expe-

rience with the partial privatization of water

services. In Walkerton. Ontario, in the spring

of 2000, 7 people died and over 2000 became

ill due to bacteria in the water supply. Early

on. it became known that the crucial water test-

ing which could have averted the disaster had

been unloaded to the private sector a couple

years earlier. It wasn't the quality of their test-

ing that was the issue: what happened was that

government labs had been closed down, and

each municipality now had to pay private labs

to test their water. With that change in policy,

it now became profitable for a municipality to

do less testing than before. Before, testing was

built-in to public budgets. Now. it's one of

many expenses municipalities are under con-

stant pressure to limit or curb. So, the danger

which arose in this privatization experience

was directly related to the new "incentive" cre-

ated: to lower costs related to testing. Before,

the only incentive was lo assure quality. I'm

sure that in the wording of the legislation that

privatized the labs, they threw in something

like "to assure quality while assuring lower

costs." But as my mother used to tell me, you

can't have everything. And in this particular

case, to "assure quality" was actually diametri-

cally opposed to lowering costs. It's like say-

ing you can kill someone to save their life.

The initial public reaction to the

Walkerton tragedy was that hasty priv atization

was to blame. Was cutting the deficit so im-

portant as to put public health at risk? The prov-

ince was

criticized

for unload-

ing too

much re-

sponsibility

to munici-

palities
who, in

many cases,

are too poor

or poorly managed to rise to the task. (And

sure enough, it was one of the smaller, poorer

parts of the province which ended up suffer-

ing this tragedy.)

Eventually the media began giving a dif-

ferent spin to the whole situation. New facts, a

great many new facts, were released. A pat-

tern of incompetence was shown to have ex-

isted for years in that small town. Extensive

televised inquests filled people's heads with
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One thing mentioned a lot by privatization

advocates is conservation. People are just

wasting too much water: Charge them For

it and it will be better for the planet. Whoa,

Nelly! Make it a commodity and its scarcity

will drive up the price!

more information than they could digest. By

now, the word Walkerton doesn't evoke the

evils of water privatization to most people; if

anything it evokes a bumbling, dangerously

incompetent public health service.

This is a very common tactic used to fur-

ther any privatization scheme: get the media

to zoom in on any and every detail of public

mismanagement or corruption. The right-wing

and financial columnists will always point out

that the publicly managed can only be badly

managed, leaving the assumption that the pri-

vate is always excellently managed. Like I

mentioned, the media seems to have succeeded

in leading people to conclude that Walkerton

was less about the dangers of privatization and

more about the dangers of inept bureaucracies.

If those of us pushing to keep public con-

trol over what's currently publicly controlled

wanted to play that same game, we could eas-

ily find an endless list of failed businesses in

the private sector. Hell, we can find instances

of corruption, mismanagement and intentional

bankruptcies that would put even the Russian

government to shame. Such a counter-strategy

would be useful, especially considering how

quick the media seems able to spin around sto-

ries of failed privatizations.

The recent crisis in California is a case in

point. The government is now the one being

blamed, because they "didn't privatize prop-

erly." Apparently their fatal flaw was putting

a limit on how high energy prices could rise

after privatization. My question is, then, why

privatize in the first place? How come it was

cheaper before? How did they end up with

higher prices when the whole point was to

make it cheaper? I'm sure the answer is hid-

den somewhere in a Swiss bank account, but

in the meantime the California experiment is

a potent case for public utilities being left just

like that: public. Any moderate or truth-valu-

ing media source should resist the spin and

continue to let people know that before

privatization,

none of this

chaos had

ever hap-

pened be-

fore.

One
aspect of the

California

crisis which

could figure

large in any future private water crisis is the

relation between supply and demand and pric-

ing. I don't know all the facts, but at face value

the California energy crisis appeared to be a

cut-and-dried case of artificially lowering sup-

ply to create an inflated demand, thus raising

prices. And sure enough, the end result looks &T

to be that California wil

higher energy prices.

soon have much 9

One thing mentioned a lot by privatization



...we're told that without the profit motive, there

is no incentive For any kind oF research or devel-

opment making it more eFFicient, saFe, cheap, or

less wasteFul. Take away money, they would have

us believe, and humans screw each other over,

try to kill each other, and ignore their common
well-being entirely. But throw some money in

there, and suddenly all the kindness and thought-

Fulness oF the world pours Forth.

advocates is conservation. People are just wast-

ing too much water: Charge them for it and it

will be better tor the planet. Whoa, Nelly: make

it a commodity and its scarcity will drive up

the price. In other words, let the companies

w aste or taint tons of it (oops! Not on purpose,

of course) and its value will go way up. So

whereas we now have no disincentive to w aste

water, at least we have no INCENTIVE to

waste it. In other words, sure, we waste a lot

of it now by accident. But at least no incentive

exists for people to waste large amounts of it

ON PURPOSE. Seen in this light,

commodification is a much, much bigger threat

to future water conservation than any amount

of excessive lawn-watering on even the big-

gest of lawns.

But proponents of privatization are ex-

perts at proving that black is white, that circles

are better off being squares, that opposites are

in fact the same thing but better. How else do

we end up. after ten years of "streamlining"

and "improving" societies everywhere, with

far more and far poorer poor people, and vastly

richer rich people? Thus, privatizing water will

help save the planet. It will make us all trea-

sure the water so. Sparingly will we sponge it

onto us in the bath, for. at S3 a liter, we belter

fucking use it sparingly.

But seriously — the question of incen-

tives comes up all the time in privatization.

For water, the argument that privatization is

needed as an incentive to conservation is pretty

thin. Laws can be passed at any level of gov-

ernment enforcing conservation, if need be.

Surely if watei reserves declined to danger-

ous levels, the government would have to take-

over management anyway. So why bother

transferring water supplies over to the private

sector? for money, of course. But not just

money :
governments have to com nice people

that once the incentive ofmoney has been put

into the water equation, the quality and care

with which it's managed w ill rise enormously.

As w nil an) privatization, we're told thai

without the profit motive, there is no incen-

tive for any kind of research or development

making U mure efficient, sale, cheap, 01 less

wasteful. Such arguments seem to exist in a

vacuum containing only humans and money

lake aw. iv inonev. thev would have US believe.

and humans seiew each othei over, u\ to kill

each other, and ignore

their common well-be-

ing entirely. But throw

some money in there,

and suddenly all the

kindness and thought-

fulness of the world

pours forth. Never

mind that one of the

greatest achievements

of this past century,

providing running wa-

ter to everyone in the

western world, including its poorest people,

was an entirely public endeavour. "But no, a

publicly run service will always be inefficient,

wasteful, and accomplishes nothing.'* Here

again it may be useful to dig up some stories

of fantastic failures of businesses in the pri-

vate, corporate w odd. The fact is that any way

you do it, public or private, you still need to

have talented, committed people with more

than just money on their minds. So far. this is

how public health has been assured: with no

incentive besides public health itself. It's very

easy to say that with millions of dollars up for

grabs, everyone would work themselves that

much harder, raising the quality ofsen ice that

much higher. It's not quite as easy to see how

the profit motive can do serious damage to

water supplies.

Probably the biggest single reason that'll

be put forth in favor of privatizing water will

be "It'll cost less", i.e. in municipal taxes.

"You're ALREADY paying for it," they will

say when people oppose charging for it. "This

will only bring the hidden costs above the

table." And so on, and so on. These things arc

all true, but to assume that nothing more fun-

damental than appearances will change would

be quite wrong. Still, arguments like those are

likely to be the ones which tilt public senti-

ment in favour of privatization, if it happens

Maybe not now. but in the middle of the next

recession, when everyone's feeling a money

squeeze, these frugal sound-bites can carry a

lot of clout with regular, bill-paying people.

Couple lines like that with an actual promise

to decrease or eliminate water taxes, and

people might just go for it.

Another thing very much worth keeping

an eye on is a possible ''hemispheric lice trade

deal" Such a deal would put huge pressure on

North America to start emulating the

privatization-mania seen in South America. In

fact, under such .ideal there might be no avoid-

ing massive privatizations. Suppose water is

already considered a commodity in the sev-

eral South American countries which have .if

ready privatized it I he free trade ileal would

typically cover any and all tradable commodi-

ties, so it wouldn't be easv io call it a "free

trade deal" if ions ofsiuifihai is already traded

in part of the affected area was excluded In-

deed, undei \ \I I \ alone, watei could be-
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come a tradable commodity. Let's say Ontario

fully privatizes water and it becomes a com-

modity—any American would, under NAFTA,
have the right to insist on equal access to their

water market, for buying or selling, with no

protective legislation whatsoever allowed

(whether to protect the environment or local

access to local water sources.) This isn't very

likely anytime soon, but as I said, a hemi-

spheric trade deal would make it all but inev i-

table. considering how far ahead South

America is at being privatized. (The CEO of

the company I work for was overjoyed with

glee after his last trip to Argentina. "They've

privatized everything," he told our annual

meeting, "even tax collection!")

The main reason to fear that water

privatization may sweep North America is that

it has been pulled off already elsewhere in the

world. And the main reason why these prece-

dents exist is the manhandling of debtor na-

tions by the IMF and World Bank. Privatization

has been one of the strings attached to their

loan programs for over a decade, resulting in

its imposition on countries across Asia, East-

ern Europe, Africa and South America. Now
that some of the private companies who've

scored these first water concessions have man-

aged to score some in less impov enshed. w est-

ern countries (Portugal, Argentina, Germany,

even to a limited degree. Florida and Texas),

countries will be under more pressure by their

industry lobbies to go with the flow. And the

next time there's a serious global recession,

just watch: anyone who hasn't cut the corners

of public spending on water services will be

forced to. if not by bailout-banks like the IMF

and World Bank, then bv the threat of status

downgrades by the Stx;!' Index or major pri-

vate banks. Before you know it. it isn't "We

should privatize w ater to encourage consen a-

iion" anymore, it's "We have to privatize wa-

ter or else all foreign investment will be seared

away by our downgraded economic status."

Before writing this article. I did some

research in the company library and read

some riveting back issues o\' Water Engineer-

ing and Management and Water and Waste-

water International. I thought 1 might detect

a glimpse ofcontroversy within the water in-

dustry regarding privatization. This is. after

all. an industry which since its earliest d.ivs

has relied on government contracts, so I

thought some plavers might be unwilling to

rock the boat. I was wrong 1 hev are unani-

mously excited about what's to come. The

water industry was never much more glam-

orous or rich than. sav. io.nl asph.liters, and

now thev feel the electric buzz of potential

riches on the horizon Instead of leaving the

scene once the filtration plant's been built,

they feel like thev will soon he able to Stay

behind and count money tor everv liter thev

pump out I hev do. however, realize that at

this point it's suii mostiv a pipe dream uio



pun intended).

One article in Water Engineering and

Management reports with much regret that for

most people, water is still "perceived as an en-

titlement." Even worse, "Water suppliers often

face a population accustomed to simply not

paying for what they consume, and governments

reluctant to collect from or even charge the poor

. . . Thus, water remains in many regions under-

priced and oversubsidized."
1 To the water in-

dustry, this is a tragedy. To humans everywhere,

it's as natural as being born.

Which is why large-scale privatization of

water may yet see failure. There isn't much else

that can be privatized that's more basic to life

than water. I assume that's what Kenneth Lay,

CEO of Enron, a large energy-and-e-commerce

company, meant when he explained why his

company spun off their water division in 1 999:

"Water markets have proved tough to crack.

"

:

If a fast-expanding, new-style utility like Enron

gives up the fight, it means those of us fighting

to keep water free are winning. All we have to

do, after all, is uphold the status quo. And that's

done us all fine for as long as anyone can re-

member. ^

Resources
"Lessons from the Field: Private Sector Involve-

ment in Water Projects." by Zane O. Gresham and
(Catherine E. Shlaudeman, Water Engineering and
Management. February 2000. vol. 147. no. 2. pg.

26.

"Texas Lone Star." by Kamalakshi Mehta.
WorldLink: The Official Publication oj the World
Economic Forum, September October 2000, pg.

10.

Pouring Rights

The battle over corporate sponsorship in the schools ha.

small town. Recently, Bowling Green State University signed in

with Pepsi for "pouring rights" - the exclusive use of Pepsi products on university

property and at school functions - in exchange for money.

This is not without controversy of course. Although many of us dispute the

use of corporate advertising in schools, groups like the Ohio Dental Association

argue that these exclusive details are simply not in the best interest of students.

A professor at BGSU, Prof. Neocles Leontis, Ph.D, has put together a simple

but informative website detailing the use of aggressive marking against students,

the amount of sugar in soft drinks, and the adverse affects of sugar on our health,

including an exhaustive list of references. This site is easy to read and plainly

illustrates another downside of corporate marketing. Please visit the site at http:/

/www. bgsu.edu/departments/chem/faculty/leontis/LiquidCandy/ or email Dr.

Leontis at leontis@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

- Jen Angel

Oh Canada!
By Nate Dogg

Canada. The Maple Leaf State. Where "be nice" is actu-

ally written into the constitution. A land where an inability to

speak French fluently could earn you a black eye and a split lip.

And, quite possibly, the cause of World War III. Whodathunkit?

Canada has water, as does just about everybody

—

for now. Of all the water on Earth, only 2.5% is fresh water

and two-thirds of that is locked away in glaciers and ice

caps. So, less than half of 1 percent of all the world's water

is actually drinkable. And 20 percent of that is conveniently

located in the Great White North. And everybody else might

literally kill for it.

"In a very short while, most of the world's people will

face shortages or absolute scarcity." says Maude Merlow,

head of the Action Canada Network. "This is not a matter of

seeing more stories of wretched African children dying in

horrible droughts, but of imminent water crises in America,

southern Europe, India. England, China, and other nations

not usually thought of as facing massive water shortages."

Consider Russia's Aral Sea. In one of the most arro-

gant acts in the history of mankind, Russia's city planners

decided to siphon off the fourth-largest inland body of wa-

ter for faraway cotton fields. In the process, they eliminated

an ecosystem roughly the size of Ireland. The results were,

predictably, disastrous. Almost 60,000 fishing jobs dried

up and thousands of people fled the area. The few who re-

mained died of cancer or respiratory dysfunction. Winds

whipped across the new desert, dumping toxic salt, dust,

and chemical residue on the nearby towns and villages. Dust

storms and polluted rivers made it impossible to breath the

air or drink what little water was left.

The tragedy of the Aral Sea is. sadly, not unique. In

the Colorado River delta, the Cocopa Indians face extinc-

tion and the destruction of thousands of years of culture

due to the construction of needless dams and diversions.

On the bright side, the golf courses in Arizona have never

looked better.

The earth's population will rise to over 9 billion people

by the year 2050. And we don't have enough water for them.

Period.

While rich retirees in Arizona have desert swimming

pools, 2.8 billion other people don't even have basic sani-

tation. The World Health Organization estimates that five to

10 million people die annually from water-related causes

such as cholera and intestinal worms.

Since the beginning of history, water has been man-

aged by individual countries themselves, that treated it as

a commonly held resource allocated for the general good.

But corporations want to consider it a commodity traded by

private investors for profit. Similar to having oil or pork bel-

lies on the stock exchange, they want to privatize our drink-

ing water. Both NAFTA and the WTO have begun prepara-

tions to promote this idea. According to the new rules of

global trade, "water, including ordinary natural water of all

kinds, is merely one more form of goods."

Bulk sale plans would buy and mine lakes and rivers

and aquifers, even siphon off the Great Lakes. The multina-

tional conglomerates have supertankers, pipelines, canals

and river re-routers at their disposal, ready and waiting.
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"Water has moved from being an endless commodity

that may be taken for granted to a rationed necessity that

may be taken by force." stated the Global Water Corpora-

tion in a recent press release.

Monsanto, your friendly neighborhood Frankenfood

Factory, explains that, "since water is central to food pro-

duction as seed is, and without water life is not possible.

(Monsanto) is now trying to establish its control over

water ..(Monsanto) has launched a new water business,

starting with India and Mexico, since both of these coun-

tries face water shortages."

Terence Corcoran, editor of the Financial Post, ob-

served that Canada may very well become the next OPEC,

more powerful than all the oil sheiks combined. But con-

cerned citizens and the Council of Canadians (also run by

Merlow) have successfully obtained a temporary block on

all bulk water purchases in their country.

Letting the market decide has never worked before,

but the double-edged sword that is "free trade" is already

in motion. Sun Belt Water, based in Santa Barbara, CA, has

already filed a case with NAFTA. It had a contract with Brit-

ish Columbia to ship tankers full of water from BC back to

Cah. But when the deal was announced, massive public

outcry convinced the Canadian government to put the mora-

torium in effect. Sun Belt Water is suing Canada to the tune

of $468 million U.S. dollars.

Sun Belt CEO Jack Lindsey says Canada is being in-

credibly selfish. "California has 33 million people, more than

the entire population of Canada," he points out.

This is not about global need, it's about global greed.

Lindsey is only interested in the windfall he'd receive if the

deal went through— he could care less if California was

set on fire and fell into the sea. Silicon Valley and

agribusiness giants are responsible for depleting the water

table, but they are the ones he wants to sell water to. But

water there is not just spilling aimlessly into the Pacific,

and people don't consider water "wasted" just because

nobody's making a profit off of it. The runoff into the sea is

integral to ecological cycles, sustaining the fishing market,

feeding the wetlands.

We don't need water barons. One needs only to look back in

our country's history and see the tragic excesses of mo-

nopolies like the steel and railroad industries to realize we

can't afford to make those same mistakes yet again.

Canada. Infested with trees. Home to yaks, moose,

lemmings, and marmosets. Birthplace of William Shatner.

It's hard to imagine a country with round bacon, venison

Slurpees and bagged milk could be so integral to our fu-

ture, but it's true. So, be nice. *

No NAFTA fori

Resources:

"Blue Gold: The Global Water Crisis" Maude Merlow (Pam-

phlet)

// The Gods Had Meant Us To Vote, They Would Have Given

Us Candidates Jim Hightower (Harper Collins. 2000)

"Troubled Water" Sandra Postel. Utne Reader July/August

2000
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:ie Western Hemisphere: .. _..
Fighting the FTAA
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In the seven years since the North Ameri-

can Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) took effect.

people around the world have become all too

aware of its devastating effects. The thousands

ofnewjobs that NAFTA promised to create have

been almost all extremely low wage jobs in

Mexico, while half a million decent-paying,

mostly unionjobs m the U.S. have been destroyed.

Corporations have steam-rolled over environmen-

tal laws and considerations in their rush to profit

in the U.S., Canada and Mexico. NAFTA gives

corporations the right to sue governments over

barriers to investment; taxpayers in all three coun-

tries are facing NAFTA lawsuits from corpora-

tions totaling $ 1 .8 billion or more. Imports from

Mexico to the U.S. are up by several billion dol-

lars, yet the number of Mexicans living in ex-

treme poverty is up as well. Since the implemen-

tation of NAFTA, 79 percent of Mexicans make

below the poverty level of $7.50 a day. In short,

multinational corporations have gained windfall

profits at the expense of workers and the envi-

ronment in the NAFTA countries.

Now, if trade negotiators and the corpora-

tions whose interests they represent have their

way, NAFTA conditions will be expanded to

cover the entire Western hemisphere. This plan,

called the FTAA (Free Trade Agreement of the

Americas), would include all South and Central

American countries and the Caribbean, with the

exception ofCuba. There are already various trade

agreements between these countries, such as

Mercosur, the Andean Pact and the Caribbean

ommunity. These trade agreements and NAFTA
would serve as the building blocks for the FTAA,

resulting in what former President Bill Clinton

called "the world's largest market."

"NAFTA was supposed to provide more and

betterjobs for everyone," said Alesha Daugherty,

senior organizer at Public Citizen's Global Trade

Watch. "It was supposed to provide improvements

in public health and clean-ups ofthe environment,

especially along the U.S.-Mexico border. What

we've seen has been exactly the opposite. It's been

a race to the bottom in terms of labor, health, the

economy and the environment. It's brought the

levels of labor, environmental, public safety and

health protections down to whichever country had

the least protection."

The FTAA was actually proposed at a sum-

mit in Miami in 1994, but after several years of

inactivity punctuated by yearly meetings, the key

players from the 34 involved countries are mov-

ing to have the FTAA in place by their original

goal of 2005. In early April, trade ministers will

meet in Buenos Aires to discuss the FTAA. The

FTAA will be the main focus of the third Summit

of the Americas in Quebec City. Canada April

20-22. U.S. interests are trying to obtain Fast

Track legislation to push the FTAA plan through

Congress as they tried to do with NAFTA. Under

Fast Track, Congress doesn't see the plan until it

is complete, and no amendments can be made.

While Clinton failed to pass Fast Track for

NAFTA. President George W. Bush has already-

stated that Fast Track will be introduced to Con-

gress before the Summit of the Americas.

"Everything bad about NAFTA will be mag-

nified by the FTAA," said Tom Hansen, director

of the Mexico Solidarity Network, a nationu ide

coalition of organizations working for justice in

Mexico. "Under NAFTA, millions of farmers in

Mexico have been displaced because they can't

compete with the price of com being imported

from the U.S. NAFTA has increased the level of

poverty in Mexico drastically. And with the FTAA
these effects would be exaggerated immensely

because it would be carried out throughout the

hemisphere. It's an undemocratic process that

removes economic and political power from the

people and puts it in the hands of corporations

and international trade regulators."

Hansen noted that in Mexico and Central

America, the FTAA would facilitate an out of

control expansion of maquilas, the sweatshop-

type factories that pay paltry wages and offer vir-

tually no benefits or labor rights. And the FTAA
would speed along the plans for huge land and

water canals throughout Mexico and Central

America. These canals, used to transport the fruits

of free trade from east to west and north to south,

would have devastating effects for the environ-

ment and indigenous populations. Plans are al-

ready underway for a "Mega-Project" canal in

southern Mexico, which would destroy numer-

ous indigenous communities and fragile ecosys-

tems.

"You have a refrigerator being built in China,

the parts are transported to a maquila in Central

America for assembly and then it is transported

to the northeastern U.S. to be sold." Hansen ex-

plained.

While it is only within the past year that there

has been much public knowledge of the FTAA.

non-governmental organizations and environ-

mental and other activist groups have sprung into

high gear to organize a multi-pronged plan of

opposition to the FTAA and create an alternative,

socially justice-conscious trade plan. An interna-

tional coalition ofgroups called the Hemispheric

Social Alliance (HSA ), which formed in 1 992 and

represents 30 million people, is working to op-

pose the FTAA; the Alliance for Responsible

Trade (ART) is the U.S. liaison with the HSA.

"We want to come up with alternatives from

ci\ il society so they can't just say their way is the

only way," said Karen Hansen-Kuhn, an orga-

nizer with Development GAP and the interna-

tional coordinator forART. "We want an idea that

doesn't just modify their proposal but presents a

whole different approach to economic develop-

ment, one that would put international human

rights and economic rights above trade law. We
have international teams working on a draft right

now."

On January 27 and 28, Canadian activist

groups called the Anti-Capitalist Convergence,

based in Montreal, and the Summit ofthe Ameri-

cas Welcoming Committee, based in Quebec City,

held a consulta oforganizers opposing the FTAA
and globalization in general.

"In the context of the largest police and se-

curity operation in Canadian history, the Summit

aims to talk about security and terrorism, and ut-

ter empty rhetoric about democracy and human

rights," says a statement from the consulta orga-

nizing committee. "Accelerating both social and

ecological degradation, these leaders aim to ex-

tend the reach of capitalism, subjecting our lives

u» the domination of the commodity economy. In

the face of this systematic dispossession of our

political power, resistance is essential."

Chad Lubelsky, an activist with the Center

for Media Alternatives in Quebec, noted that like

NAFTA, the FTAA would open up loopholes for

U.S. companies to make inroads into public safety

nets offered in other countries, such as Canada's

socialized healthcare system.

"Now American companies can come in and

privatize things that we depend on. like the health

safety net," he said. "Profit takes precedence over

everything else. It's all about corporations mak-

ing money on the backs of people."

When the trade negotiators convene in Que-

bec City, they will be met by an international dem-

onstration on the scale of the anti-WTO and anti-

IMF protests in Seattle, Washington D.C. and

Prague. A People's Summit happening concur-

rently in Quebec City will include teach-ins, meet-

ings and actions for activists to become educated

on the FTAA and develop plans to combat it.

Various Latin American unions and activists are

also planning large-scale demonstrations during

the Buenos Aires meeting.

"There's not really an agenda, something we o

can kill like at the WTO meeting in Seattle," said =3

Michel Lambert, coordinator for the Center for -

Media Alternatives in Quebec. "The negotiations l

[economics]



arc being done elsewhere and this in more of a

show Bui if we show the extern of the opposi-

tion, the) will have to take notice. We can still

interfere w itli their plans."

I he< anadian government is well prepared

tor the protests, according to local activ ists. Lam-

bert said the government will have 8,000 federal

and municipal police officers on hand, and the

government plans to close down shops and res-

taurants in the area and give them reimbursement

for lost business. The government is even going

to empty the ( )rl'ainville prison near Quebec and

nu>\ e the approximately 600 prisoners elsew here.

Regularcommuniques have already been released

defaming the protests.

"They're trying to frighten people." said

Lambert. "The) are expecting big protests.

The) 're building a huge security perimeter, and

31 ).( « H I people in the area will be required to can)

II) cards just to get into their homes and work-

places."

There will be a legal protest in Quebec Cit)

on April 21. and various groups are developing

plans tor other protest and guerrilla actions. There

are plans to try to bloek delegates' access into the

city, by clogging roads, bridges and airports. A

Smash the FTAA cara\ an being organized over

the internet will travel slowly down Highway 41

tow aids Quebec City, creating blocks on this ma-

jor Canada-U.S. trade route. The group plans to

slop at the border m Cornwall to try to make sure

activists are allowed to enter Canada, and they

plan to shut down the kicks in the St. Lawrence

Seaway near Cornwall, impeding the vast ship-

ping industry there.

It is a given that the Canadian government

w ill tiA its best lo thwart these various plans and

try to keep activ ists out of the area, as it did dur-

ing the meeting of the ( )rgani/ation of American

States in Windsor last summer.

"I don't know how eas) it w ill be to get into

Canada and Quebec C lily," said Lambert. "It's an

eas) cit) to close, it's surrounded by bridges."

In addition to the April protests, w ide-rang-

ing public education and lobbying campaigns

against the I I A A hav e been ongoing and arc con-

tinuing to gam steam.

"People need to be informed," said Lam-

bert "We need to mobilize the alternative media

and get people speaking to people about what's

going on."

I he most immediate challenge in lighting

the I l \ \ is finding out exactl) what it is. v\ hile

it iswidel) accepted that u is similar toN \l I \

and will have the same devastating effects on a

much laieci scale, lew details ol the plan are

known Negotiations have gone on behind closed

doors, w nil almost no specifics released toN< >< Is,

the public or even ( ongress \n official I I \ \

Web site eives the basics of the plan and details

about the Structure ol working committees, but

actual information about the drafl is seam I he

site promises thai civil societ) and M i< >s will be

73 involved in the negotiations, bin \( M 1 leaders sa)

there has been virtual I) no outreach to the public

and requests for information have been met w iih

complete silence.

"Negotiations have been done in hotel

rooms and backrooms, around the edges, by the

trade specialists." said I laiiscn. w ho sen es as the

national coordinator forAR I "Not much negoti-

ating will go on in Quebec, basically they'll be

ratifying things that have already been devel-

oped."

An ongoing campaign is demanding that ne-

gotiators "liberate the text," a mov c that I I.S. Con-

gress and the C anadian government have pledged

at least limited support for.

"We see the campaign to liberate the text as

a way to raise the issue of transparency in differ-

ent countries." said Hansen-Kuhn. "And what-

ever text we get. we will fully analyze."

The vague existing descriptions of FTAA
goals include removing all trade barriers and tar-

iffs between countries, for example Brazil's re-

quirement that automobile importers without lo-

cal operations pay a hefty 70 percent duty tax. A
paper b) former Americas Society president

Everett Ellis Briggs says that "although tariffs

throughout the hemisphere are considerably low er

today than they were live years ago. at 13 per-

cent on average the) remain a major obstacle to

expanded trade." The FTAA would also prevent

governments from excluding foreign investors

from strategic sectors, such as petroleum. Like

NAFTA, the FTAA would likely require that gov -

emments don't allow domestic companies any

ai.lv antages o\ er foreign companies, foreign com-

panies would not be required to hire local labor

or reinvest in the area.

The removal of local trade regulations and

tariffs won't necessarily go over easil) with all

the involved countries, and the actual ratification

of the FTAA plan is likely to be a long and ardu-

ous process.

"| \ hiking
|
the I I AA a reality will be acom-

plex process due to the many different relation-

ships and working plans existing within subre-

gional groups." sa) s an academic paper bv Syrous

Kooros. Bruce McManisand Fernando \lbareda

"Is it likel) to achieve its goal bv the announced

target date'.' It looks as if it will fall short."

While main Icsscr-dev eloped countries

have good reason to oppose the II \ A. the eco-

nomic elites w ill cv entuall) be able to strong arm

whoever the) ucck\ to in order to gel what die)

want, according to Hansen.

"I acta gov eminent has its OW n interests and

it won't be eas) to negotiate." said I lansen. "But

the elites iii each country will have a lot to gain

from the I I Y\ I he elites in even I aim Ameri-

can countr) arc tied to the multi-national corpo-

rations, and thev have police and securit) forces

assembled to protect the interests of the multi-

nationals
"

I he report from the 1994 Miami Summit

paints the I I \ \ in ios\ terms as a great plan toi

everyone involved "I ree trade and economic in-

tegration are kev factors fbi raising the standard

ol living, improving the working conditions of

[economics]

people in the Americas and better protecting the

environment" It also say s that "for the first time

in history, the Americas are a community ofdemo-

cratic societies."

The future of the FTAA could be seen as a

perfect test of this claim. If the U.S., Canada,

Mexico. Brazil and the other countries are indeed

true democracies, thev will release information

about the FTAA plan and respond to the obv ious

and grow ing worldwide opposition to the plan.

They will consider the alternative trade plan that

is presented to them by the USA. and they will

draft a proposal that unlike NAFTA, actually has

teeth in enforcing labor, environmental and health

regulations. The chances of these things actually

happening sound like a snow ball's chances in hell

to the activ ists and NGO leaders involved in the

tight. The coming months will tell. *

Resources:

The Alliance for Responsible Trade The Mexico

SolidarilyNciworki niMi u niexicosolidanty.org

(773)583-7728

( Official FT \ v Web site: www tiaa-alea.org

Public Citizen's Global Trade Watch:

vvwvv.lradevvatcli.org

The Anti-Capitalist Convergence (Montreal):

casa clac consults a hotni.nl.coni

Smash the FTAA Web site

www.tao.ca ~kdavsg smaslifiaa.html

msilbum a kingston.net

The Center for Media Alternatives: vvww.cmaq.nei

Indymedia: vvvvw.mdv media. ori:
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V. VcilC has been a voice in America's cultural underground since pasting

together the fust issue ofSearch and Destroy zine in the late 70s—one of the first

zines to chronicle the artistic underground surrounding the punk movement He

has been tirelessl) documenting and expanding on thai underground ever since, with books dm
search out ignored, interesting communities ami ideas on the periphery of American culture P>

gether with Andrea Juno, he created RI Search Publications m the earh S(ls. releasing hooks that

investigate and explore unusual, creative individuals and cultures as well as innovative music,

film, and art These have included inters iew books with J.G. Ballard, \\ illiam S Burroughs, Brion

Gysin & rhrobbing Gristle; explorations ofgrowing scenes like his book on Zines (Volumes I A

2) Modern Primitives, The Industrial ( ulture Handbook, as well as classic underground autobiog-

raphies such as The ( onfessions oj Wanda von Sacher \/<;w>< /; and Daniel Mannix's Memoirs ofa

Sword Swallower. Now working alone as the head editor and publisher at V Search publications.

Vale continues to publish aiul document ideas and communities that ha\ c managed to e\ adc main-

Stream attention In main cases, when V Search publishes a book, it seems larger corporate pub-

lishers follow suit almost immediately I lis most recent book on the rapulK expanding pagan move-

ments in Vmerica, Modem Pagans, will be available this summer



Anthropologist
+Jan mtean interview with

independent pub Usher

V. Vale
by Eric Zass

How did Search and Destroy start out?

Search and Destroy started up because

both Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Allen Ginsberg

gave me a hundred dollars each to start it up.

Then, I had another friend, an M.D., who gave

me two hundred. The legend is that Allen

Ginsberg gave me a hundred first. I took that

and showed the check to Lawrence, and he im-

mediately wrote another check for a hundred.

That paid the printing bill for the first thou-

sand copies of Search and Destroy. It was very

touch and go. That later developed into RE/

Search Publications, and then V/Search.

What strikes me about RE/Search books

is they're partly a catalog of these cultures that

are cut off from or in opposition to mainstream

culture. They're anthropological ventures.

That's what I have in common with

Charles Gatewood. It's only relatively recently

that it's sunk into me that Charles Gatewood

actually studied anthropology. I didn't officially

study it in college. I have an English degree

from the University of California, Berkeley. I

got a scholarship there. But I didn't take any

anthropology classes. I guess I was really lucky

early in life to have a mentor, right here in San

Francisco: Philip Lamantia, who is an

autodidact and a bibliophile. He could have

been the Diderot of our age, on a certain level,

in that he's so encyclopedic and knows so much
of the right kind of history-which is more the

surrealist history of the world. Thanks to him,

I got all the books I could by Claude Levi

Strauss and read (or tried to read, at least) the

father of structural anthropology. Levi Strauss

was involved with the surrealist group really

early. I think he was on the same boat, coming

to America, as Andre Breton. I would say that

all my work has been informed by a certain

conscious amateur anthropological back-

ground.

// sounds strange thatyou 'd sort ofmarry

the two traditions of anthropology and surre-

alism. One is supposed to he completely about

gathering objective information, and the other

is more about changing it. and making it fun

or interesting.

The thing that surrealism taught me ini-

tially is that everyone is born an artist. Actu-

ally, even the pre-surrealists - De Quincy

pointed out that the machinery for dreams in

the imagination has always been implanted in

our brains, and it was not put there for nothing.

Dreams and imagination are all you need to be

an artist. An artist is just somebody who hasn't

been beaten down by society. Again, if you go

to preschool, every kid there is drawing and

painting, and banging on things trying to make

music, and making jokes with their speech, and

bad puns-which is like making poetry. My own

daughter has come up with some amazing little

perhaps accidental poetic phrases. I think that

we were born to be artists, and of course our

society doesn't like that. We're ruled by a con-

spiracy of control maniacs who are more inter-

ested in manipulating other people rather than

furthering the notion that everyone ought to be

allowed to express themselves as creatively and

richly as possible.

Anthropology is such a detached obser-

vance ofphenomena, though. It s so structured

that it seems like there would be a tension be-

tween the two.

Anthropology was trying to see if there

are some invisible or hidden laws behind be-

havior and social grouping and structures and

codes. Anthropology is trying to glimpse the

universal behind the particular. There is such

an incredible variety in human behavior and

artistry. In theory, anthropology, when applied

to us, would show us some of our own short-

comings. We're filled with such egos - I say

us meaning most people in America. We think

we're at the pinnacle of technological achieve-

ment, and because of access to television, ev-

eryone thinks they're so knowledgeable as to

all the mysteries of the planet. We all watch

the Nature Channel or whatever, yet we don't

do anything. Most Americans are just consum-

[media]

ers. What do they leave behind that has their

own individual stamp? Very little. A pile ofjunk

to be sold later on eBay and at various garage

sales, but what have they let behind as a con-

tribution? I think people should always be

thinking about contributions they could be

making for their children after them. People

seem very shortsighted now. It's just, "I got

mine. Fuck you. If you didn't get yours, it's

probably because you're genetically inferior."

I think most people have a pretty barbaric phi-

losophy.

Why did you decide to base your books

around conversations or interviews instead of

writing an article or excerpting or something

like that'.'

One of the differences between that for-

mat and straight prose is that some people who

are very pretentious as far as writing goes are

forced by an interviewer to explain their theo-

ries or thoughts in plain, understandable En-

glish. Academics especially. In the eighties and

nineties there was a glut of jargon- filled aca-

demic books published that were so difficult

to read. Mercifully, they seem to have faded

away. I have a resentment towards canned

speech. I think speech is alive and dynamic,

and you have to guard against canning phrases,

even ifyou invented them yourself at one time.

You should feel a sense of freedom to be speak-

ing and more or less synthesizing topics in real

time during the interview. That's the ideal, at

least. My interviews are not like mainstream

interviews. I almost never want to do a hatchet

job on someone. What's the point? To get them

to reveal something tragic that happened in their

past. Yeah, if they want to say that stuff, fine.

The book that's most revelatory in that way is

Angry Women. I prefer just having conversa-

tions like we're having now. Who knows where

they'll go. Of course, I'd be much happier if

the person has a sustained and deeper critique

of society. I certainly don't want to interview a &

bunch of cheerleaders for everything that's go- °

ing on now. I guess one ofmy main goals would «~

be to demystify what I call this control process
4



a lot of the V/Search books are

built to influence. They're struc-

tured sort of like you're hooking

into a conversation with someone

who's thinking differently...

which has the effect of implanting within us

notions, words and ideas that aren't even ours,

though we think they are. We act upon them

and think that we're tree. We don't even know

that we're being manipulated That's my num-

ber one tear.

Being manipulated without knowing it?

Yeah. Of having a desire and acting on it,

and thinking it's my own, though really it's been

implanted in me by an ad agency or someone

else.

At the same time, a lot of the V Search

books are built to influence. They're structured

sort of like you're hooking into a conversation

with someone who's thinking differently...

I don't know if the goal is to influence

other people. The goal is to have a real conver-

sation and reproduce it. condensed down, but

relatively faithfully. You know, the problem

w ith conversations is that they can go all over

the map. What I actually do is that I do follow-

ups and drill down deeper in certain topics and

beefthem up. You're not getting a real conver-

sation, you're getting much better than a real

conversation. You're getting one in which the

person remembers the name of the book that

(hey had actually forgotten in the first conver-

sation. They get to have perfect memories. If

(lies said something incorrectly, we make sure

it's said correctly in the final interview.

What about the Internet? A thatsomething that

influences von.'

I think for most people, going on the

Internet is verj much an extremely time-

sucking medium that reinforces more con-

sumption and passivity When you're surf-

ing the net. it's amazing how you'll look at

your watch and. suddenly, it's two-thirty in

the morning. I think there's some rule that

states that no article should be anv more than

two or three full screen si/cs. screen dumps.

or whatever you call them I "hat automati-

cally makes everything even more of a

sound-bite than n ahead) is. 01 course, no-

bod) has anv tune anv more lo just get to-

gether and hang out w ith their friends. I don't

mean, hanging oul between rigidly scheduled

hours before your Palm Pilot goes off foi

your next appointment I me. in like Staying

up all night and talking

It seems .is it the idealism is d\ ing down

a bit \ seal ago u almost seemed as il all of

a sudden we were going lo be able lo e\

change all the time, and tli.it il would be this

free exchange, equal exchange I hat we were

going to be surrounded by a web of connec-

tions and of information.

I think that people are living by certain

myths that I don't think in real life are appli-

cable, for example, people seem to think that

their brains have an infinite capacity to store

know ledge and recall it on demand in con-

versation, for example. What's happening is

that we're suffering from severe information

overload. If you could watch a TV set from

across the street, just far enough that you can't

really see what the hell's onscreen, you'll be

able to see that they're editing television so

quickly that you couldn't possibly digest it all.

I'm the kind of person who likes to look at all

the details of the room orenv ironment that I'm

in. There's no way I can absorb all the details

on a television screen ... it's frustrating, and

when you're frustrated, it keeps your interest

piqued. You're frustrated when you can't fol-

low something, and that's sort of addicting. It

spellbinds

you.
They're
gn ing you

i n fo rm a -

tion faster

than you

can pro-

cess it.

What kind

of infor-

mation ?

It's com-
pletely ba-

nal infor-

mation. It's

a cliche to

say we're a

sound bite

culture, but

it's cer-

tainl) true.

Sometimes

when 1

over h e a r

people talking, then conversations arc com-

prised of one sound bite after another It's re-

ally sad television is a big parent, and dial's

the language this parent teaches us Everyone's

Stuck in this sort of infantile stage, for the mosl

part. I don't mean vou necessarily, but there

are a lot of people out there stuck in some in-

fantile stage, and the IV commercials know

exact!) how to manipulate that. In a way, hu-

mans are basicall) simple We're v erv quick to

lake heed of our basic needs sex. and to a

lessei extent, food and we have a craving

fbi images I here's no authenticity and no bod)

[media]

language to read online. We're animals. We
need to be in the same room w ith other people

to read their body language, the way they're

dressed, even thing about them. Most people,

if they have instincts left, can figure someone

out by the time they finish one sentence. That

nld saying from the Bible, you know, "by thy

speech I will know thee" is still true. You can't

fake it when you talk. You can't fake it in con-

v ersation. As the deterioration of the art of con-

versation continues to escalate. I think it's our

job to try to keep some sense of spontaneity

and creativity alive. I think the only thing that

can save us is not only conversations between

two people-but we have to get to the point

where at least in our own towns or cities, have

regular pretexts for social gatherings of more

than two people. The coffee shop is sort of the

right idea. But I don't know any coffee shop

around here, except maybe Cafe Trieste, w here

1 can go with even a reasonable chance of run-

ning into someone I know.

Do you think hooks provide an alternative'

The problem is. if you're raised with so

much incredible television consumption, as

most Americans are. it would be like a junky

attempting to kick junk to try to stop watching

TV and become a book

lover. Images are addicting.

I'm addicted. Every once in

a while. 1 have to go out and

see a movie or rent a v ideo.

I know I'm responding to a

type of addiction. I have to

do it. I feel frustrated and

angry if I don't Even ifyou

don't vv ateh telev ision,

you'll still know what's go-

ing on. I know all of the

brand names. The thing is. 1

don't think there's that

much room in your brain. If

vou have all this corporate

branding and logo and mar-

keting information in your

head which we all do now

I think it crow ds out other,

essential information. I

don't know how we can

fight alienation I think anv

publishing we do is living

to fight that It's all we can

do We're still m the brainstorming, theory-gen-

erating Stages Soon every person is going to

be a goddamn brand I hey re all going to know

the principles of guerilla and viral marketing

It's all going to be a bunch of crap about "me.

me. me" and "buy my products
"

Po you think the medium can he used to con-

front the message oj passivity
'

YOU can try. There's so main voices cry-

ing out m the wilderness, though You're not

theonlv voice I here's one even ten leet now



You're not John the Baptist in a huge desert

now. There's so many people speaking against

it, but they're not being heard. All the infor-

mation coming at you is like a sewer now.

There's so much coming at you, and from so

many different sources, nobody has an adequate

filtration system to find the handful of voices

that are really germane, diamond heart sutra

quality.

How did the Internet and the rise of the big

chains affect you'.'

Let me give you the history. In the begin-

ning of the nineties, suddenly you had the rise

of this new chain called Borders. Before then

you had some really bad chains - Crown Books

and Barnes and Noble (which is still bad), B

Dalton. I can't remember them all. Then, there

was a death struggle between two behemoths

- Barnes and Noble and Borders. In the first

place, I was against any big chains coming into

the book business. It's not about making money.

It didn't used to be about profit. Allegedly, it

was about getting knowledge out. It wasn't just

to provide infotainment. It was hopefully to

spark some deeper intellectual current in this

country.

How do you think the corporatization oj the

publishing industry has affected writing in the

US?

A corporation, to me is not a human be-

ing, it's not an entity or an individual, even

though it's legally recognized as one. A corpo-

ration is a principle do whatever it takes to

make maximum profit as fast as possible. Ap-

plying this principle to the book business, I

think, is a really bad idea. Obviously, it's tilted

us towards putting out books that appeal to the

lowest common denominator, that are full of

sensationalism, and that sell really fast. Cor-

porations do these heavy duty marketing cam-

paigns. They send their authors out on all these

tours and get them onto Oprah and other na-

tional TV shows and things like that. Do you

think the people who are allowed to appear on

these shows would offer any sort of critique of

our society? No. Anyone with anything to say

is excluded from participation in most of this

hype-factory networking. The chain stores al-

ready make it really hard to get your indepen-

dently produced books out there. Then
Amazon.com shows up in 1995, but it doesn't

really start impacting until 1998. They're put-

ting pressure on the chains and independent

book stores. In one of the papers, somebody at

A Different Light Bookstore in the Castro told

the story of a man who came in and spent hours

looking at the expensive art books, but never

bought anything. One day they asked him, 'You

spend hours looking at our books, but you never

buy anything. Why?' He says, 'Oh. I go home
and order them all on Amazon, where they're

twenty percent off" Don't these people know,

that if you don't support your local stores, sud-

denly, they're not going to be there anymore?

You wouldn't be able to sell a book on Ama-
zon by itself. You'd be taking a big risk buying

a book from a Web site without seeing it first.

What I don't like is that Amazon changed the

industry in this very significant way - a little

publisher like me has a choice. Do I want to

have my books distributed by Amazon or not?

Well, I need every damn dime I can get. Okay,

I'll do it. Then they say, "Well, you know, you

have to give us free shipping, and you have to

give us a fifty-five percent discount." In other

words, they pay me four dollars and fifty cents

for a ten dollar book. Those kinds of discounts

were not there ten years ago. In order to get a

fifty-five percent discount, you would have to

order something like five hundred different

titles. The margins have never been that good

on books. They're heavy to ship. They're ex-

pensive to produce. There's not much pie left

for the publisher after the bills are paid. You

have to spend money to promote it, and pay

the author royalties. Amazon asks for a fifty

five percent discount, and I pay the freight.

Then they start ordering three copies of a book.

Anyone in wholesale knows it's just as easy to

pack up forty books as it is to pack up three.

You're being nickel-and-dimed labor-wise to

deal with them. I'll still do it, because I have

to, but it makes me mad.

How has I ' Search been able to survive in that

environment.'

It's been extremely tough. That's all I can

say. I don't really want to talk about it. The

experiences I've had have been strange; I went

from having really a yuppie income to having

the income of a person on welfare. But I came

from punk rock. I actually grew up on welfare.

During the punk rock period, nobody had any

money. Well, yeah, it turned out later that there

were trust fund kids pretending to be poor like

the rest of us. Still, in the punk rock days, we
would go to art openings early just so we could

eat all the food. That's how desperate we were.

That's why everyone looked so skinny.

Do youfeel that you 're still printing really im-

portant work? Do you think it will have a

legacy?

Somewhat more of a legacy than others,

I'm finding. For example, the two books I did

on the zine underground arced real fast. I put

the first book on the zine movement. That was

another sort of fad, as it turned out. Fad in an

economic sense. I put out the first book and

then about a dozen corporate books on zines

came out after mine. Mine was the first to mar-

ket. What was the mission statement of the

zines book? It was really to interview people

and tell how they self-publish. We're also say-

ing that almost as a necessary right of passage

in this society, everybody - I don't care who
they are - should do a zine, just so they know
what it's like to self-publish and to write and
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express themselves, and maybe do some little

drawings. Everyone - it doesn't even matter

how great they are. It's not for other people.

It's for yourself.

Doyou see anything with that independent, cre-

ativepotential coming out now'.' The zine move-

ment is sort ofslowing down.

I think humans were made to transmit

things to each other, to personalize them. The

Internet is totally different. You're putting it

up there, and once in a while you'll get an email.

Even today I got a call from someone stuck up

in Nashville, Tennessee who's going to send

me a money order for some books. She said,

"I'm so grateful that you do your Internet news-

letter once a month. There's just nothing hap-

pening around here, and at least it makes me
feel that something's happening somewhere."

I mean, that's kind of pathetic in a way.

How doyour interview books differ front those

of larger, more conventionalpublishers or from

what you can find on-line?

The freedom that an interview gives you

is the freedom to range widely over topics all

over the universe. You're not allowed that free-

dom in a novel. I mean, it's harder to attain

that freedom in a strictly written piece, because

you're supposed to stick to the point, you sup-

posed to have a thesis you're developing, a few

supporting thesis, and then a conclusion at the

end which allegedly wraps up the way you

started.
You're sup-

posed to be

able to

graph out

pieces. Es-

pecially
commercial

writing for

places like

A tlanti c

Monthly or

Harpers

.

They all de-

mand cer-

tain formu-

las for their

writing,
which I re-

sent. I'd just

love to read

a piece that

goes all

over the

map and

doesn't nec-

e s s a r i 1 y

have to re-

flect a struc-

tural unity

in which the

end reca-

ZINES!



My books were always trying

to encourage people to find

out what you can do that's

creative, and do it, no matter

whether it makes you wealthy.

pitulates the beginning. W h) should the end

hav e anything to do w nh the beginning? What

> on w ant the end to do is to be a door to some

kind ofnature discussion. Here's what I don't

like about watching television, and movies,

to a lesser extent the images are so power-

ful, the narration is so compelling that I in-

stantl) internalize them. Occasionally, this dis-

turbing thing will happen. I'll have a dream,

and in the dream I'll be accessing a memory

that wasn't even mine. I had thought it was

mine, but then I realized I took it from some

damned mo\ ie. I hat ne\ er used to happen be-

fore I can internalize someone else's experi-

ence as my own, which then leads me to an-

other theory. It's one of the reasons I'm doing

the new book on modern paganism. The pa-

gans use this comball phrase that makes ev-

erybody I know cringe the Gaia theory. Ba-

sically, it's the belief that earth, or the world

as we know it. is just one interconnected or-

ganism. We're just part of that huge organ-

ism. Even rocks are alive. Everything that has

molecules in it is alive. The amount of water

in our universe never changes. It's a strange

thought, isn't it? I do think we're all con-

nected. And 1 do think that we're all kind of

one brain. The problem is that it's a faulty

brain. The prevalent condition is based in. as

Deleuze put it. a schizoculture. Maybe it's al-

ways been that way. Schizoculture refers to a

culture m which everyone is schizophrenic in

the sense that they're able to turn off a part of

their conscience or themseh es when they rip

someone else off. After they rip someone off.

their mind will work overtime to erect some

kind of complicated, labyrinthinejustification

for ripping that person off I'hev have to have

a selfimage ofthemselves as honest, as forth-

right I veryone likes to think of themselves

that way.

/s the Modern Pagan hook tin attempt to con-

vince people to go back to something more

holistic, to something more grounded?

lis |iist trying to restore something. I'm

afraid the Modern Pagans project is destined

to be as misunderstood as the sw mg project

[Swing Hie New Retro Renaissance], I he

reason a lot oi people fordoing the first book.

tracing the use of tins verj briei neo-sw ing

movement, is that the) didn't look at it the

«.i\ [did lello Hi. ill. i ofthe Dead Kennedys

said, "wh> arc >ou interested in swing? It's

i just a bunch of yuppies." He'd nevei even

me to a swing event, really, other people

s.nd. "You know, they're nisi a bunch o\'

1 bourgeois people getting dressed up " w hat

I saw in it. instantly was that this was yet an-

other stage of the war that I've always been

engaged in, which is trying to erase the di-

chotomy between the performer or speaker or

superstar on a stage and the ten thousand

people sitting in seats. There's something re-

ally unnatural about that. Talk about alienated

consumption. Talk about reinforcing these

paradigms of passivity even though I hate

the word paradigm. You know what clubs used

to be for? They weren't supposed to be there

to promote consumption. They w ere supposed

to be a way of creating community. Remem-
ber that word? That word is so hackneyed now

you almost don't dare use it.

Here's what I like about the modem pa-

gan movement. There are a lot of people like

me who are sociable,

but are very happy be-

ing all by themselves,

working on our own

little projects. We real-

ize it's important to re-

ally do something and

not just consume all of

the time. What's most

important in our lives?

I'll ask you, what is

most important to us as

humans' The two most

important problems are

anything to do with

sex. and anything to do

with death. I'hev re

very complex things

you're going to be

w orking on for the rest

o\ your life. It's been

said that life is nothing

but a preparation for

death I've heard people arrogantlv tell me that

thej 're ready to die anytime, but I want to tor-

ture them to death and see if the) still believe

that "No. please don't kill me. I've changed

mv mind, I want to live a little more." I think

those are the hea\ iest problems we face as hu-

mans Anyway, I think the pagans have defi-

nitel) dealt with death in a public wav better

than anyone else I've ever seen I went to the

incredible Spiral Dance last October, around

Halloween It happens on the shortest dav o\'

the year, and during the longest night Sort o(

the death of the sun. you might s.iv I was vcrv

impressed W ilh w hat the) did Most pagans are

vcrv physical. You're notjust sitting around as

you would be in a chinch in a bunch ofrows

111 .1 box. looking up at USUall) a w lute gU) on .1

podium talking at them Ml pagan get-togethers

arever) participator) and vet) anti-hierarchi-
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cal. At least, they avoid the appearance of hier-

archy. There's a small group of people, ever)

time w ho plan each get-together. Someone w ill

get up and say, "Hi. Welcome. First we're go-

ing to ground ourseh es. We're really happv that

we have bodies. We love the earth. We all

pledge to love the earth and all the beings and

creatures on it. including ourseh es We're go-

ing to take some deep breaths. We're going to

pay homage to the east, the west, the north, and

the south and the four elements: tire. air. earth

and w ater." They make you appreciate the earth

and the fact that you ha\ e a body, and can feel

pleasure, and all of this.

That sounds completely antagonistic to the sort

<>l punk rock cynicism that comes out in a lor of

the otherprojects that you 're done

I don't even think that punk rock was cyni-

cal. 1 think punk was certainly disparaging to

authoritarianism, wherever it max be found Mv

books were always trying to encourage people

to find out what you can do that's creative, and

do it. no matter whether it makes you wealthy.

In the first place. 1

would never call mv-

self a pagan. I don't

like to be identified

and categorized. Al-

most everyone I

know doesn't like to

do that anymore.

We've learned our

lesson. I will go loan

occasional pagan

e\ cut because the) re

closer than anyone

else in dealing with

death in a wav that I

find most reasonable

\t the Spiral Dance.

a w hole bunch of

people gave talks on

the meaning of death

and what might hap-

pen w hen you die.

["here were some re-

allv great talks Ihev read a long list of more

famous people who'd died in the past year.

"These are the names ot "a lot ofpeople who've

died in the past ve.tr When they're remem-

bered, the) hv c." Then at the end v ou hav e JO)
-

ous spiral dance, as .1 sort o\' regeneration

You've been so immersed in the dark side lor a

while, and then you have the spiral dance,

which is pure joy, and sort of sexual in a wav

It's a vcrv strange dance because dancing in a

spiral, you're forced to be about as close as I

am to you now. w it li ever) person in the room

There were one thousand eight hundred and

fitly people in the room, and everv person in

the room passes before you this closel) *
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The Alien Tongue of

Necrophones
Review by Mike Taylor

"Ok. so I've heard the new Lungfish record playing

in the background a few times now, and I know

what it sounds like.
"

"Oh yeah? What do you think?"

"It sounds like slow, plodding Adventure Metal.
"

There is a way in which songs get written

that has become THE way in which songs get writ-

ten: a sensitive or spectacular opening, a recur-

ring theme, a repeated chorus, maybe a bridge.

Some songs have an extended, repetitive ending

that denotes their compatibility with frequent play

on the radio or at dance clubs. Classical music

(but not Baroque!) builds in patterns which pur-

portedly facilitate human learning. Punk Rock has.

in its short history, remained close to traditional

rock forms, which are strongly influenced by blues.

It claims its dissonance in its execution rather than

the orchestration of the music.

Lungfish. of Baltimore U.S.A., is a rock group

from the punk underground. They play a music that

is truiy dissonant and myopic while at the same

time referencing the ubiquitous. The voice in which

they speak on Necrophones. their 9th album, is not

new to them. Theirs is a singular style weighing at

the fulcrum of the opinion of an obviously small,

specialized public within which many of us puta-

tively revolve. As a listener, you may or may not

enjoy the two-to-five minutes of a repeated riff and

the same drum beat. You may or may not think you

relate to. or simply enjoy, the lyrics to the songs.

As Lungfish consistently Just Breaks Even with each

record, but is Really Famous To People Who've

Heard of Them, I don't plan to make a case for why

you should start enjoying their music if you don't

already.

In one of the more concentrated questions a

band has ever asked of its audience, Daniel Higgs

asked after the first song of a show I attended,

"OK, do all the instruments sound like one instru-

ment?" That was 1998, and it seems like that's

what the band has been trying to do with itself:

absolve the division among the percussion, the

stringed instruments, the vocals and the warm

static of the recording process itself. From the

observer's point of view, there has been an emerg-

ing theme of unity and symmetry throughout the

band's 11 years, culminating on 1996s Sound in

Time, on which each song appears at the apex of

the Doppler effect. Each song sounds as though

we are driving past music happening, immediately

knowing its essence but never its beginning or end.

The album that followed, Indivisible, seemed to turn

on a lyrical axis. No longer was every song a lengthy

dissertation or set of meta-hypothoses; instead.

these songs invoked observation. That trajectory

continues into the present, as do the more

exsufflicate dub influences often present in many

late '80s D.C. bands.

The omnipresence of the instrumental on

each album since Pass and Stow has served well

to illustrate that Lungfish's songs are about mu-

sic, and the lyrics are about language. One of the

interesting points about some of the more fantas-

tic lyrics in Lungfish music is that initially they

invoke the disorientation of science fiction but upon

closer scrutiny are simply beautiful illuminations

of life in spirit and biology. And don't forget, one of

the functions of science fiction literature is to es-

tablish a new vocabulary to expound upon ideas

that can't be discussed within preexisting lan-

guage.
1

Illustrations of the invocation of symme-

try occur in attempted shifts of perception, such

as in "The Words", the first song on the LP. It is

straightforward - a pulse, a brainwave, a conver-

sational tone of voice. The only drastic change oc-

curs when all the music stops for four beats upon

the lyrical line which says simply, "the words, the

words, the words, the words" and begins anew,

just the same. Is The Words- both the title of the

song and the lyrical emphasis- a frustrated cry at

the general pervasive and bankrupt nature of lan-

guage, or is it a gentle acknowledgement of the

listener and her power to interpret and communi-

cate? There is a similar perceptual oscillation on

the next song, The Way. where the title is the basis

of each lyrical line, and seems to shift between

subject and object. The wayyou lie about the color

of the s/ry could be a personal address or an ex-

pansion of the manner of The Way; further:

the way your simulacrum waits around

the way you perforate our perception

The entire song is simultaneously speaking of and

to The Way, a contradiction to the set of dichoto-

mies that facilitate not only every aspect of social

communication in our culture, but mediate the

manners of communication upon which we depend.

Ultimately, this is what makes each new

Lungfish record consistently exciting throughout the

years. They are a band, not with a political rhetoric

(and I don't mean to use the word "rhetoric" to say

predictable or lessened; I don't think protest music

is cheap or immature, though it is almost always

bereft of creativity), but with a different way of con-

structing music. Each song seems to last long

enough to say what is what is to be said within the

confines of the craft of Writing a Song, while many

traditional aspects of songwriting become dress-

ing, only detracting from what the song is saying to

the listener. Or what the listener is saying back to

the song.

Not to sublimate what is, in essence, the re-

lease of a rock and roll record to the wealthiest na-

tion on Earth; with it understood that Lungfish is

an important band, this is not the apex of their ca-

reer as musicians. I was curious about how the new-

est record would serve as an extension of more re-

cent directions in which the band has moved. Would

it be half-instrumental? Would instruments be in-

troduced from outside of the studio rock canon? Will

the music get slower? Will there be more studio ef-

fects to add texture and relate the songs to one an-

other? Necrophones, like The Unanimous Wow and

Artificial Horizons before it, seems to have a couple

of anchor songs on each side, a couple of

instrumentals, and a song or two that just leave

me wondering what made the band decide to in-

clude them on the final cut. Not that I necessarily

think it's fruitful to discuss what makes a song bad

to me and good to you, but I begin to hear songs

that are remarkably close to songs they've already

written.
? But I've yet to write nine original LPs, so

my criticism isn't to be taken as altogether scath-

ing, mind you. And yes, for the greater part, this

record is slower than usual. However, I've seen many

of these songs performed, and I know they are just

as intense and captivating in the live context as

any that has made me enamoured of the band. But

for the record, grudgingly, Shapes in Space is an

Adventure Metal Song in the finest Technical Ec-

stacy-erz Sabbath tradition. *

' See KathyAcker, oreven f/ieDune series, ifyou're a total nerd.

•' "SexWar"sounds like "Space Orgy" fromVm Unanimous Hour

[media]
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The Crisis of Credible Sources
Media Accuracy and The New York Times' Coverage of Political Rock

By Richard Gilman Opalsky

pitrt

Every news source is profoundly editori-

alized and political. Even the ones that are

most precise operate on hypotheses that for-

mulate a bias. News sources that announce

their own objectivity tend, in fact, to be steeped

in decisively political vantage points. The fa-

mous television news show 20 20. for example,

might be better named 80 20 in closer prox-

imity to its preference for reactionary conser-

vatism. From their coverage of straight-edge

hardcore music to the Mumia Abu-Jamal case.

20 20 touts its own objectivity, while simulta-

neously presenting blundering hardcore punk

kids and uninformed anti-death penalty activ-

ists. A hasty and unreasonable response to this

kind of media is to demand heightened objec-

tivity and the exclusion of bias. Such a de-

mand takes for granted the fact that objective

news sources, strictly speaking, are only pos-

sible if the people who collect the news sub-

\ert their own subjectivity. Hence, objectiv-

ity is a feat we should not anticipate too hope-

fully.

There are countless kinds ofnews people,

from Amy Goodman and WBAI to Rush

Limbaugb and his comrades-for-capital at

ABC. Both of these talk show hosts operate

their syndicated news shows on the assump-

tion that objective media is impossible, and

they bring us the news on the backs of their

politics. For Goodman, mainstream media is

a hand puppet for the corporations that fund

it. and for Limbaugh it is a liberal propaganda

machine. Magazines like Clamor, In These

Times and Z Magazine are radically different

than magazines like Fortune and Maxim, not

just in their content, but also in their openly

professed political biases. And yet, all ofthese

publications arc successful in a common
wa\ they secure their market by making no

pretense o\' their politics, lor example. /

Magazine is committed to publishing cover-

age m distinct opposition to the tracts ol domi-

nant culture, while Maxim targets single, young

republican men who have a vet) strong affin-

itj tor misogyny. Bui the former as well as

the latter arc all on the right track inasmuch as

thej have decided not to self-identif) as ob-

jective mediums I be) announce themselves

and all of their biases on sight

I lien what are. ifthe) even exist, the real

media-based threats to an informed, resource-

ful and productive citizenry? I hese threats do

indeed exist as a form of coercion found in the

overwhelming influx o\ news thai claims to

he abo> e partisanship, be) ond us ow n politics

and as dispassionate as the most successful sci-

[media]

entist. The New York Times is a prime and spar-

kling example ofa reputable news source that

secretly leads the way in railroading third par-

ties and misrepresenting grassroots popular

movements. The problem w ith The New York

Times is not at all that it does these things, but

that it has convinced its readers that it doesn't.

Its successful campaign for its own objecti\ ity

means people consider The New York Times a

credible source across every political spectrum,

looking to substantiate their own ideology.

Their success is tangible and potent, despite

the fact that they pander mostly to upper-class

sophisticates, prospective penthouse tenants

and the droves of advertisers that own their

pages.

Recent examples of this phenomenon are

the varying reactions to the inauguration of

(ieorge W. Bush. According to a January 31

article in the Village Voice, there were at least

an equal amount of protestors as there were

supporters at the President's inauguration. Yet

the Ullage Voice provides not one shred of

coverage to the inauguration, opting exclu-

si\ el) for CO\ erage of the protests to the inau-

guration. The New York Press, a paper that

prefers to be much more politically ambigu-

ous, featured coverage of the protestors and

Bush supporters through a cryptic recounting

of sordid events, which read more like a self-

indulgent foray into artsy prose than anything

we're used to thinking of as news. And fi-

nally, there's The New York Times, which

seems to have not even noticed a protest just

as massh e. and probably a bit louder and more

diverse, than the official inauguration. What

an elusive protest this must have been, to have

escaped all o\' the eyes o\' Times ' journalists

and the rest of the telex ised commercial new s?

Was it really unnoticed, or was it. rather,

deemed less newsworthy than the celebration

of President Bush''

Now. there is no point m sparring with

The New York limes, and in this publication

such a task is hardl) possible. Perhaps only

collectively, with a coalition of critical, inde-

pendent media will we be sparring with The

Yen York Times, and even that is something

of a fantasy. 1 he point is to illustrate the crisis

o\' credible sources and other reputable bur-

dens [ ,u example, consider a December 3 1

.

200(1 article in llu \<u York linns thai at-

tempted to pro\ ule coverage of political rock

music In the Ails \ 1 eisUIt section there is

an article b) Ann Powers titled "No 1 ast llur-

i.ih Yet forPolitic.il Rock.'' providing the per-

fect opportunity to suuK the elusiveness ol



feigned objectivity. The aims of this article

are so elusive that all but the most scrutinizing

readers of The New York Times, who also hap-

pen to be deeply involved with counter-cul-

tural music movements on the radical left, will

discover its errors. To my awareness, such en-

thusiasts ofobscure radicalism are not the gen-

eral readership of The New York Times. Hence,

this particular article won an easy victory in

the goal of credible objectivity.

Powers' article attempts to provide a sum-

mary of the current state of political rock mu-

sic by surveying the fragmentary and diverse

messages of artists such as Rage Against the

Machine, Indigo Girls, Dead Prez, and a hand-

ful of others. Her summary illustrates what

seems to be the characteristic disarray of the

changing revolutionary left, represented by

what she sees as separate subcultures. She

observes that since these musicians are "with-

out a Vietnam conflict or a civil rights move-

ment to bring unity, politics is beginning to

take a new shape, along with the leftist sub-

cultures the music supports." But a critical

question this article never asks is, what would

there be to unite if there were only one sub-

culture hinging on a single issue?

The article fails to acknowledge that

politics take a new shape on an ongoing ba-

sis in response to present situations and that

today's left is clearly responding to symptoms

of the same objectionable machinery. In fact,

the present social unrest is one that embodies

the scope of social, environmental, and eco-

nomic justice. The deeper realization that

these three are inextricably linked is also a

part of the general progressive consciousness.

Social justice presses for equal rights, fair

legal treatment and societal opportunities for

all groups of people. Whether grouped by

race, class, sexual orientation or gender; en-

vironmental justice advances the contention

that human subsistence requires a healthy

balance between the natural environment and

the people who depend upon its cultivation

and protection. With this contention, envi-

ronmental justice opposes any agricultural or

other business method that utilizes the natu-

ral environment only for the ends of profit

maximization and development; economic

justice has been newly realized in the United

States within the context of globalizing capi-

talism. To an impressive extent, present so-

cial movements understand the fact that pov-

erty is not caused by the poor, but imposed

upon them. To understand any of the voices

that substantiate today's movement for social

change, one needs first to understand the na-

ture of the movement. The way in which this

movement coheres is not even the remotest

allusion in Powers' article. Therefore, in its

random survey of political rock music, The

New York Times prints the proof for the claim

that today's left is a piecemeal and juvenile

collage at best.

Rage Against the Machine were undying critics

of pop music simultaneously installed as the

newest and hippest pop music makers. They

made it hip, and yet somehow still political, to

sell Che Guevera like countless numbers of

scented candles ... The efforts with revolution-

ary value are always alternatives to what defines

the mainstream- never what define it.

The most important aspect of Powers'

article is not to be found in any error of fact,

since, as far as I can verify, it is quite precise.

The article's deepest problem stems from its

false pretense that it discusses a political sen-

timent upheld by "the most obscure to the most

renowned" protest rockers. With the excep-

tion of Fugazi, and hardly an exception at that,

Powers focuses all of her attention on musi-

cians who have never managed to elude the

mainstream press. She says "the most obscure"

and gives us Fugazi as an example. Yet to those

involved with grassroots music, Fugazi is un-

deniably amongst the most blaringly visible

faces of the underground, and to call them

obscure is comedic at best. Getting no more

obscure than the rather renowned Fugazi, Pow-

ers pays pass-

ing attention to

an extraordi-

narily popular

face of a sub-

culture while

she presumes

to have

plumbed the

depths of. To

say that The

New York

Times article

merely
scratches the surface is an understatement

worthy of ridicule —a form of ridicule that

such a credible and objective source is mostly

exempt from.

Powers takes the break up of Rage

Against the Machine as her prime case study.

"The dissolution of Rage Against the Machine

seemed to deal yet another crushing blow to

the notion that self-defined activist artists could

succeed. . . . Rage Against the Machine appar-

ently had much in common with the diffuse

grassroots movements on today's left - each

participant had his own agenda, and when push

came to shove, the band members couldn't

unite," writes Powers. Now there is no doubt

that if I had to restrict myself to the commer-

cial music industry, I would wholeheartedly

commend the political aims of Rage Against

the Machine. But it seems quite clear to me
that when we discuss a subculture, we must,

by definition, not be discussing the commer-

cial music industry. Perhaps I would thank

Rage Against the Machine for raising some bit

of mass consciousness through their brand of

'political rock' but these politics are maintained

cosmetically as long as their protestations

make millions of dollars for the industries they

detest. Let's not be too soft on pop-stars with

radical rhetoric. It is one thing to appreciate

their messages and be an active proponent for

the causes they side with, but assuming an ig-

norant innocence of their own complicity in

endorsing the grip of dominant culture is a bit

lofty to me. When rhetorical heroes success-
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fully make alternative politics assimilate into

the mainstream, they weaken what it means to

be alternative. Any opposition to the commer-

cial mainstream cannot be vested in alterna-

tives that thrive because of it. As John Zerzan

notes, "David Letterman mocks the TV indus-

try and his own format while enriching me-

dia; who would really be surprised to see ex-

plicitly 'radical' angles presented there?" 1

Whether you are or are not a fan. Rage

Against the Machine were anti-capitalists

working for the endless accumulation of capi-

tal. They were undying critics of pop music,

simultaneously installed as the newest and hip-

pest pop music makers. Rage Against the

Machine made it hip and yet somehow still

political to sell Che Guevera, like countless

numbers of

scented
candles. The

main problem

with seeding

popular protest

in the popular

music industry

is that radical

movements for

social change

are always be-

low the sur-

face, mobiliz-

ing out of sight. When you trade in such ob-

scurity for the perks of an industry you lose

your radical edge. I am not denouncing things

that enjoy mass acceptance, but simply em-

phasizing the point that such forms of enter-

tainment are not revolutionary on the grounds

that the revolutionary presents itself as an al-

ternative to that which is mass accepted. The

efforts with revolutionary value are always

alternatives to what defines the mainstream

—

never what define it. If we agree that radical

movements for social change take place out-

side of, or in opposition to, the commercial

mainstream than we see the disconnect be-

tween what Powers treats as "the underground

of activist artistry" [I am unsure why this is in

single quotes. It reads like a quote, hence the

replacement, but if it is not a direct quote then

all quote marks, single or double need re-

moved] and what actually exists as such.

There is a serious problem with all that I

have said in response to this particular article

in The New York Times: The only reason I had

for questioning its credibility is my own in-

volvement with hardcore/punk culture. Only

by virtue of my first-hand experience could I

see the chasm that separates the real phenom-

enon of political rock from the one character-

ized in her piece. I have no doubt that any

person unfamiliar with this sub/counter cul-

ture would accept the Powers article as the &

credible overview it pretends to be. The im- °

plications of this are far-reaching enough to en

grab each and every one of us by the throat.



Vv hat is your first-hand experience with the

conflict in the Middle East, Indonesia, the Paci-

fica Radio corporate takeover, and slavery in

the Sudan? I know about these situations only

through the reports of others. And while it is

true that 1 get my reports from journalists who

were actually on site in the West Bank and the

president's inauguration, so too were the jour-

nalists who rationalize Israeli military violence

and ignore protestors in Washington, D.C. The

fact is that the reporters from Fox News bear

first-hand witness the same Republican Na-

tional Convention as do the reporters stationed

in the Independent Media Center. Needless to

say, all of our sources select what gets cover-

age. The media flaw that leads to the spread

of stupidity is not a flaw of selective sources,

but of selective sources that claim not to be.

A particular crisis of the credible sources

within mainstream media is the ease with

which they maintain their credibility. There

is a disproportionate burden of proof. Cer-

tain sources of news are so much a part of

our collective consciousness, and are so much

responsible for the American mind, that only

the alternative perspective carries the burden

of proof. We all know people like this: They

want us to articulate the every cause of our

position, not because it is hard to believe, but

because it is an uncommon position! We
progressives are always asked to painstak-

ingly substantiate each premise against the

unchallenged premises of commercial news

media. This is not a compliant, since pains-

taking proof is a good thing, and something

we should seek to accumulate as we build new

perspectives. So the crisis is not with burden

of proof alone, but with the politics behind

who has to carry it.

Consider the fact that the National Dairy

Council's famous milk ads repeatedly assert

the health benefits of dairy products. Yet mod-

em nutrition challenges these claims in every

place from the mainstream Dr. Benjamin

Spock to holistic and alternative Drs. Gary Null

and Dean Ornish. So is cow's milk healthy or

not for beings other than calves? ( )ne answer

is that it depends who you ask, but there is no

denying that the majority of our nation con-

tinues to trust in the wholesome goodness of

milk without knowing why. Most people. I

suspect, would say that milk is healthy. "Well,

because it is milk" or because "We cannot

grow up big and strong without it
." Mean-

while, alternative views take into account the

facts that SO percent of the Asian population,

70 percent of the African Black American

population. 60 percent of Mediterranean

peoples, and 50 percent of Mexican Americans

arc lactose intolerant And \c! these num-

bers will need to be substantiated for decades

o before the) gain any credence I here is an

™ obvious rebuttal to this example nameh that
o
^ diet is cultural, ami thai we cannot reduce (his

^ problem to a mere disproportion between cred-

ible sources. I would agree, but what would

happen if more people began to demand some

evidence of milk's wholesome goodness'.'

What if people wanted proof for the most com-

mon principles of their cultural life? What if

we gave more credence to alternative perspec-

tives, and shifted some of the burden of proof

onto the back of the conventional food pyra-

mid? I wonder what kind of evidence we
would get. No matter the situation, ifwe don't

question our reputable sources, then we may

start to believe that war crimes are humanitar-

ian interventions and that John Ashcroft is not

such a bad guy after all.

In a world where it is so easy it is to buy

reputations. "What is a reputable source, and

why?" is not a bad mantra to choose. What

we all do, but are afraid to admit, is to see how

far we can go in supporting our own ideolo-

gies. The most shameless and proud smokers

would love to find a study that asserts the

health benefits of cigarettes. And vegetarians

celebrate the studies that firmly laud the un-

healthy consequences of meat-eating. We
should not reject truth in favor of

perspectivalism. but we must realize that per-

spectives help to shape the truth. Powers writes

about an approach of protest rock: "stealing

the spotlight at whatever level it becomes avail-

able, is creating a new activ ism." But perhaps

this "new activism" is somewhere else, where

Powers and The New York Times have failed

to look. Perhaps protest rock, despite Powers

and The New York Times, lies beneath the sur-

face that better suits their v lew s. *

' John Zerzan. Elements of Refusal, pg. 262

Paul Pitchford, Healing with Whole Foods, pg. 1 09
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Propagandhi

Today's Empires, Tomorrow's Ashes

First, please allow me to address the thickening murmur of people

who have heard the album and suggest that most people will

not like Propagandhi's new effort because it is too metal and

not what people are used to. Acknowledging such metal-ocity. I

would like to say that people have spent the last four years lis-

tening to such shitty, vapid punk and hardcore that they will not

like this album because it is punker and hardcorer (yes, I can

say that) than anything you've heard in your relatively short ex-

istence In other words, claiming that this release is too metal is essentially admitting that this CD is

out of your frame of reference for what punk actually is and what hardcore could be. This is break-

neck punk with political lyrics that take aim at oppressors and assholes alike. It's been over four years

since their last effort, and these fourteen tracks are only a tease of how great this band is. The CD

contains a brilliantly-designed multimedia experience (by G-7 Welcoming Committee Records' Derek

Hogue) that features critical commentary by Propagandhi, Ward Churchill, and William Blum.

Propagandhi believe that people are smarter than they are given credit for being, and for this simple

assertion, you owe them a listen. Knowledge is Power. Arm Yourself. — Jason Kucsma

available from Fat Wreck Chords. POBox 193690. San Francisco, CA 94119-3690. www. fatwreck.com

Hodgepodge #7

Claiming its mission as "fighting corporate power and working

for social change," Hodgepodge is an excellent zme that ful-

fills its mission with an equal emphasis on politics and cul-

ture. Hodgepodge fills its 100 pages with accessible content

that focuses on progressive issues through the voices of people

working to effect social change. Interviews with Noam Chomsky.

Anti-Product, the Prison Moratorium Project. Student Activists,

and strippers working to unionize the sex industry complement

essays exposing the relocation of Native Americans, your tax

dollars at work in the military industrial complex, and sweat-

shops. Hodgepodge reads like a loved sibling of CLAMOR w\\h

its devotion to documenting a variety of voices in one maga-

zine. Highly recommended. We're glad to be in the same fam-

ily of independent media that is both critical of the status quo and celebratory of the people making a

difference. —Jason Kucsma

available for $4ppd from Hodgepodge. 114 Anderson PI. Apt. 10. Buffalo, NY 14222.

www hodgepodge burmt. net/
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Covering Murder
the American Media and the Al-Aqsa Intifada

by Steven Salaita

In the past months of violence, Israel has

been condemned by human rights groups such

as the UN (in eight separate instances). De-

fense Children International, the Al Mezan

Center, Human Rights Watch. Peace Now, the

Red Cross/Red Crescent Society, the Palestin-

ian Center for Human Rights, Gush Shalom,

and Amnesty International. Israel, the final gar-

rison colonial force in Asia, is bound by inter-

national law to withdraw from all occupied

territories in Palestine. Only the United States

stands in solidarity with Israel as it undertakes

what is on of the most vicious civilian slaugh-

ters of this century.

These facts should be reported in the

mainstream American press. They aren't.

What is reported, in contrast, is that Israel is

an aggrieved nation under siege by wild-eyed

Palestinian rioters. At best, the situation is pre-

sented as one in which two parties have com-

peting claims to the same land and holy sites.

The New York Times and Chicago Tribune, in

particular, have a history of running articles

supporting these sorts of assumptions. All the

press attention devoted to the presidential elec-

tion and the newly-appointed cabinet gives the

illusion that the violence in Palestine has re-

lented. It hasn't. In fact. Israeli military force

continues to increase daily. This includes the

deployment of live ammunition (high-veloc-

ity steel bullets), snipers, anti-tank missiles,

armored personnel carriers, and assault heli-

copters against unarmed civilians. As of early

February, over 350 Palestinians have been

killed and more than 1 1.000 injured. Over 70

of the deceased are children.

The way information is presented in the

American media, presumably under the guise

of objectivity, is in reality disgraceful and ir-

responsible. 60 Minutes, for example, is con-

sidering running a story absolving Israeli sol-

diers of the videotaped death of 12-year-old

Mohammed al-Dura. who has become a sym-

bol of the Palestinian struggle. This only con-

tributes to the latest Israeli PR claiming that

Palestinian parents readily send their children

to the front lines to be murdered. Even a

Klansman would be hard-pressed to produce

a more flagrant example of racism. It should

be mentioned that inserting excuse making into

the bloody aftermath of murder is, as critic

Edward Said notes, an archetypal mechanism

of colonization.

Palestine is an occupied land. Palestin-

ians have suffered Israeli bullets and Israeli

racism long enough. The rioters seek the same

thing as black South Africans and East

Timorese in the past, and Native Americans in

the present: freedom from foreign occupation

and the ability to control their own lives under

their own discretion. This simple fact is rou-

tinely overlooked in corporate media's cover-

age of recent events. As Robert Fisk of The

Independent observes, "but on we go, report-

ing the Middle East tragedy with all our own

little uncontroversial cliches and amnesia and

avoidance of 'controversial' subjects. Such

journalism is already leading — despite the

extraordinary casualty figures — to a public

\ iew that the Palestinians are solely respon-

sible for the bloodbath, that they are generally

\ iolent, untrustworthy murderers. I think this

kind of reporting helps to condone the taking

of human life."

Let me contextual ize the conditions that

have led to the recent Palestinian uprising and

analyze the mainstream media's role in a two-

fold framework: how they protect Israeli and

American strategic interests by distorting or

ignoring essential facts that are commonly re-

ported across the world: and how this amne-

siac approach shapes public perception of Pal-

estinians by reinforcing stereotypes and, con-

versely, relying on their existence.

What Words Don't Say

Hanan Ashrawi, Stephen Shalom, and

Noam Chomsky argue that context is needed

in interrogating Palestinian unrest. This sug-

gestion becomes more valid each time a pur-

portedly impartial column appears in a major

newspaper. Commentators are apt to discuss

the current clashes as ifthey arose in a vacuum.

Better evaluations explain that they are part of

a continuum: mass displacement by force in

1948 and 1967; 33 years of military occupa-

tion; hundreds of thousands of imprisonments

(usually resulting in torture, which remained

legal in Israel until 1999). home demolitions,

apartheid, live burials, illegal settlements, hu-

miliation, and the permanent absence of hu-

man rights. Most importantly, we should never

forget the attachment of Palestinians to their

ancestral homeland, which they cultivated and

for which they are willing to die.

The facts are striking. Approximately

700.000 Arabs were driven from Palestine in

1 948. and thousands more in 1 967. actions that

can only be described as theft, brought to frui-

tion through absentee landlord sales, calculated
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murder ( Deir Yassin, Tantura), and the destruc-

tion of over 400 Arab villages within pre- 1 967

Israeli lines. Since June 1967 Israel has ex-

propriated at least 5,893.000 dunums of Pal-

estinian land, which amounts to 73 percent of

the West Bank Gaza territory. During the same

time frame. Israeli authorities have demolished

over 6000 houses within this territory, as well

as 2500 homes in Arab East Jerusalem (in di-

rect violation of Article 53 of the Fourth

Geneva Convention, which prohibits home

destruction, and to which Israel is a party).

Since Ehud Barak took office, settlement

activity — the single most important reason

that real peace cannot be achieved— has in-

creased dramatically. Over 40,000 housing

units have been built or are awaiting construc-

tion. Ninety percent ofWest Bank water is used

for the settlers, who comprise one-tenth of the

population. The State of Israel controls over

90 percent of historic Palestine. Rather than

scolding Palestinians for placing their children

in danger, perhaps our jingoistic moralists

might wonder why settlers would risk the lives

of their children by occupying a land that isn't

theirs.

Palestinians inside Eretz Israel, who con-

stitute 20 percent of the total population, have

none of the rights supposedly afforded the sub-

jects of a democracy. They are not allowed

movement, receive substandard education, re-

main segregated, and, during the recent

clashes, have been displaced and murdered en

masse. Israel is the only "democracy" that rou-

tinely uses live ammunition on its own citi-

zens. When Israeli Jews have held rallies, as

they do often, soldiers have never opened fire,

not even with rubber bullets.

This isn't lost on the international com-

munity, which continues to support the Pales-

tinians in their independence struggle. On
December 1. the UN General Assembly

adopted five resolutions dealing with issues at

conflict. They are as follows:

1

.

The Assembly determined that the deci-

sion of Israel to impose its laws, jurisdiction

and administration on the Holy City of Jerusa-

lem was illegal, and, therefore, null and void.

2. The Assembly also deplored the transfer

by some States of their diplomatic missions to

Jerusalem in violation of Security Council

resolution 478. a>

3. The Assembly authorized the Committee o

to continue to exert all efforts to promote the ^
exercise of the inalienable rights of the Pales- ***



tinian people and to give special emphasis to

the need to mobilize support and assistance for

them.

4. In its action on the Special Information

Programme on Palestine of the UN Department

of Public Information, the Assembly requested

the Department to continue its special infor-

mation programme for the biennium 2000-01

and to promote the Bethlehem 2000 Project.

5. The Assembly stressed the need for com-

mitment to the principle of land for peace and

the implementation of Security Council reso-

lutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), and the

need for immediate and scrupulous implemen-

tation of the agreements reached between the

parties, including the redeployment of Israeli

forces from the West Bank."

The United States, on the other hand,

which cither abstained or dissented from the

above resolutions, continues to implement its

own brand of imperial justice. On October 25,

the House of Representatives passed resolution

426 (365-30), which exclusively places Pales-

tinians at fault for the violence. More recently,

in what The Council on American-Islamic Re-

lations [CAIR] terms "Nuremberg-style legis-

lation," Rep. Robert Andrews (D-NJ) has in-

troduced a bill that would "require the Attor-

ney General to establish an office in the De-

partment of Justice to monitor acts of interna-

tional terrorism alleged to have been commit-

ted by Palestinian individuals or individuals

acting on behalfof Palestinian organizations and

to carry out certain other related activities."

The United States ardently supports Israel

in its defiance of applicable international law

(to the tune of over $3 billion annually). As a

result, it is gradually becoming more and more

isolated from the currents of international policy.

Government thuggery has often left the United

States detached from both human rights ac-

countability and the respectability it claims to

hold. Because ofAmerica's latest intransigence,

Palestinian civilians, who refuse to accept the

miserable conditions under which they live,

continue to starve and die.

Media Discourse in the Public Realm

The media remain a powerful mecha-

nism for influencing public opinion and per-

ception. This becomes remarkably clear when

assessing the assumptions underlying Ameri-

can coverage of the Middle East. It is diffi-

cult to say whether the media arc conscious

participants in American jingoism. At times,

well-intentioned writers simply echo the dog-

mas of an educational and political system

geared toward inducing obedience to the so-

called national interest. This is certainly the

exception, however. Regarding Palestine, it

| is ultimately la/incss and cowardice that

™ causes domestic reporters to overlook the

^ overwhelming evidence of Israeli war crimes
-r> and human rights violations.

Certain depictions arc sickening. Florida's

8
lh

district Republican House candidate, Ric

Keller, remarked, "I think Palestinians are lower

than pond scum." George Will, always a reli-

able autocrat, has likened Arabs to Nazis. Says

Scott Shuger in Slate Magazine: "And then

there are the pictures [of Palestinians killing two

Israeli soldiers]. The most unforgettable, cred-

ited to Agence France Presse, appears on

everybody's front — in it, a piece of shit pos-

ing as a human being is only too proud to show

the other turds below that in the West Bank,

'having someone's blood on your hands' is not

just a statement." Shuger is mysteriously silent

about the murder of Palestinian children caught

on tape. This is more than a double-standard. It

is institutional hate finding an acceptable av-

enue of statement. Stan K. Sujka of The Or-

lando Sentinel makes his contribution to this

trend by writing, "The hate germ, fed to chil-

dren by their mothers and fathers, encourages

kids to throw rocks and Molotov cocktails at

Israeli soldiers. These children are fed hate by

the same adults who chauffeur them to the riot

areas."

These overtly racist statements create

space for tamer comments that nonetheless rely

on their more egregious counterparts for valid-

ity. For instance, Deborah Sontag of the New
York Times claims that "[t]he Palestinians have

turned the Jewish communities, always points

of friction, into the targets of their rage. With

considerable backing from the Palestinian popu-

lation, Palestinian gunmen have declared open

season on the settlers and soldiers in their

midst." This echoes the sentiment of the Wall

Street Journal, which explains, "But as little

Israel again comes under siege— from Hamas

terrorists, Tanzim militiamen, Hezbollah guer-

rillas as well as sanctimonious Westerners it

bears notice that this little country remains free,

and brave and, it now seems, a little wiser."

I will bypass commenting on the absurd

nature of these passages and instead focus on

the culture that grants them legitimacy. First of

all, the notion that Israel is a democracy surviv-

ing against great odds because of and under

siege from its intractably aggressive neighbors

is the most prominent assumption underpinning

Israeli rhetoric. More importantly, the

conceptualization of settlers as innocent victims

crystallizes the groundwork of Israel's exist-

ence. At base, then, it is always Israel which is

to be pitied for its difficult conditions. Al! the

facts, easily-obtainable from thousands of

sources, suggest the very opposite; and yet thc>

are distorted to the point where the aggrieved

become the aggressors, which reveals the abil-

ity ofcentralized discourse to shape public com-

pliance.

This makes sense onlv when
contcxtuah/cd in perpetuit) Beyond the obvi-

ous benefits for the I 'nited States in ha\ ing w h.u

essentially amounts to fifty-first state in the

Middle I ast. a broader imperial nature marks
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American involvement overseas. This is tied to

corporate demands and strategic advantage. It

also verifies the continuity of violence and its

accompanying narration. At no point in the his-

tory of the United States has it failed to be an

aggressive colonial state. The nation was built

on genocide, policies that continue into the

present; the threadwork ofAmerican discourse

was thus formed in the same manner that col-

ors Israeli polemic today.

Selective Memory

American journalists who tout the glories

of Israel would do well to look at the facts, as is

the case in the rest of the world, where Israel is

accurately portrayed as the aggressor. Instead,

we are treated to Madeline Albright and a col-

lection of flag-waving moralists who whine that

enough isn't done to aid the suffering nation.

Once again, reality is forfeited in order to pro-

mote the interests of the military power. Nu-

merous historical precedents exist for such ac-

tivity. As Edward Said has observed, Israel's

behavior parallels that of every classic colonial

nation-state. Its discourse is certainly no excep-

tion.

The broad solutions for peace are avail-

able to anybody who cares to break dogma and

liberate memory from the throes of mainstream

policy analysis. The most important concern is

dismantling the settlements, which, at base, are

the primary source of Palestinian suffering. That

the Israeli government is willing to endure war-

like conditions in order to indulge the desires

of 200,000 "bigots," as Uri Avnery dubs them.

is fantastical almost beyond comprehension.

Beyond this, Israel must confront and acknow I-

edge its brutal history. One way to do this is

returning Palestinian refugees to their rightful

homes. Reinstating Jerusalem under Palestin-

ian sovereignty, which international law man-

dates, is also compulsory.

These suggestions, of course, are simplv

the broadest points of extremely complicated

circumstances. They are. however, accepted as

elemental to the Palestinians and the interna-

tional governing bodies monitoring the situa-

tion. Although our domestic media tend to de-

pict these realities as irrational Arab demands,

one thing remains clear to all inv olv ed: that the

Palestinians will continue fighting until their

freedom—and. bv extension, land, housing, and

dignity is restored.

It is not only the Palestinians in the oc-

cupied territories who take up this fight,

though. Also involved arc the concerned

Americans w ho ha> e staged a record number

of protests and rallies of late, lor in the end.

it is not only the Palestinians w ho suffei as .i

result of Israeli occupation, but also the

Americans who have murder so generously

bankrolled m their name. *
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RECORDS

Thousands of LPs, CDs, Tapes, 45s, 78s,

Posters and Rare Memorabilia,

Saturday, April 28 faj Sommerset Hall

2458 Tremainsville Rd. Toledo, OH
10am-4pm

Live Music to follow

featuring DJs and music from:

Northern Song

Dynasty
( kr.uikv recording artist Jessica Bailiff with Jes:

and Stream/ined

Hdwards)

for more information:

B-Bop Records

PO Box 2449

Toledo, OH 43606

phone: 419.535.1234

RECORDSHOW@BBOPRECORDS.COM

Free Your Mind And Your Ass Will Follow

Music lives here.

Music lives, breathes, fights the power, heals,

pushes the boundaries, breaks the chains.

Music is history and truth.

Music is political, fun, sexy, ugly, & tough.

Music is love.

Music is the art you feel with all your senses.

That's right. Music matters; is not matter.

B-Bop Records provides real music.

No bullshit, commercial, top 40 product that depends on image and marketing to be desired.

Real music that makes you aware, not asleep.

You want it? Get connected.

For new. used, rare & collectible LPs. CDs. Singles. Imports and More!

reach for B-Bop Records at PO Box 2449 Toledo. Ohio 43606 • phone 419.535.1234



Some Thoughts on Accountability:
Dealing with Oppression and Abuse Within Our Communities

CO

This article is a response to

"Oreo-Cookie Feminists" by Loolwa

Khazzoom, published in the August

September issue of clamor. / am the

"Rus " she identifies, [found her writ-

ing enlightening, and want to thank her

lor the courage it must have taken. Her

article has given me an opportunity to

continue looking at my behaviors and

attitudes (even those, in this case, that

are more than H-years-old) and con-

fronting my sexism and other oppres-

sive or privileged behaviors.

This is not a response in the tra-

ditional sense. Suffice it to say my

memories are very different and, where

our memories are similar, ourperspec-

tive and interpretation of the events

differs. There have been plenty of "he

said she said, " and I find those kinds

of discourse neither helpful nor ben-

eficial, don 't experience those situa-

tions as community building, and the

results are neitherprogressive nor radi-

cal. Rather than argue about whose

memory is more accurate, or whose

perspective more correct, I want to ex-

plore the substantive issues identified

in Loolwa S article — the importance

and value of dialogue, defining ac-

countability, self awareness, and our

innate ability to grow, move and de-

velop.

Finally. 1 want to acknowledge

that Loolwa experienced our relation-

ship as hurtful That was not, in anv

way, my intent, and I am truly sorry

that she was hurt

ON DIALOGUE AND COMMUNITY

How important is dialogue to

building community and to maintain-

ing our radical movements for social

change'.' What is the role of dialogue

in accountability?

It is crucial that we all have a voice.

In addition, it is essential that those who

have historical!) been oppressed be lis-

tened to more carefully than those who

are pari of a class of people who have

historically oppressed others I lowever,

is talking the point ol having a voice'.'

I submit that talking and w ith

I. ilking. listening particularly in the

context of accountability, is a means to

,m end rhat end is dialogue dialogue

wiih the point ot coming to a better un-

derstanding from which we can find or
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create meaningful solutions. Dialogue for the

sake of dialogue is precisely what many of us

are organizing against—in one form or another.

For in the end, such talking is fruitless. In or-

der for dialogue to be transformative, progres-

sive, and to have any true meaning, we must

move beyond talking in order to hear ourselves

speak and dialogue for the purpose of pointing

out how "wrong you are," or for the sake of

proving a point. We must move toward dia-

logue for the sake of transformation and pro-

gression, and to find (or create) meaning.

Having a dialogue means acknowledging

that we see the world through a particular lens.

My experiences of being abused as a child,

gang-raped as an adult, pistol-whipped, gay-

bashed and otherwise assaulted; receiv ing hate

mail and death threats, arrests and police ha-

rassment; being publicly confronted on my
sexism or racism and held up as "an example."

all create a lens through which I v ievv my cur-

rent and future experiences and a perspective

from which I interpret these experiences. Dia-

logue is an opportunity for me to notice: I have

a lens/perspective; and my lens/perspective

for what it is—a lens that skews my vision; a

perspective that alters my view. It is not nec-

essary to judge my lens or perspective. It is

enough simply to notice that I don't have the

same view as others and part of the difference

is a result of my experiences. This is the be-

ginning of understanding—both understand-

ing where I am coming from, and my under-

standing better where the person(s) with whom
I enter into dialogue are coming from.

While not necessary, it is critical espe-

cially when dialoguing about abuse or oppres-

sion — to examine the lens through which we

view and judge our world. Because of both the

ways that I have been hurt, and the ways that

I've been privileged, there are things that I miss

or exaggerate. I often do not see my hurtful

behaviors particularly w hen those behav iors

arc an expression ofmy privilege, Through dia-

logue. I can come to better understand my be-

haviors, the ways they are hurtful anil, ulti-

mately, develop a deeper appreciation of the

ways that my privilege harms others

\lv personal experiences inform my per-

spective of the world as. simultaneously and

paradoxically, bom a dangerous place (and by

extension, you a potential threat) ami a won-

derfully soothing and healing place (and bv ex-

tension, you a potential ally), I have been

harmed many tunes Sev era I ol these hav e been

line.Us io my life I believe utterlv that il is

because ofcommunitj thai I am still here It is

my ow n pow ei. coupled w ith the lov e and sup-

port ol ama/ing. care-giving people who sin

rounded me. that got me back on my feet every

time I got knocked down. My power does not

come solely from me— it comes from the uni-

verse, and the community ofwhich I am a part.

Dialogue helps to me remember, recog-

nize and honor both my experiences and the

lessons I have learned from those experiences.

In addition, dialogue helps me to recognize there

are others who have had both very similar ex-

periences— with different results— and people

who have had very different experiences. Their

experiences, too, result in a perspective on the

topic of dialogue. It is through dialogue that

we come to better understand oneself and each

other, that we all become more enriched, and.

through true dialogue, that we better understand

issues ofabuse, oppression and privilege— the

very issues that Loolwa raises.

So the question becomes, how do we en-

ter dialogue w ith people who hav e hurt, disap-

pointed, offended and oppressed us? It often

feels unsafe to enter a dialogue when we'\ e been

hurt. It triggers the times we have been harmed,

the times we haven't been heard, and the times

our pain has been dismissed. To enter dialogue

at this point takes enormous courage and

strength. It also takes community. As Loolwa

describes in her article, it was through gather-

ing with others who heard her that she w as able

to gather the courage to confront inc. The same

process can be used to enter dialogue w ith those

who have hurt us a dialogue that can be trans-

formative for both parties, and ultimately, pro-

gressive for the movement as a w hole.

It is by dialogue that we begin the pro-

cess of being accountable. It is through dia-

logue that I make an account of my actions It

is through dialogue that 1 understand the pain

I have caused, and the ways that I can ( it pos-

sible) begin to make amends

ACCOUNTADILITY

Whatdowemean b) accountability? What

is "being accountable'.'" What does it mean to

hold another accountable? Vv hat is the purpose

of accountability? What responsibility, if anv.

ili> we have when we hold others accountable?

How long are we accountable tor our behav-

iors' \\ h.ii is the difference between account-

ability and blame, accountability and judgment,

and accountability and punishment'' And what

of holding people accountable for the good

things they do7 We use the word a lot in our

movements ami u is used endless!) in the

mov enients of racism, sexism, homophobia and

oihei movements of oppression but whai do

we mean w hen we use this word'.'

To be accountable requires that we be den



about to whom we are accountable, what we are

accountable for, and what the point of being ac-

countable is. As I suggested above, the point of

accountability is to: accept responsibility, make

amends, and find or create meaningful solutions.

Accountability, it seems to me, is the pro-

cess of making an account. We have heard one

account. There are other accounts as well: Jon,

Phyllis, Ben, myself, Sven...all the folks who

were mentioned by Loolwa, as well as several

hundred that weren't. Each has an account of

what they experienced. To varying degrees,

these accounts relate to the issues raised here. It

is through dialogue that we can discover the

common themes and move towards meaningful

solutions. It seems to me that, ultimately, mov-

ing toward meaningful solutions is the whole

point of accountability in the first place.

Accountability is also a two-way street, in

a couple of ways. Not only are we accountable

for what we do wrong or how we've hurt some-

one else, but also for the things we don't do and

the things we do very well. (This last one is of-

ten ignored in any discussions of accountabil-

ity.) It is also two-way in that the persons hold-

ing another accountable have some accountabil-

ity as well to the process, to the broader com-

munity and to themselves, as well as to the per-

son they hold accountable.

Being accountable for hurting someone

else, for example, begins with the process of

making an account of what I did and why I did

it, towards the purpose ofmaking amends to the

persons I hurt. (I want to emphasize here that

making an account such as this is not being ac-

countable, but just the first step.) This suggests

that when we hold others account-

able, we need to be open to them

making amends to us. (In my
mind, this is part of their account-

ability in the process.) ^^——

—

Being accountable in the

process of holding someone else

accountable also means that I need

to be open to accepting responsi-

bility for my own pain. There are

times when people hurt me (be-

ing harassed because ofmy sexual

orientation, for example). There

are times when I get hurt by what

people do or don't do (not being

invited to a dinner party, for example). Although

in both cases I am hurt, there is a difference. I

have a responsibility to tease out where and when

the pain is coming from before I hold someone

else accountable ( for the pain can be current pain

or old pain that has been re-ignited by a current

experience). Admittedly, this is extremely dif-

ficult. Determining ifmy pain is a result ofyour

behavior, a result of my own baggage, or some

combination ofboth is indeed a challenge. How-

ever, I suggest that this is necessary for my own

continued development and growth, not to men-

tion for the sake of fairness. It seems to me, that

it is only by clearly defining where the pain

comes from that we can begin to hold someone

else accountable.

Now I want to be clear. I am not blaming

victims here. Having spent the past 20 years

advocating for people who have been victim-

ized, and having been victimized myself, that is

the last thing on my mind. Nevertheless, I also

know that as a result of being victimized (in

addition to the results ofjust living life), I have

lots of scar tissue. There are times when people

act quite innocently. But for whatever reasons,

it triggers my old not-completely-healed scars.

I'm still in pain and, because I'm in pain, I am

often angry. However, another person's current

actions may not be the cause of the pain that I

currently feel.

Accountability is not necessarily doing

what someone wants you to do, the way they

want you to do it. This is not accountability. It

is manipulation. Dialogue is a critical aspect of

accountability. Being accountable is a process

where I listen to your concerns, attempt to put

my defensiveness, privilege and self-serving-

ness aside to hear the pain that you feel as a re-

sult of my behavior, and together, in process,

we discuss ways that I can make amends.

Other questions about accountability relate

to the questions of holding moving targets ac-

countable. People move — we change, grow

and develop. How do we hold people account-

able for their hurtful behaviors as they continue

to become aware of their hurtful behaviors and

develop? Eight years is a long time. Am I the

same person now that Loolwa described? Was

I ever that person? Is there room, as we hold

others accountable, to allow them to continue to

*
I wish I could tell you that I will never again act

in an abusive way; that I will never again be sex-

ist, racist or ageist; that I am totally aware ot all

forms of my privilege and they will therefore never

again be expressed; that I am always completely

accountable. But I'd be wrong.

progress as human beings?

This growth also goes both ways. For ex-

ample, I am now in my mid-30s. As I get older,

1 increasingly notice my oppressive behaviors

as I interact with younger people. I consider

myself and am considered an ally for children

and youth. I continue to work on my own age-

ism and to uncover any ageist behaviors and at-

titudes - peeling them off and throwing them

away. Nevertheless, behaviors slip by without

my noticing. The point is, however, that I am
moving and growing, as, presumably, we all are.

So if people do continue to develop in their

awareness of issues of oppression - including

[sexuality & relationships]

their own participation in oppression - and as

such continue to become increasingly aware of

their own hurtful acts, how do we hold these

moving targets accountable?

Are there different degrees ofaccountabil-

ity? Am I as accountable for what Loolwa de-

scribed as I would be for making a racist slur,

raising money for a male supremacist organiza-

tion, "spanking" a child, or harassing one ofmy
students? I submit that there are, in fact, differ-

ent degrees ofaccountability and different tech-

niques that we need to use to hold people ac-

countable. This is not meant to minimize the

pain. Pain is pain and it hurts. Disappointment

is disappointment and it all kind of feels the

same. However, it does seem to me that I need

to hold anti-gay organizers to a different degree

ofaccounting than allies who make heterosexist

assumptions.

There are no innocent victims here. One

of the wonders of being human is that we are all

magnificently paradoxical. We are all both vic-

tim and abuser, oppressor and oppressed. The

degree to which we do not embrace the totality

of this paradox is the degree to which we are

not fully human. As I'm sure we have all expe-

rienced, there are many less than fully human

activists running around — people who are so

"pure" that they can't (or don't) relate, people

who are so sad or burned out they can't seem to

move. I am in no way suggesting that we be

proud of or celebrate our abusive or oppressor

parts. I do think that in order to be effective as a

movement, and as individual activists, we need

to find ways to allow for this paradox. That

means figuring out how to hold folks account-

able when they screw up - even

when they screw up big— with-

out requiring that they turn in

their activist position. Perfection^^— is a little hard to come by. The

human condition is simply too

complex for simple binary think-

ing - either/or, victim/abuser, op-

pressed/oppressor, god(dess)/

devil, good/evil or madonna/

whore.

Those of us who work on

issues of oppression and vio-

lence from positions of privilege

related to that oppression (i.e.,

European-Americans against racism, men

against sexism, heterosexuals against homopho-

bia and heterosexism, adults against the oppres-

sion ofchildren, middle and owning class against

class oppression, etc.) walk this paradox daily.

The privilege we benefit from— the same privi-

lege that we are working against— is so perva-

sive, subtle and ever-present, that we often act

out our privilege (and therefore act in abusive

and hurtful ways to the very people we strive to

be allies with) in ways that we are not even aware

of. Yes, it is absolutely our response-ability to

be aware ofour privilege and the harm we cause

when we act out ofour privilege. Nevertheless,



I lor one also am blind to much ofthe privilege thai I experience and act out of. As

Hell I looks says, "It is our collective responsibility as people ofcolor and as white

people w ho are committed to ending w bite supremacy to help one another. It is our

collective responsibility to educate lor critical consciousness (P. 194)." As this

quote suggests. I sometimes need help in seeing my pri\ ilegc. It is only by my
being accountable to you in looking at my pn\ ilegc and you being accountable to

me in exposing my prix ilegc to me, through a process ofdialogue and developing

a critical consciousness, that we can create transformative, progressive solutions

Recognizing this complexity and paradoxical nature of humanity will only

become more necessary as we continue to develop our skills in multi-issue orga-

nizing and activism. The issues intertwine sexism and racism and classism and

homophobia and oppression of children and violence and abuse and pornography

and oppression ofpeople who are differently-abled and oppression against the old,

and and and. .
.- and are interrelated. In this kind of multi-issues organizing, more

and more of us will find ourselves simultaneously one of the oppressed and one of

the privileged. From this place, accountability and dialogue are crucial ifwe are to

be effective. By being accountable, by entering dialogue, by continuing to be

committed to increasing self-awareness, we can sustain communities based on the

justice, care and compassion.

CONCLUSION

I wish 1 could tell you that 1 will never again act in an abusive way; that I will

never again be sexist, racist or ageist; that I am totally aware of all forms of my
privilege and they will therefore never again be expressed; that I am always com-

pletely accountable. But I'd be wrong. Truth is, I do hurt people. 1 am sexist, racist

and ageist. . .and sometimes, just plain thoughtless. There w ill be times when I will

act out my privilege and some of these times will be abusive. There will be times

when I will not be fully accountable. This is not defeatist. On the contrary, it is

realistic and necessary if we are to continue our personal growth and personal

social change. Becoming pro-feminist, anti-racist and anti-oppressive is a process

- one that I am still in the midst of; one 1 continue to stniggle with and grow from.

Thanks to dialogue, I continue to struggle and grow. Through dialogue, 1 come to

better understand the issues to which I have committed my life and soul, and better

understand the complexity of the ways they are acted out in our life and world. In

addition, through dialogue, I come to better understand accountability and the vari-

ous processes of accountability that are necessary depending upon the specifics of

the situation. These processes will only become more crucial as we better under-

stand the ways we are all situated in both privileged and oppressed positions.

Being accountable (at least, striving to be accountable), entering dialogue,

continuing to look at and critically examine ourselves. . .this is community building

and community sustaining. And to me. this is the point. I am an anarchist because,

in part. I understand that go\ emments, hierarchy and bureaucracy destroy commu-

nity I am pro-feminist and anti-racist because sexism, racism and other tonus of

oppression destroy community. I am nonviolent because \ iolence destroys com-

munities. But being in community is risky business. As I described above, being in

a community can hurt you. I towever, we can also heal m community. We strive

for better in community We can dialogue, make mistakes, grow, develop and ma-

ture in community.

I do not offer these thoughts as the answers In addition, I hope that 1 did not

c\ ade the accusations made bj I oolw a. nor dismiss her experience. The issues are

more important than either ofUS and arc desen mg ofa larger anil deeper debate

one that is long o\ crdue. I look forward to such a dialogue as w c figure out w a\ s to

be accountable, hold others accountable and be in dialogue in a just manner. *
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GYNOMITE: Fearless, Feminist Porn

ed. Liz Belile (New Mouth From The Dirty South. 275 pp. $14.95}

Reviewed by Jen Angel

I have to say right off the

bat that I loved this book. Al-

though this book bills itself as

"Fearless. Feminist Porn," that

just doesn't fit right to me. Where

"pornography" conjures images

of gross, overly-produced films or

air-brushed magazines, this book

is so much more than that.

Gynomite the book follows a suc-

cessful reading series, CD com-

pilation, and web site, and fea-

tures 25 different authors with 25

different perspectives on sex.

My favorite story is written by editor Liz Belile. "Thing fer

Skinny." What can I say? This story is amazing. It has more depth,

perspective, and completeness than any erotica a man could write.

I don't know how. but Liz somehow got into my head and figured out

all the things that turn me on. How could she know me so well?

Skinny yet tough guys, tattooed arms, pierced genitals, punk rock,

vegetarianism - everything the little countercultural girl in me loves.

The story follows the protagonist through her infatuation with and

first incredible date with Shannon - right up to the incredible sex.

From the beginning flirtations to a little experimentation with pain

and bondage, to anal sex. to a threesome with two hot guys. I'm

getting excited just thinking about it.

The strength of this story is not just the sex. The story is com-

plete. In a scant 15 pages, Liz describes the main character and

skillfully gives you enough information about her past and present

to understand who she is and what she wants. There are no holes or

leaps of faith. This is a fantasy written just for females, without

wimping out on the sex.

Another story I enjoyed was "Dancing With Daisy" by Tatiana

De La Tierra. I did not like this piece because I found it erotic. It is a

story of an experienced, butch lesbian meeting with a curious middle-

aged housewife type who answers her personal ad. Their interaction

is uncomfortable and awkward, difficult and in some ways disgust-

ing. What I liked about this story was that you can feel the awkward-

ness in their meeting. It's as if you are in the room, feeling the ten-

sion. The interaction is completely real and honest. This is how it

happens in the real world.

This book is simply about sex. The good, the bad, and every-

thing in between. It is so multifaceted that there is something in

here for everyone. There is domination, sex and attraction over 50,

sex in public, golden showers, women with women, men with men,

and women with men. There is a story (or two) about rednecks,

about being a lesbian in a small hick town. There is a story about

cleaning houses nude for a living.

You won't read this book just to get off. you'll read it to gain

insight on how real women, not only straight, white women, think

and feel about sex. It's not fearless because they aren't afraid to

say "fuck," this writing is fearless because it portrays sex as it re-

ally exists, without the glossed over veneer of professional pornog-

raphy

New Mouth From The Dirty South. PO Box 19742. New Orleans. LA

701 79 www. newmouthfromthedirtysouth.com
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Send a message
to Washington.

-

With your checkbook.
Even in today's political climate, you can still make your voice heard

with a contribution to Planned Parenthood.

We're still here. Providing reproductive health care services

that lead to educated decisions. Along with HIV testing,

cancer prevention screening, even menopausal counseling.

Ignorance is bliss.

But knowledge is power.

Help us spread the word.

For information, call 419/255-1123 ext. 103

Planned Parenthood
of Northwest Ohio. Inr

I'm sending a message.
Please accept my tax-deductible contribution of $.

Name

Street address

City State Zip.

Please clip and mail

contributions to

Planned Parenthood

1301 Jefferson Avenue
Toledo, OH 43624



Submission Hold is a brilliant union of human emotion, creativity and

intensity. Playing hardcore music that challenges the aesthetic and

intellect of the genre, Submission Hold has developed an international

following that hinges on their ability to articulate beauty and rage

simultaneously in their art. Jen and Andy shared a moment of their

time to discuss their lives. Be inspired. Interview by George Sweetman.
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Clamor: A lot ofyour lyrics seem to be com-

munity oriented so let's talk about the com-

munityyou live in, that being east Vancouver.

ANDY: I've lived in this neighborhood a long

time and, well, it's horrible now. I think if I

came here now I'd go "What the hell?" People

come here and they wonder why we're living

in this neighborhood because it's full of

yuppies and horrible people. But it's only in

the last five years they just kinda found out

about this funky part oftown with lots of art-

ists and lefties and activists. Cheap food and

rent and all that.

Is it staying cheap?

JEN: The rent has shot up like crazy. It's re-

ally hard to live around here cheaply. The only

reason we can afford it is because we've been

living here for seven years and our rent's only

gone up fifty dollars. But I know a lot of

people who have a really hard time if they

want to live in this area

There's the yuppies and there's the

gentrification, but there's also a really solid

core of people who are genuinely into doing

a lot of good. There's a bit of a tug of-war

between the yuppies who obviously move into

a place because it's creative and cool, then

want to sanitize it and suck the life out of it,

and the people who are fighting that.

Right now there's a campaign going on

with the Grandview/Woodland community

police office. It's in Britannia Centre, which

is right near Grandview park, which is a cen-

tral meeting area. It's where a lot of commu-
nity events happen — Food Not Bombs
serves, Reclaim the Streets happens right in

the street in front of the park. They want to

move the community police station, which is

two blocks away from the park, to the actual

park. There's a set of bathrooms in the park

and they want to convert those into a police

station.

There's a real push from the yuppies, the

so-called "productive members of society."

and the new business owners who want the

cops in the park. There's a LOT of people,

the older business owners and a lot of people

who use the park for political purposes, who
don't want it to be policed.

ANDY: Or for hanging out or for getting high.

It's like drug addicts aren't allowed to exist.

It's obvious that there's a fucking huge drug

problem in this city and it's obvious that

there's huge amount of addicts. Where the hell

are they supposed to go? There's no treatment

center; there's no facilities to get people off

dope yet there's huge amounts of it. There

isn't even a needle exchange program in this

neighborhood.

They tried to get one and the yuppies all

freaked out. Said they didn't want the needle

exchange van coming around. There's no fa-

cilities for addicts in the whole neighborhood,

so fuckin' "go to the park." ya know? It's like

people are

"Oh, I'm afraid to go to the park because

there's drug addicts there." Well, so what?

Deal with it because there's addicts in this

city. This city has so many addicts they're a

part of the city. I wouldn't tell someone to

choose that lifestyle but they're here. Fucking

deal with it, don't just shut the park down.

JEN: When the needle exchange van was talk-

ing about coming around there was a com-

munity meeting and there was a woman there

who actually said "Not in my backyard." Well,

then in whose backyard? There's been over

thirty prostitutes killed below the Hastings

Street area in the past couple of years. If there

was a community where people cared about

each other and tried to make it safe for the

people who lived there, including the drug

addicts and prostitutes, then people wouldn't

be getting killed and fucking dying. I Dunno

(sighs

ANDY: I don't think there's any easy answers

but I definitely know that stepping up the po-

lice and having patrols in the park isn't the

answer. They have these "citizen patrols" in

the park now where people walk through and

if they see someone panhandling they'll call

the cops. If they see someone doing drugs,

like smoking marijuana, and everyone in the

fucking world smokes marijuana, especially

in Vancouver — it's like marijuana town

right? They'll call the cops. These are just citi-

zens that walk

around saying

(said in big tough

wanna-be rent-a-

cop voice) "We
gotta get this park

cleaned up." If

the park isn't

used for mari-

juana then what

the hell is it used

for?

JEN: There's a

curfew for ten

o'clock. They
don't want

people sleeping

in the park, they

don't want

people sleeping

on the sidewalk,

they don't want

people sitting on

the sidewalk.

They don't want

people panhan-

dling; they don't
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want people busking; they don't want people

squeegeeing. It's like, "What the fuck?" Suck

the very life out of the community.

ANDY: At the same time they're cutting back

on welfare, telling people they can't have it.

Shutting down treatment centers. So it's like

you can't try and fend for yourself and you

can't have anything off the state. Go die.

JEN: Then crime shoots through the roof,

"Build more prisons!"

ANDY: Now they're painting murals. Yeah,

that'll fix everything. Kick everyone out of

the park and paint a mural, bring in another

fancy restaurant.

JEN: Though, I do think the murals are in-

volving community kids, which is a good

thing.

ANDY: There's been a lot of art on the walls

that they've taken down over the years.

JEN: It's not art to them. It's vandalism.

ANDY: I saw a good one. There was this

yuppie restaurant that out front had painted a

mural ofa plant and someone came along with

a spray can and wrote "No Graffiti." (Laugh-

ter)

This whole neighborhood is such a

touchy thing with me. On the one hand I can't

fucking stand it and on the other hand I'm

really attached to it and feel a part of it. It's

kinda like seeing your cousin who you grew

up with going

into business

school, trying to

dissuade him.

You still love

your cousin,

running around

being a kid but

you see what

he's going to be-

come.

You also put on

punk shows in

your basement.

Why do you feel

that s important

or even neces-

sary?

ANDY: It got to

a point where it

was either rent a

big hall for tons

of money and

lose all the

money, because

a band would



The last thing that we had here was a live sex show!

In our basement! It was this queer punk night. There

was music and somebody was shoving rolling pins

up his bum. Where can you do that?

hang out and do things.

They don't have to be

super planned out. they

can be short notice and

people will still come.

come with no draw and you want to do a show

for them but the only places we can rent is

this 600 capacity place, then 20 kids show

up. It was either that or do it in this one cafe

where the owner was a horrible slimeball and

this one woman in the scene was working

there and ended up taking him to court for

sexual harassment on the job. So we stopped

doing shows there because of that. No one

else did. which fucking pissed me off, because

everybody knew about this and she wasn't

down with people helping the guy out and

giving him business but people kept doing

shows there. So we were just "Whatever, we'll

do it in our house."

JEN: It doesn't cost anything, there's no

overhead, and we have our own PA so all

the money can go to the touring bands. It's

easy, you don't have to call someone, you

don't have to go check out the space, you

don't have to rent a PA, you don't have to

bring everything down there. It's really easy.

It reached its peak about two years ago, when

we were having shows three times a week.

ANDY: Also, a reason for doing shows here

is that we've been able to do things that

wouldn't have had a venue otherwise. We've

had stufflike punk poetry night and stuff like

that. Where the hell would you do that? The

last thing that we had here was...

JIN: (laughing) A live sex show! In our base-

ment!

ANDY: It was this queer punk night. There

was music and somebody was shoving roll-

ing pins up his bum. Where can you do that?

JEN: You can do it once somewhere.

ANDY: We'll invite them back, bring your

turkey basters full of pudding and whatnot

II N: We do bigger shows too, if the band

coming to tOWII is going to draw more people

than will fit in our basement. Although we've

bad some pretty big bands plaj here. DOA,
His Hero Is ( rone, ( litizen Fish There's been

.1 lol ofreally great big. intense, hot. shows.

There was a photography show down
there I 'hese two photographers, one from

^ Winnipeg and one from Olympia, Jon

E Schedew it/ and Joe Denardo. came and did

o a photograph) tour and hung pictures all over

How did people react

when you started moving away from 4. 4 rock

music

JEN: As soon as you leave the relative com-

fort of the "same old, same old" you're leav-

ing a lot of people behind. People really like

things that don't change, they like the same

thing. Especially with our music, at the be-

ginning we were very punk, very fast, maybe

a little bit more quirky than a lot of bands.

Now, we still have the fast bits, but we've

gotten older (laughs).

ANDY: MaximumRocknRoll doesn't like it.

They don't review us anymore.

That 's a good sign.

(Laughter)

JEN: Yeah, we're

doing something

right.

You 've gone on

what, 11 tours?

What are some of

the spaces you got

to play or check out

that you really

liked?

JEN: Stalag 13 in

Philadelphia was a

great place. It's

closed down now. I

just got a couple let-

ters from people

there. It's too bad it's

shut down, it was a

collectively run all-

ages space, people lived there. ABC no Rio.

fantastic place. The people involved with

that place are amazing, they put so much

work and energy into the space, it's a labor

of love. It's more than an all-ages space.

Food Not Bombs cooks there, it's an artist

space, a meeting space, a lot of political

groups meet there. ABC no Rio is one of m\

favorite places.

ANDY: (iilman St.. squats in Europe that just

blew me awaj kids would just well

they're not just kids in er there there's people

in the scene who are like...

^ the place It's jusl nice to have B space to j|. N: ()urai, c <

,| aughtei ) and older, wow'
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ANDY: They're just "We live in this old fac-

tory, and we have a metal shop, and we have

a bar in there over here's our video room

and an artist space." All these things going

on in all these crazy old squatted buildings.

JEN: There was this one place in Italy, beau-

tiful old building with a hedge maze in the

back. They called it La Villa Ocupata. the

occupied villa. It used to be some rich

person's mansion. They had a guesthouse in

the back, even a hedge maze. It was pretty

decrepit but it was still fantastic.

They were just so well organized. We
were told that if we had come there 5-10

years ago there were squats everywhere. In

Berlin alone there were 300 squats a few

years ago. Now there's two left, which is

really depressing.

We also went to Auschwitz... and the

amount of fascist and Nazi graffiti was in-

credible. It was so infuriating and frustrat-

ing and sad. Before you actually go into the

camp itself there's a

modern information

center w ith informa-

tion on how they set

it up and opened it

to the public. And

there's swastikas

and Nazi graffiti

everywhere. Well,

not everywhere,

but one is w aj

more than I was

expecting. With

the incredible

amount of evil

that happened

there for people

to go back, after

it had become a

place of great

sadness for

people to go

and learn from

the mistakes of

the past, and desecrate it

was reall) disturbing.

Is that where Nazis have put up crosses all

around outside ofit?

JEN: Yeah, that was weird. When we were

there (Poland) there was quite a bit of de-

bate, arguing and a lot ol bad blood between

the Jewish and Christian factions.

What had happened is that the Chris-

tians had pin up these crosses as a memorial

to the Christians w DO died in the Na/i death

camps Because the) were s,i\mg "well, it's

not just Jewish people that died, it's <. hris-

tuns as well."

Which no one is disputing, least of all

the Jewish people are not disputing the fact



that Christians died as well. It is, however, a

slap in the face because one of the main rea-

sons the Jewish people were targeted is that

they weren't Christian. It's really bad taste

and fucked up that they would do that. We
heard stories that the area was patrolled by

Nazi skinheads to keep people who were

against it from taking down the crosses.

ANDY: When the Christians had their events

and put up crosses, there'd be a lot of people

there to protest. There'd be Nazi skinheads

there to act as thugs for the Christians.

JEN: I couldn't even talk about Auschwitz

for several days afterwards. It seemed it

would just cheapen it. How can you talk

about something of that magnitude?

ANDY: I wasn't aware of the whole situa-

tion in Eastern Europe before I went. In Po-

land people put tons of flowers on the grave-

yards, so every graveyard you pass there's

just massive amounts of flowers then if you

pass a Jewish cemetery there's no flowers

because there's no one to put them there.

They're no Jews in Eastern Europe anymore

and there used to be tons of them. You think

Nazism and Nazi Germany happened so long

ago. But you go there now and, well, they

did what they wanted. They got all the Jews

out of Eastern Europe and Fascism is alive

and well there.

You have any problems with boneheads in

Europe?

JEN: Actually, we did play a show in Ger-

many and then halfway through the show ev-

erybody disappeared. I was like, "What the

fuck, I didn't think we were that shitty."

ANDY: (Laughing) "I know we're really not

having an on night here..."

JEN: We found out afterwards that some-

one had come running to the back of the

place. "There's Nazis here, there's Nazis

here" and everyone had gone running out

to deal with it.

ANDY: This is in Germany, right? So fas-

cist boneheads are double the threat it seems.

...then my dad showed up ... he was arguing

with the skinheads and one of them said "You're

just a fucking old man, you don't know what

anarchy is." My dad's a political scientist. He's

a brilliant man and he turned to the skinhead

and said "Son, you don't know what anarchy

is."

The whole time I was in Germany I was

thinking "Jesus Christ, this is where fucking

Hitler came to power, this is where all this

shit went on" and then to see Nazi bootboys

running around, like what the fuck? These

people learn from nothing. We had Nazi

boneheads come to our show in Fredericton,

New Brunswick last time we were there, too.

JEN: Oh god. We had been through all of

Europe, all around North America never any

problems, and then we go to my hometown,

population 50,000 Fredericton. New-

Brunswick, and Nazi skinheads show up. I

couldn't fucking believe it.

They came into the show just before

we were supposed to play, when they

walked into the room my heart fell right to

my feet. They started whipping chairs

around, they were all massive, they had

white power tattoos, one of them had Afri-

can tattoos on his face, which didn't make

a whole lot of sense to me but whatever.

They had the boots and braces and the bald

heads, all drunk and belligerent, yelling out

racial slurs.

ANDY: There was a black kid in one of the

bands and they were singling him out and

targeting him.

JEN: There was a lot of people at the show,

like 100-150 kids and nobody was doing

anything. I was really scared and didn't

know what to do but then I got really pissed

off. They went outside and were regaling

the crowd with their bullshit like "They

wanted to mosh man, just here to have some

fun, what the fuck, everyone here's fucking

white, what's your fucking problem?" ya

know.

So I went out and I said "We don't want

your shit here, get the fuck out." And there

ensued a loud large argument between me
and couple of them. Then I turned around to

everyone else and said "There's a lot of us

here let's deal with these guys and get them

the fuck out of here." This punk woman came

over to me and told me I was being just as

intolerant of them as they were being of op-

pressed peoples. I was like "No, this is our

space, this is our community, this is the one

place where we refuse to wel-

come this kind of bullshit. I

take issue with that argument,

fuck off.
"

Then my dad showed up

and my dad was yelling at

them. Boy, did he ever make

me proud. He was awesome,

he was arguing with the

skinheads and one of them

said "You're just a fucking

old man, you don't know what anarchy is."

My dad's a political scientist. He's a bril-

liant man and he turned to the skinhead and

said "Son, you don't know what anarchy is."

I thought that was amazing, my dad's

a mainstream kinda guy but he knows what

real anarchy is. He knows it's not mayhem
and chaos and beating each other up and

shitting in our own nest. He knows it can

be a really good productive thing and a lot

ofawesome people are involved. I thought

it was really cool that he said that.

The cops showed up and it turned into

a big stupid saga. They were just complete

idiots and I was arguing circles around

them they didn't know what the hell they

were saying so finally they left.

We talked about it a lot during our set.

About not letting that kind shit into your

scene, into your community, because once

you do, under the auspice of tolerance or

whatever, then that kind of hate gets a foot-

hold and it can grow and grow and we can't

let that happen.

We had a forum for conversation and

everyone talked about it and how they felt

about what just happened. It was really

cool and we made sure that everyone made

it home safely, that no one was going home
by themselves, going home in cars or in

groups - in packs!

I was the only one who spoke up ini-

tially and told them to get out. but in retro-

spect I was leaving the next day, so I was

pretty safe. But at the same time I wanted

to let the kids there know that if they got

together then they could get rid of this shit.

ANDY: We did a show some years ago at

La Quena (a local collectively owned cof-

feehouse) and this Nazi showed up. It was

one of the most hilarious things I've ever

seen. It got to the point where people were

"You're not welcome here, you have to

leave." He wanted to fight, whatever. His

bus was coming up and he was running for

the bus, slipped on the cement and did a

faceplant, blood everywhere, haha.Get on

the bus! Get out of here! Beautiful. +

Endnotes:

1. Submission hold can be contacted at:

P.O. BOX 21533
1850 COMMERCIAL DR.
VANCOUVER, BC
V5N 4AO CANADA

2. The cops ended up wining the battle for the park
washroom, it's now a "community police station ".

At least it s appropriate, evervone knows the cops
are full ofshit.
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Using Water
the

story of

[It ij urban

-

—

L hydrology

words and photos by Beth Barnett

The average American lives in

a city or suburb and does not think

about sewage. Its removal is as-

sumed to be a civil right. Occasion-

ally, sewer drains on old city streets waft an

unpleasant odor that we suspect is related to

our toilets—or. we pass one of the sewage

treatment plants on the outskirts of town and

roll up our car windows. But in general, within

the city, suburbs, and frankly, anywhere with

indoor plumbing, sewage is out of sight and

out of mind.

But should it be'.' Without w orking sew er

systems, our cities would be disgusting places

to live. They would be full of disease and stink

and filth. You think accidentally stepping in

dog poop once a year is bad? Imagine your

neighbors emptying their chamber-pots onto

the street or alley from the second floor win-

dows, thousands of tons of horse manure ac-

cumulating, your own personal sewage cess-

pool under the house, and dirt roads Hooded

with shit and water, impassable whenever it

rained. Medieval Europe looked like that, but

so did urban America in the 19th Century. Pool

countries have cities that still look this wav

and can) the accompany ing diseases and filth.

Modern American cities are ver> clean com-

pared to cities of the past and of the develop-

ing world, making them much more pleasanl

em ironments. We make it look easj and natu-

ral to not wallow in our own excrement and

rubbish But. Americans use 100 gallons per

person per day of water that has to come from

somewhere And in turn, we create billions

upon billions of gallons of w astevt atei that has

to go somewhere Our water does not come

from a magical, bottomless tank oi' endless,

clean tap water it is diverted from the natu-

ral water cycle \nd so. the quality of urban

water sources is and w ill always be linked with

the quality of the continent's freshwater re-

sources and v is.i \eis.i

I 01 over 5.000 years, cities just dumped

everything into waterways raw [here were

[culture]



"At what cost do we flush? Water companies spend millions

on purifying water for us to use and much of that beautifully

clean water goes into flushing the indoor toilet."

Jean Turner

problems with this approach, but it worked

well enough that other options weren't pur-

sued. The recent phenomenon of industrial-

ization and population growth caused the vol-

ume of dirty water to grow while people rear-

ranged the environment and its natural hydrol-

ogy—and pollution became a big problem.

Modern wastewater treatment plants were de-

vised to lessen the burden of pollution on

streams that weren't as good at cleaning water

as they once were. Most people are surprised

to learn that the idea of cleaning our wastewa-

ter before putting it '"back" into streams,

oceans, and aquifers is very new. Most cities

and industries didn't start cleaning their sew-

age until the 1970s—which is something you

probably didn't know.

Some History

Rivers have always been natural sewers and

natural "treatment facilities." On a dispersed

scale, this makes sense. Other living things,

including aquatic species, live. die. and excrete

wastes in and next to streams. It happens ev-

erywhere, and streams naturally dilute concen-

trated nutrients (like nitrogen) and disperse

disease-causing bacteria as they ripple and

flow along. The rich biota in wetlands and

marshes also play a key role in cleaning water

by sucking up, settling out. and decomposing

nutrients. Dependence on nature for waste-

water disposal only becomes a problem for

people when the volume ofsewage is too large

for the streams to manage it naturally (and

population is too dense). When streams are

over-burdened, the pollution also becomes a

problem for the non-human web of life.

People can get around tainted water by

diverting cleaner water from far away or up-

stream and efficiently moving the dirty water

out of the way. Ancient cities were able to

develop and thrive using this basic plan. As
early as 3000 BCE people in cities were build-

ing sewers, and for at least 4500 years they

have been using aqueducts to divert water into

cities. For a very long time, urban centers have

been drawing water from rural mountain

streams, springs, lakes or reservoirs, ground-

w ater. and or upstream rivers—and sending

waste water down-river, into the ocean or lakes,

and back underground through cesspool seep-

age. Cities that failed to fund large water

projects— like those in Medieval Europe

—

drew water from wells and streams in the same

neighborhoods where sew age seeped into the

ground through cesspools or ran into the w Li-

ter up-stream. Such places suffered from bad

water and serious disease epidemics. Billions

of people around the world right now live in

places with these same water-supply problems.

American cities grew in the late 1700s

and early 1800s without public water works

to bring water in or take it out—and outbreaks

of Cholera and Yellow Fever were a result.

Shocked by thousands of deaths and the flight

of frightened residents. Eastern cities began

to plan and build aqueducts and reservoir sys-

tems to bring cleaner, rural water into town.

Major aqueduct water projects were imple-

mented from the 1830s to the 1850s in major

US cities (all in the East). Although no one

was sure what caused disease, the cities were

increasingly filthy with manure and rubbish

and had become extremely unpleasant. People

knew that reliable, cleaner water would be used

to w ash everything more often and flush some

of the filth away (into the rivers and harbors).

The added water supplies flowed through new-

kitchen sinks, making life much easier. But.

eventually all the extra water flowed into sew-

age cesspools which then overflowed too

quickly. The extra water had to have some-

where to go once it was used.

People had already been digging their

own gutters and neighborhood sewers to

handle runoff during storms and other excess

water. Without some kind of drainage, streets

and cellars routinely flooded. Dirt roads turned

to mud. The increased population and high

per-capita water consumption caused these

DIY sewers to back up. So the cities stepped

in again, this time building major sewer con-

duits in the 1850s-1 880s. and later. Residents

quickly began to hook their cesspools (think

of septic tanks, but less complicated) into the

sewer to carry overflow. Cesspools didn't

have to be pumped out as often, and the com-

bined-sewer system came to be the norm. The

sewers came to combine street runoff with

household and industrial business sewage and

send it out of town on river currents or outgo-

ing tides.

In the mid- 1800s, the magnifying lenses

of the light microscope were improved signifi-

cantly, and it became possible to look at

samples on a cellular level. Obviously, one of

the first things scientists did with their new

lenses was look at water, where they were

shocked to find an alarming abundance of ac-

tivity. They had discovered microorganisms

and realized that millions of tiny swimming

creatures were living in their tap water. Water

that looked, tasted, and smelled clear and clean

had contained a sinister secret. Although they

were concerned, people weren't sure what to

do. or whether they needed to do anything. But

then, in 1880. Louis Pasteur published his

"germ theory of disease." linking microscopic

life (bacteria, viruses) to human diseases. This

caused quite a stir, and within a decade sev-

eral scientists had linked specific microorgan-

isms with common epidemic diseases. This

new knowledge was extremely important in

the development of sanitation and drinking

water treatment—although the idea of waste-

water treatment lagged behind.

Other peoples in earlier cultures had been

treating water for drinking far. far in the past,

and some American cities were already using

mechanical methods to clean grit from their

water (the first municipal water-filtering sys-

tem was installed in Poughskeepsie. NY in

1872). But. the weird-looking, disease-caus-

ing microscopic organisms convinced Ameri-

cans to take their drinking water more seri- „

ously at the end of the century. They started |

to re-use very old technology to filter their °

water supplies. They used sand and gravel as en
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filters (an idea at least 4000 years old) and used

Alum (Aluminum sulfate \l (S(),i ) as a

"floculant" to clump-out microorganisms and

tine particles (another old idea, from the 1

Century A.I) i

Drinking water was improved greatly by

the installation ofthese filtering methods. But.

the introduction of chlorination around 1910

made it possible to kill what microorganisms

remained in the water and prevent new ones

from appearing between the treatment facility

and the household tap. Chlorine removed al-

most all threat of bacterial viral disease from

city water sources. Of course, we now have

reasons to be concerned about the danger of un-

desirable side-products of the chlorine itself that

are carcinogenic.

For much of the 20"1 Century, water was

thought to be finally safe, having been rid of

danger \ ki chlorination. And. people were pretty

safe from bacteria and viruses. But from the

1 940s to the present, horribly carcinogenic syn-

thetic chemicals, like industrial solvents and

agroehemicals. have been produced in huge

quantities and dumped into surface water and

onto the ground (into aquifers). It took a few

decades for the chemicals to build up and the

scientists to prove they were horribly damag-

ing. Many synthetic chemicals weren't ac-

knowledged to be carcinogens until the late

1 970s- 1 980s after mysterious outbreaks ofcan-

cer and birth defects. Tiny amounts of heavy

metals, agricultural pesticides, and industrial

chemicals can harm our bodies significantly

( and the bodies of all kinds ofother organisms).

At this time, most cities regularly test drinking

water and wastewater for a long list of com-

pounds, which are poorly understood and some-

times highly toxic, worthy of continuing public

concern, livery year new chemicals are cre-

ated and the EPA adds more formulas to its w ater

quality testing list

Today the process ofdrinking water treat-

ment is surprisingly simple. I had long imag-

ined it would be more complicated than it is.

Drinking water flowing from a tap seems magi-

call) clean. It comes from somewhere, but

somehow seems to have nothing to do w ilh pond

and river water. 1 liked to imagine that the wa-

ter was distilled to purity in a highly advanced.

space-age process. But. living in a city ofS0,000

in western Oregon, the water coming out ofmy

sink and shower doesn't How through a magic

wand. It goes through jusl a handful of steps:

1 It is dnei ted from the Willamette River

and mountain streams ofthe < oastal Range.

2. I hen n is treated with alum to create

"Hoc'" clumps that settle out

^ I he watei is sent through filters com-

posed ofsand, garnet, gravel, ami activated car

bon before

4 chlorine is added

is 5 It is routinely tested for dangerous heavy

^3 metals and synthetic chemicals,

i> and ihcn. it is sent through pipes around

the city to my house.

I run the tap. the shower, the garden hose,

and Hush the toilet and drinking w ater becomes

w astew ater.

Flush toilets didn't become common until

the beginning ofthe 20" Century. Using piped

w ater, hotels and public buildings could afford

them in the mid-late 1 800s but everyone else

continued to use cesspools and outhouses be-

cause they were cheaper. Most rural fanners

still lacked indoor plumbing for toilets through

the 1 950s. Anyway, wherever it was adopted,

the Hushing toilet greatly increased the volume

of raw sewage generated. Meanwhile, popula-

tions of the cities grew. Storm sewers carried

everything that (lushed off the streets, and be-

gan to carry most household sewage too. In-

dustrial water use and sewage creation increased

and went right into the waterways. At the be-

ginning of the century lakes and rivers in near

US cities were choked with pollutants and w aste

materials.

Some pioneering treatment facilities

sprang up at the end of the 1 800s to break dow n

raw sewage before it was released into natural

waterways, but most cities treated their waste-

w ater barely if at all until the 1 970s. The useful

role of bacteria in decomposition was known

since the 1880s, but few treatment operations

used bacteria. Most operating treatment facili-

ties before the '70s were "primary" wastew ater

treatment plants, only using mechanical sepa-

ration methods. The landmark 1972 Clean

Water Act called for major water quality im-

provements across the country and basically

required all cities to build "secondary" treat-

ment facilities at quite an expense. In some

places it has taken 30 years to comply. Boston

released large amounts ofuntreated sew age into

Boston 1 1 arbor until a modem secondary treat-

ment facility was completed in 1988. The city

of Los Angeles didn't get its act together until

1998 when its Hyperion Treatment Plant was

finally completed. Until a few years ago 1 \

was routinely dumping millions of gallons o\'

raw sewage into the Santa Monica Bay because

the old facility was too small. Across the coun-

try most cities still release some amount of raw

sewage w ithoul any treatment because ofover-

flow events I his usually occurs when rain

storms greatly increase the volume of water

flowing to the treatment facilities that handle

combined-sewer inputs, and handling capacity

is exceeded And of course, spring or hurri-

cane Hood events often send all ofa city's sew-

age into flood waters

Modern Sewage Treatment

Sewage treatment facilities are uglv and

found in desolate outskirts ol town Most were

built or upgraded in the earl) 1970s an era of

bad architecture .\\\<-\ creak) vinyl-covered fur-
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niture. Not to mention, they stink like sewer

gas. These days, almost every sew age treatment

facility is a "secondary wastewater treatment"

operation with a series of pipes, screens, tanks.

troughs, sen ice buildings, and unromantic ma-

chinery surrounded by barbed-w ire fencing and

fields labeled w ith occasional "Do not touch

drink water. Keep Out" signs.

The treatment of sewage is a combination

of mechanical and biological activity. 98-99

percent of what Hows into a treatment facility

is water, but it takes a lot ofeffort to get the 1 -2

percent that isn't water back out. Cities have

sy stems of sew er conduits that are hundreds and

thousands of miles long drawing wastewater

from public and private buildings and from

street drains. Currently most industries that use

large v olumes of vv ater are required to hav e their

own sewage treatment plants on-site- which

significantly reduces the burden on public treat-

ment plants.

What's in the sewage when it arrives at

the sewage treatment facility'.' A lot of nasty

stuff: soaps, cleaners, household hazardous

wastes, dissolved heavy metals and synthetic

chemical compounds, caffeine, food, feces.

urine, shards of yet-undissolved toilet paper,

pulp, oils and greases, cigarette butts, coffee-

grounds, seeds. Band-Aids, condoms, chew ing

gum. skin, plastic tampon applicators, cotton,

rags, cans and bottles, tree parts, twigs, wood,

miscellaneous pieces of metal and plastic, w rap-

pers, small bones, bacteria, rocks, sand. silt, and

other grit.

The Southerly Wastew ater Treatment Plant

m Columbus. OH is typical of modem second-

ary treatment facilities, [he treatment process

mv olv es three mam stages: Primal) 1 reatment.

Secondary Treatment, and Disinfection. Cor-

respondingly, these stages arc mechanical, bio-

logical, and chemical in nature. As the plant

successfully separates water from what is not

water, another process of treating and handling

thai seedy, nasty 1-2 percent occurs

1. Wastewater comes to the facility. It

/•
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is gray with little shards of toilet paper and an

occasional tree branch. It gets sent first through

a building where "screening" occurs. Screens

with not-very-small openings block larger ob-

jects from going further and rotating bars pull

off rags and insoluble paper, cans, bottles, and

tree parts. Everything captured here gets toted

off to a sanitary landfill. All of it is hazardous

waste, because it is covered with raw sewage.

2. The water flows along to channels

and tanks where sand and gravel (not flushed

down the toilet, unless you eat rocks- but com-

ing off the streets through storm sewers) are

removed through settling. This is an important

step because the grit harms the other machin-

ery in the plant, and getting rid of it cuts dow n

on maintenance. Anyway, as before, the stuff

that is removed is taken to the sanitary landfill.

3. The raw sewage minus grit and tree

limbs is pumped to an elevated height so that

gravity can move the dirty water through the

rest of the plant.

4. Next, a lot of air is blown into the

wastewater to get rid ofsome ofthe stinky sew er

gasses that have built up (like methane), and to

help the oils and greases to separate themseK es.

Aeration increases the dissolved oxygen con-

tent, which is useful later.

5. That was just the pretreatment. The

dirty water is moved to settling tanks where solid

particulate matter separates from the water mol-

ecules by sinking to the bottom or floating to

the top. Most such settling tanks are cylindri-

cal, and characteristic features of a treatment

plant. The heav y muck is called primary sludge

(containing what is left ofeveryone's poop), and

the floaters are called scum. Machines drag

across the surface and the bottom of the tanks

to remove what willingly separates. Inflated

condoms, plastic tampon applicators (that aren't

supposed to be flushed either), and odd, gas-

filled chewing-gum spheres float around before

they are removed. The water that is left over is

much cleaner than what we started with, and it

is called primary effluent. Many treatment op-

erations before the 1970s and 80s released this

water to waterways. But. biological treatment

can make it much cleaner.

6. The primary effluent is directed into

troughs filled with recycled sludge rich in tril-

lions of bacteria hungry for dinner. This soup

is aerated again, like a dirty whirlpool bath, and

the active bacteria make the water warm. The

bacteria eat up 95 percent of the remaining par-

ticulate matter and also digest and break down

harmful chemicals and organic compounds.

Some will ev en eat TCE and gasoline.

7. Finally, the water is separated again

through settling, and the bacteria-rich sludge is

partly recycled and partly composted, inciner-

ated, or used as fertilizer.

8. The secondary effluent is chlorinated

at this point to get rid of extra bacteria that re-

main. But. right after chlorination. the w ater is

(/(•chlorinated by the addition of sulfur dioxide

(SO,)—taking it down to a strict standard of

"no measurable chlorine residual."

9. The water is aerated one more time

lo lil I it with dissolved oxygen. Fish and other

aquatic organisms depend on it. and it occurs

naturally in moving water. The end-product of

the sewage treatment plant is not drinkable wa-

ter. Its quality and level of dissolved oxygen

should be appropriate to go back into a river

ecosystem, not into our houses.

10. Finally, the water gets piped to the

nearby river, lake, or ocean and returns to the

natural water cycle (until it gets taken up by a

drinking water plant).

Meanwhile, the sewage treatment plant

dewaters all the primary sludge scum and

burns or landfills it (nasty stuff), and makes

fertilizer from the cleaner waste-activated

sludge. Some plants capture the sewer gasses

throughout the process to produce energy to

run their whole operation. Others produce

energy from burning sludge, or make moncv

from selling the more refined late-stage sludge

to fertilizer companies.

And you and I and ev eryone else wash our cars,

take our showers, and flush our toilets, sending

dirty water in a steady stream down the pipes

for another cycle of cleaning.

Us vs. the Natural Water Cycle

Most people in our country live in sanitary sepa-

ration from waste disposal. It is nice to be re-

moved from the smell of sewer gas, but the re-

sult is that most of us don't have a clue about

the water we bring in and send out ofour houses.

Our Victorian embarrassment over bodily func-

tions separates us further from the reality of hu-

man wastes. Sewage is not a topic of "polite"

public discussion. Few of us ever poop in the

woods, and the closest most Americans come

to pre-plumbing sewage disposal is port-a-pot-

ties. Some women raised and living in cities

might never urinate or defecate anywhere but

from a toilet seat in their lifetimes. Almost ev-

eryone uses treated and purified drinking wa-

ter. 5 gallons at a time, to flush away a few

ounces of urine and toilet paper. We water plants

and wash our cars with drinking water. It's a

waste of energy. Freshwater is a precious re-

source that we borrow from the rest of the eco-

system millions ofgallons at a time for our con-

venience.

We are shaped by our environment and by

the engineering projects that shape our urban

landscapes and modern life. Focused on build-

ings, pipes, and concrete, we drive by rivers and

streams and ponds in town without thinking at

all about our tap water and storm sewers. For

quite a lot of people the toilet and drain are the

end of the line of their wastewater. It's easy to

forget or not know where all the used water goes.

People dump solvents and battery acid down

street and sink drains because they live their

lives thinking this way. If we stop thinking

about our water the moment it goes down the

drain—instead of considering the entire range

it will traverse, then there are no precautions



to take or concerns to be felt.

Failing to understand the connection be-

tween human urbaa'suburban activities and the

natural world is a really big problem. Every per-

son should see themselves first as part of the en-

vironment, and second part of a human settle-

ment. But that point of view is rare. Lacking

such perspective, water flowing in rivers and un-

derground aquifers is seen only as a resource for

people to use. We dam streams because streams

are there for the purpose of giving us flood pro-

tection, hydropower, and drinking water reser-

voirs. We drain ancient aquifers because they

have no other purpose than for us to use them

up. We fill in wetlands because we can't farm or

build on them. And the consequences of this

ignorant attitude are that we have ruined our riv-

ers and compressed valuable aquifers. Rivers

become useless habitats for the creatures and

plants that once thrived in them™ and then we

complain about fish disappearing. The entire web

of life that supports a

healthy stream/wetland sys-

tem has its own intrinsic

value, and also provides

valuable water purification.

What I find most fascinat-

ing about modem wastewa-

ter treatment is that nature's

own methods of cleaning

water are still superior.

Treatment facilities clean

our dirty water only by

copying the mechanics and

biological activity in

nature's processes, engi-

neering them out of con-

crete and metal, and speed-

ing them up. The under-

ground conduits and di-

rected movement of urban water deceive us into

thinking this w ater exists separately from the hy-

drologic cycle and "natural" water. But, pipes

leak water into the "wild" groundwater. Drink-

ing water is sprayed into lawns and flows into

"wild" urban streams. Runoff carries motor oil

and antifreeze from parking lots into rivers and

lakes. And, even today, raw sewage flows

straight into waterways during heavy rainfall

events. Our secondary effluent, the treated end-

product from wastewater treatment plants, is

some of the best water the city sends back to

"nature."

Unfortunately, now that sewage treatment

is an almost universal activity, we are finding

that the country's rivers are still largely polluted.

Sewage treatment facilities are a practical neces-

sity and significantly cut down the burden of

pollution in our streams, estuaries, lakes, and

harbors. But the streams stay dirty and dead any-

way because valuable wetlands, marshes, pools.

and riffles have been lost and destroyed over the

past 350 years of escalating human settlement.

The natural cleansing we lose by filling in wet-

lands and channelizing streams is compensated

by settling tanks and bacterial troughs only at

the output of our urban activities.

Cities and industry now contribute far less

pollution to the nation's streams than non-organic

agriculture. Modem agribusiness sends millions

of tons of fertilizers, synthetic chemicals, soil,

silt, and raw sewage (from livestock) straight to

our rivers w ithout any treatment at all. Most of

our poop and spilled motor oil is ending up in

the microscopic bellies of bacteria or in sanitary

landfills. But we are obviously still to blame.

Our greed for cheap food, hydropower. barge-

friendly waterways, and unlimited water keeps

the hydrology ofour continent from recovering.*
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Waterways, more than any other part of our ecosys-

tem, know no national borders, yet water has increasingly

been treated territorially. The cutting up of river systems

by state boundaries has aggravated the problems of re-

sponding ecologically to floods. Instead, water is dammed

into political conflicts between states.

Attempts to divert the sources of the Jordan in South

Lebanon and the Golan Heights provoked the Israeli-Arab

war of 1967, there is still no agreement over fair access to

water for the Palestinians on the West Bank who. since the

occupation began in 1967, have been barred from digging

new wells or renovating old ones... The CIA speculates

that World War III will (continue to) be fought over water...

While the above might lead one to believe that water

is a major cause of war, Jean Robert concludes that

throughout history water has been a catalyst for peace

rather than war. Since immemorial, people riparian have

learned to make peace by concluding agreements about

the use of their shared water. Conflict today stems not

from conflict over water but rather from the fragmentation

and alienation created by national-state borders and from

the sheer size of contemporary engineering projects which

often create outrageous concentrations of power in the

hands of a few elites (derived from Ward).

Historically, river valleys and their tributaries have

been recognized as the natural loci of water sharing. Jean

Robert describes the first golden rule of water policy as

follows: "no new waterworks - or transportation, energy or

other 'developments' for that matter - should ever be pro-

posed if the affected community's right to say no to them

has not been clearly recognized and if the non-realization

of the project is not publicly debated as a concrete op-

tion....

As long as water remains divided by nations, domi-

nated by national and international elites, defiled by cor-

porate pollution and diverted by mammoth engineering

projects people will be afflicted by warfare, water stress,

water-borne diseases, etcetera.

-the Black Swamp-No Borders Collective

[culture]



Hopped-Up on H20
i' ' ' byjason kucsma

When Zima introduced the concept of a

clear malt liquor beverage, people said they

were crazy. When Pepsi launched the crystal

counterpart to their caramel-colored caveat,

people said Crystal Pepsi would bomb. When

St. Ides offered the innovative fruit-flavored

malt beverage (Crooked I), people said it can"t

and shouldn't be done. Despite the naysayers

and market pundits, these companies threw

caution to the wind, and my, where it has taken

them. Okay, actually all of these are big busi-

ness flops that flew in the face of convention

and suffered the consequences with factories

left pumping liquid products that will one day

be considered "before their time." As I walked

and rode my bike to nearly every convenience

store in a one-mile radius this evening in search

of the elusive caffeinated water. I realized that

caffeine-enhanced water may also be ahead of

its time. In an attempt to explain the absence

of this utilitarian beverage. I want to look at

why the idea of caffeinated water has not

caught on in a culture where people pride them-

selves in being workaholics stretched well past

their physical limits.

If you're anything like the number of

people 1 have mentioned this perfect product

to in the last three weeks, you've either never

heard of the stuff, or else you have heard of

caffeinated water and thought it came and went

with pogs sometime in the early nineties. And

ifyou're anything like the general public, who

> On July 29th 2000. while visiting Philadelphia

foran unconventional vacation a flood rolled through

the neighborhood where I usually live (inner-city

"Toledohio"). Streets collapsed, basements flooded

and the neighborhood took weeks to repair. Upon re-

turning home I felt lucky that the flood had flowed

around our house (nearby houses suffered severe

damage). Months later an article appeared in the

neighborhood newspaper which showed an 1890 map

that explained the flood damage patterns. It turns

out that as recently as 90 years ago a stream ran

through the neighborhood into the Ottawa River. As

the neighborhood developed the stream was cemented

over block by block until it no longer existed. When

the flood occurred the water re-membered its natu-

ral pathways... Every house that suffered a collapsed

cellar wall and every area of deep flooding was on

the stream's historic path. (Thanks to William for

, his excellent insights...).

Natural cycles have developed through billions

of years of ever-shifting physical conditions on this

planet. Indeed, one of the greatest strengths of na-

ture is the vast variability useful in adapting to the

harsh conditions extant on the Earth. Allowed to its

own devices, nature is forever shifting to the most

expeditious possibilities presented by the unique chal-

lenges and opportunities afforded it. But we have

arrogantly decided that Nature's ways are not good

enough. Natural rivers are too unpredictable, wet-

lands placed in the wrong places, and drainage pat-

terns flood our most desired locales. So we damn the

rivers, drain the marshes, constrict the runoff pat-

terns to turn the mosaic of the watershed into a grid

of ditches.

But nature does indeed know best and nature

re-members. We ignore this at our peril. For the riv-

ers will ultimately re-cover their natural paths and

wetlands will forever plague us with their mildew and

moisture.

The manipulation of water-ways reflects the

corporate capitalist paradigm of humanity's relation-

ship with nature. Command and control battles with

natural forces will lead to short-term profit and long-

term collapse. Living in harmony with natural wa-

ter-ways, as most human communities have, allows

for an entirely different long-term outcome.

-the Black Swamp-No Borders Collective

seems totally disinterested in 90% of the

caffeinated water beverages to open shop since

Water Joe hit the market in 1996, you prob-

ably think that bottled water that is enhanced

with caffeine is something akin to eating ge-

netically modified corn at a barbecue on

styrofoam plates - totally unnatural. I stood

outside a coffeeshop while a guy smoked a

cigarette, drank his coffee and told me how

fucked up it was that some company could go

screwing around with water and how he would

never put that "freakwater" in his body. Uh-

huh. So what makes people who have no prob-

lem consuming beer, wine, booze, cigarettes,

genetically-engineered food or small children

shun the marriage of caffeine and water in a

wholesome union of fortified goodness?

Before we look at what causes people to

shun caffeinated water, it might help to exam-

ine exactly what it is and who the purveyors

of this potion are. Most caffeinated waters

boast that the water is mineral water from the

source, wherever that source may be. For Wa-

ter Joe, the source is the Nicolet National For-

est in Mountain. Wisconsin. 1 mention Water

Joe primarily because it is one of the only

brands (aside from Expresso) that 1 believe is

still in production. Other brands that have gone

from factory to store to graveyard include Aqua

Kick, Krank2o, Highwater, Java Johnny and

Nitro Water. The water is enhanced with caf-

feine in a process that is secretly protected by

its manufacturers, but we can assume it in-

volves extracting caffeine from one of over 60

leaves, seeds or fruits that produce caffeine and

combining it with fresh mineral water. Some-

how, in these magical factories, the caffeine

extract is married to water in a process that

renders the flavor of the water unaffected.

Now, some will tell you that caffeinated water

tastes different—that it has a plastic or metal-

lic taste to it. However, none ofmy taste tests

over the last couple of years corroborate this,

and I find caffeinated water tastes just like

other bottled waters. We could explain the plas-

tic taste as coming from the bottling process

or the metallic flavor as a sensitivity to the

minerals in the mineral water, but I'm also in-

clined to entertain the thought that for most

people, their evaluation of caffeinated water

is all in their head. Convinced that caffeinated

water is totally unnatural, some folks are will-

ing to find (or fabricate) a number of reasons

w hy we should dismiss caffeinated water. But

why?

One possible reason for the kneejerk con-

tempt for the caffeinated water industry is the

distrust of the unknown. I'm sure that when

[culture]



someone suggested water would be a helluva

lot tastier if someone stirred some dye, sugar

and artificial fruit flavoring into it. people

railed against Kool-Aid as well, but look how

far we have come. Now we welcome the pres-

ence of cancer-causing agents like aspartame

in our beverages as long as it means that soda

won't go straight to our thighs. Still, we tend

to think that caffeine-enhanced water is an

abomination; to all that we have been taught

is good and wholesome.

Well, let's examine this creature's com-

ponents and see exactly why the idea of drink-

ing caffeinated water is not such a bad idea.

One element of caffeinated water is, umm
...water. The life source that sustains your

body. You are made up of almost 90% water.

You lose over 2 1/2 quarts of water over the

course of a day. Whether you are sweating,

pissing or just breathing, your body is expel-

ling water from itself all day long. And since

water in your body is essential to temperature

regulation, digestion, and toxin removal we

must regularly consume water in order to main-

tain the delicate balance that is required to keep

us from crumpling into a dehydrated mess on

the floor. Most experts recommend drinking a

1/2 ounce of water per pound of body weight

and the ratio should increase to 2/3 ounce if

you are physically active. Of course you get

water from eating fruits and vegetables, and a

portion of the liquid in the beverages you drink

like coffee, tea, soda or juice counts toward

your daily water intake, but you should still

drink a lot more water than most of us con-

sume daily.

The other element of caffeinated water is

obviously the caffeine. As I mentioned before,

caffeine is an organic compound found in a

number of plants. It is known medically as

trimethylxanthine and appears as a white crys-

talline powder with a bitter taste when it is

extracted from coffee or tea to make them

decaffeinated. For a quick and dirty version of

how caffeine works to keep us awake, I con-

sulted Marshall Brain and the How Stuff Works

Web site <www.howstuffw oiks com • When

we get sleeps, it is actually the result of the

binding of adenosine (created in the brain) to

adenosine receptors, which in turn causes the

nerve cell activity in the brain to slow down

anil blood vessels lo dilate. Caffeine works son

of like an impostor by binding itself to the

adenosine receptors without actually causing

the other physiological effects that adenosine

instigates. So mm all the adenosine receptors

have been filled up by caffeine and ear. no

longa "see" the adenosine This increased

neural aeln il\ causes your pituitary glands to

think there is some sort of emergency to at-

tend to and it begins to produce adrenaline,

causing your heart rate to increase, breathing

tubes to open, muscles to ind so on.

Man) ofUS drink sodas ami caflcinatcd be\ei

to maintain our sacred positions as

in the machinery of production at our regular

jobs. Many of us also (gasp!) even manage to

live our own lives with activities, friends and

interests outside ofour ridiculously long w ork

weeks. So how do we find the energy to stay

shaip in both versions of our lives? We often

rely on stimulants, like coffee, tea or soda. With

a little help from the organic compound, we
allow caffeine to keep us powered when the

man has worn our bodies past their allotted

limits.

Unlike substances like alcohol, cigarettes

or crystal meth fabricated in the basement of

your local speed freak's home, there is little c\ i-

dence that caffeine has long-term effects on a

person's body. Sure, anyone who has regularly

consumed caffeinated beverages may feel like

we've become addicted to caffeine when we

think we can't go without a cup of coffee, soda

or tea to start the day. And the first time we try

to forego the pick-me-up, we might experience

a headache, irritability or restlessness - all side

effects that are due mostly to the abrupt alter-

ation of our body's chemical balance and often

avoided by making gradual changes in our con-

sumption rather than quitting cold turkey. While

caffeine does temporarily raise a person's blood

pressure, the change is often minimal and lasts

for only a couple of hours. Of course it is smart

to keep your caffeine consumption in check

when you are pregnant or have a physical con-

dition that merits a restricted diet, but the infor-

mation I have read says that moderate use of

caffeine is not so bad for you. The U.S. Food

and Drug Administration classified caffeine as

Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) in 1958

and that the daily consumption of300mg of caf-

feine (about three cups of coffee or a six-pack

of soda) is not detrimental to your health. The

FDA reaffirmed this stance in 1987 and the

American Medical Association and American

Cancer Society confirm the safety ofmoderate

caffeine consumption. Granted, the acidity of

three cups of coffee or the pure sweetness of

six colas might eat a hole in your stomach or

rot your teeth, but caffeine is not the culprit here.

Which brings us back to the question of

w hether or not water enhanced w ith caffeine is

a good idea. If moderate amounts of caffeine

are oka> tor us (and often quite enjoyable), then

why the irrational distrust .' If there is a product

that allows us to enjoy the benefit of caffeine

w about the guilt ofdrinking coffee stained w ith

the blood of South American fanners' or im-

bibing soda implicating us in corporate cola

colonization, shouldn't we at least give it a

chance.' While I probabh won't be filling the

fish tank w ith Water Joe as then Web site sug-

gests doing or replenishing m\ dog's w ater bow I

with it as the darker side of me has contem-

plated, I will continue mj quest to End a readilj

a\ ailablc source of triinelln Kanthine enhanced

water and unashamedly drink up Cheers. *
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Filtering Through
^^ hv Martha Rmnks ^^

The fastest growing segment of the

bottled beverage industry is in water. Back

in the 1980s, sodas certainly eclipsed the

bottled waters available at the market. But at

some point, Perrier, Evian and the generic

gallon of spring water expanded to the point

where they now have their own aisle sepa-

rate from, and almost eclipsing, the sodas.

Along with the bottled water market, in-home

water purification systems and bottled water

cooler delivery are standard. Tap water is a

basic fact of life in the Western world, but

nowadays it's simply not good enough.

Bottled water is the norm; with filtered tap

water the minimum expected.

The products that are out there just keep

developing and seem to be doing more than

just fulfilling the demands of their market.

It's a market that they created, and continue

to lead the consumer into in the quest for a

neat and nifty way to improve everyday life.

1 grew up in West Virginia drinking tap

water and I was happy with it. Granted, we

tended to keep a pitcher in the fridge so the

chlorine could evaporate, for a nicer taste. But

when straight-out-of-the-tap was necessary,

that was just fine.

In 1988. the Brita pitcher came to the

United States when the Clorox Company
bought the distribution rights from the Ger-

man company. With a current total of 14

pitcher styles, one faucet mounted filter and

a new sports bottle filter, Brita claims to be

the leading manufacturer of household water

filtration products. The design demanded by

the millions of consumers is fairly simple;

water drips through a little plastic cartridge

full of activated carbon and an ion-exchange

resin, removing the chlorine, benzene, lead,

mercury, copper and other strange tastes or

substances that might be lurking in your tap

water. Concerned vegans, do note that it's car-

bon from "coconut shells that have been sub-

jected to a special heating process," not bone

charcoal.

Looking back, I guess my foray away

from tap water started simply enough, when
I moved to Pittsburgh. Over 90% of housing

in this fine city was built before 1970 and

might contain lead. There's a little form for

you to read acknow ledging this when you sign

your lease so that you know to not eat the

paint chips. We assumed that lead was prob-

ably also in the pipes and so we bought the

Brita pitcher. Coincidentally, this was the

same time Pepsi bought out the University's

beverage contract and moved onto campus

by Martha Riecks

with their v ending machines full of overpriced

20-ounce bottles in an extremely limited va-

riety of Pepsi, Diet Pepsi and Aquafina.

Pepsi introduced Aquafina in 1995. It's

an interesting product - perhaps the first mass-

marketed bottled water without any claims,

other than •"Purity. Guaranteed." Aquafina is

not a spring water from a pretentious aquifer

lying deep beneath the Alps nor an acclaimed

watering spot along the Appalachian Trail. The

source of Aquafina is a faucet at the PepsiCo

bottling plant, the purity achieved by reverse

osmosis, which basically uses pressures and

centrifuges to push the water molecules

through a membrane and away from impuri-

ties in the water.

Aquafina came into the market during the

designer during the height of the spring water

craze. But with this popularity of spring water

came the realization that spring water is just

that, and in a few minor but well-publicized

cases, contaminated spring water reached the

shelf. Unlike tap water, which is regulated by

the EPA and tested rigorously, bottled spring

water is food product and regulated by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture. It can be tested as

little as twice a year, so new contaminations

can be missed. Presumably, it was these con-

cerns, and the desire for the guarantee that the

water would be perfect, that created the mar-

ket for this bottled tap water.

When I moved to Washington. DC. I

knew for a fact that Crescent Apartments was

built in 1973. No lead release form here, but

we continue to make our water with the Brita

pitcher. Of course, now that I'm looking into

it, I've read that newer houses are much more

likely to contaminate your drinking water; in

older homes, the pipes are encrusted w ith min-

eral deposits, blocking lead, but in new homes

without this self-created lining, lead can seep

into the pipes. Whether there were substantial

levels of lead in the water doesn't really mat-

ter I guess. I was hooked on the Brita's chlo-

rine-free taste, for it never occurred to me to

not continue filtering my water.

In 1999, Coke decided that they needed

to join the crowded shelves of the water sec-

tion and introduced Dasani. Another reverse-

osmosis purified version oftap water from area

bottling plants, this product is enhanced with

the added addition of "a special blend of min-

erals for a pure, fresh taste." Combining the

purity of reverse-osmosis tap water with min-

erals reminiscent of spring water. Dasani is less

of a drink than a marketing campaign, a source

of relaxation and rejuvenation. Coke is almost

ignoring the purity of the product, presumably

what created the market for waters like this.

What they hav e created is an artificial mineral

water, marketed as a revitalizing mineral wa-

ter, and making the sale based on product idea

alone.

And now I'm in Ohio, back w ith contami-

nants. Pesticides here, at the start of the great

Midwestern farm fields. The Brita pitcher has

been retired, and replaced by a combination

of the Brita Ultra Faucet Filter System and The

Watermill. The former is used for cooking

w ater, in hopes ofremoving the pesticides that

I believe are lurking there while the latter is

the source ofour drinking water. An eye-catch-

ing kiosk, designed to look like a windmill.

The Watermill takes our city water and runs it

through an extensive 13 step regime, which

includes reverse osmosis, charcoal filtration,

particle filtration, ozonation and so many more

purification methods I can't actually remem-

ber them all. It's probably a very similar puri-

fication process to the methods for the soft

drink companies' waters, but for only a quar-

ter per gallon, you can fill the container of your

choice. Truly, water from the Watermill tastes

great. Like water should, clean and cold, and

refreshingly tasteless.

In 2000. Brita began marketing its Brita

Ultra Faucet Filter, to keep pace with the Pur

Company's faucet-mounted filter while Pur is

busy marketing filtration pitchers to keep up

w ith Brita. It's quite a bit pricier than the clas-

sic pitcher system, probably because of its ex-

panded claims. In addition to the lead, copper

and chlorine removal, this "Advanced Filtra-

tion" system catches the microscopic cysts

Cryptosporidium and Giardia that can slip

through some municipal treatment plants,

while filtering out 90-99% of several common
pesticides and herbicides and a lengthy list of

other dangerous-sounding substances. Please

note ofcourse, that "The contaminants or other

substances removed or reduced by this water

treatment device are not necessarily in all

user's water."

I'm not at all surprised that I worry about

the water I'm drinking, that I continue spend-

ing time, energy, and money on procuring a

more refined version of this necessary bever-

age; I just can't figure out why the typical

American consumer does. You see, when gro-

cery shopping, I'll study the labels intently,

comparing the proportions of ingredients I can 2.

pronounce to the preservatives, chemical fla- 3

vors and artificial colors. (Then I'll wonder ""

why it took me two hours to pick up 1 mea- ^

[culture]



sly items.) Products claiming "All-Natural" or

"No Artificial Anything" are only eclipsed, of

course, by the notation of Certified Organic.

And when it's my turn to run down to the vend-

ing machine. I find myself telling co-workers

"Well, I'll get you the diet soda, but I feel ob-

ligated to tell you I think that aspartame will

kill you."

Just a little over 10 years ago, most of the

filtration products and bottled waters our cul-

ture depends on weren't around. Today, most

everyone I've worked with or shopped near

wouldn't think of drinking tap water. The

majority of these people eat the unpronounce-

able ingredients without giving them a second

thought. They actually pay companies to come
and spray their house and lawn with insecti-

cides and pesticides, yet they gripe about the

extra 25 cents per pound for organic produce.

And they are willing to pay $ 1 .25 for the a 20-

ouncc bottle ofsame substance they're already

paying the municipal utilities about $10 a

month to supply to their house. Tap water at

home is simply not good enough. Any water

in pretty blue or green packaging is.

This seems to be the way in which our

consumer culture works. It is all about solu-

tions and easy fixes, not eliminating the prob-

lem. And, in recent years, it has reached the

point where the problems are no longer con-

sidered, nor introduced to us. You can even

wonder ifthey really exist. But we needn't give

them any thought because a bright company

has already solved them for us with excellent

marketing specialists. We don't think about the

problem, we just buy into this cycle.

Those of us who lean towards the left

usually look for ways to break out of cycles

like this one. And usually, it's incredibly easy

too. For instance, instead of buying traditional

produce, then purchasing Fit Fruit & Vegetable

Wash, a product claiming to get your produce

cleaner and remove pesticide residues better

than water alone can, I buy organic produce.

Instead of purchasing the commodity solution.

I am actually solving and eliminating the prob-

lems of pesticide ingestion and em ironmental

contamination.

But I just can't figure out how to break

the water cycle. What I know about environ-

mental processes and water treatment, learned

during the course of my environmental science

degree, has me concerned about what is lurk-

ing in my lap water Purchasing the Ultra Brita

fillers and refilling my gallons at flic

Watermill, not the tap, are a solution to my
concerns about w hat I am putting into my bod)

and how chemicals could affect it. A solution

thai leaves me dependenl on the Brita Corpo-

ration and Watermill, Inc Bui I can't stop

drinking. And thai is surely why the purified

water industry is exploding, with thai basic

fluid that truly has us hooked *

rsj

I liken the experience of perusing my lo-

cal library for source books on direct action

strategies to the time I read Al Bunan's zine-

thology Burn Collector and H.P. Blavatsky's

The Key to Theosophy at the same time. Here

I am. sans coffee, among the dusty shelves and

cranky library folk scouring a cornucopia of

direct action bibles trying to suck in a mind-

numbing amount of sublime and passionate

raw genius. Whether aligned with the ideol-

ogy or not. the loaded volumes penned on the

subject of direct action and community em-

powerment are a staggering testimony to hu-

man philosophical and organizational poten-

tial. The content is similar throughout the left-

isi hemisphere based w idely on the same prin-

ciples and structure, but the tone is the mosi

re\ ealmg aspect of the source material in terms

ofthe evolution ofdirect action models. Pages

of more recent works Haunt covers slathered

m graphic Hare while the older, less emotional

siblings mi proud in institutional looking hard-

cox ei versions \s a group of manuals the]

make quite an impressive family portrait with

indh iduals distinguished b> particular self-in-

terest using language and biases colored bv era

and the political climate ofthe time.

Social change ideology, at heart, is rooted

in a concept o\ justice and cquilv while the

action taken for such goals causes dividing

[culture]



It is Worth a Sentence
The Infernal Noise Brigade Make a Direct Action Handbook

By Tess. Lotta

lines in terms of method. There are traditional

categories individuals and grassroots camps

will encounter when organizing based on the

guidance of documentation. Examples are

found in Hanna and Robinson's chapters out-

lining institutional-based direct action and in-

dividual-based direct action (67-99). And there

are hurdles to be surpassed deciding on ap-

proach when utilizing handbooks.

Oppcnheimer and Lackey's A Manual for Di-

rect Action repeatedly distinguishes their bias

as against violent direct action (ix). Individu-

als desiring to group or to join risk possible

turn-offs due to the thick hedges sculpted on

the landscape of direct action. The current state

of the feminist movement, for example, has

experienced an internal discomfort in the quest

for era individuality. Terms like "Lipstick"

feminist (for moderns) and "First Wave" femi-

nist (old school) have emerged as a necessity

to the movement for classification purposes.

They do serve to excavate the history of the

movement as Women realize a quandary when

identifying themselves within organizational

or movement discussions. Sex work activist

Penny Arcade poked a sarcastic finger at this

recently, "Second wave feminism? I didn't re-

alize I was done with the first wave yet!"

The positive spin on the branding cov-

eted by social change movements is that con-

trasting execution of similar ideologies has

served to spark fresh approaches. Movements

can be influenced by current trends, cycles,

political weather, and technology and there-

fore stay relevant. The Infernal Noise Brigade

are a hefty pack of activists that have banded

together around the tactic of mixing art with

revolution. Not a new concept, but as evolu-

tion would have it, the INB have improved the

pesky alignment ofthe important pinky toe that

is the activist generation borne form alterna-

tive culture.

The Infernal Noise Brigade as a band and

organization is a tough entity to label, being

that labels are so dear to wrapping our brains

around most anything. But Greyg Filistine, co-

founder of the INB captures it when he says,

"At present we are a tactical mobile rhythmic

unit ... a sonic support system for in-street

political activism." This can be whittled down

to calling the group an "anarchist marching

band", a moniker popular with indy media and

corporate media alike. Further exploration

would uncover an activist co-op of talented

folks schooled from the D.i.Y hard-edged, in-

your-face reality check of the Punk movement

(not dead, thank you). As individuals gather-

ing for a purpose to make social change, the

INB people are all about pooling ideas, ide-

ologies, methods, missions, and findings to

[culture]

form a strong Crosshatch of rebel rousing. But

to wind that brain fully around this, we will

utilize the example set by the manuals and

break it into parts.

Chapter One: Matrices of Change (Hanna

and Robinson 41)

The organism that is the Infernal Noise

Brigade consists of several (sometimes up to

30) musicians from a variety of nationalities

that share a common thread of ideological-po-

litical DNA. Filistine explains that, when in

need of an affiliation, he has no problem with

the "anarchist" label, an opinion shared by all

the members that I interviewed. The goal is to

create the least amount of potential for exclu-

sion and members popularly use ideology as-

sociated with anarchism or libertarian social-

ism like "anti-authoritarian", "non-hierarchi-

cal", and "for social change" to describe af-

filiation.

The organism has evolved a loud voice

as a formative striking tool—the marching

band. The marching band consists of a singer,

majorette, drill team core, and peripheral

scouts that augment the nucleus of musicians £
that have assigned her or himself a particular |
instrument. The instruments are usually fash-

ioned from the traditional gear used in inter- «*»



national music forms but arc embellished by

industrial rigging suiting them lor tactical street

performance. The innards that fuel and keep

healthy the marching hand is the activisl co-

up tethered to an agenda of duvet action bv

cultural disruption. I he marching band dines

this mission b> utilizing performance art. a

genre building multi-cultural slew of musical-

ity. and a loudspeaker contraption called the

NoiseKart . INB weld-smiths fashioned this
tm

audio assault vehicle from a shopping cart. It

contains an amplified CB for live voice, and a

digital audio system that blasts guerilla record-

ings of everything from street musicians, up-

risings, and. .is I ihstme describes "intoxicated

mad religious processions" caught on tape by

members of the INB traveling abroad to study

international music forms and experience cul-

ture.

Filistine provides a sampling of the mu-

sical influences, "Taiko, Moroccan Ecstatic.

South African Trance. Algerian Rai. I lip 1 lop.

and Samba can all be heard in our music.

[Members] bring in their influences while oth-

ers explore influences outside oftheirown cul-

ture. All this mixes together and is improved

upon from a structured source."

The compositions are built from a rhythm

that a member carries to practice. A pattern

emerges as that member pros ides w histle com-

mands to signify pauses, time changes, and

certain beats. "My role as singer. " adds Ronica

Shanyal, "is plugging into these rhythms. I sing

cither classical or folk songs from Turkey, In-

dia, and Indonesia." Shanyal sings in the style

and tongue native to each. The musicians, in-

cluding Shanyal. not only follow commands

for musical changes, but marching rhythms and

tactical formations are dictated bv majorette,

Seraphina, using other v isual and audible com-

mands.

\s with any marching band worth their

salt (he INB have scrappy, handmade uniforms

that add to the audio-visual assault, flic uni-

forms arc strikingly similar to those coverings

used by Zapatistas being primarily black from

face to foot. I he drill team members are stalled

with mock riffles, Hags, or shields, and when

the entire ensemble moves in rhythm the mu-

sic becomes a potent v isccrogcmc journey. The

virgin experience of the Infernal Noise Bri-

gade in action can be adrenaline boggling I he

music explodes the senses like a thunderstorm.

I he syncopated rhythms carved b) the vari-

ety drums and cymbals pound through the ca-

cophonj of protest noises Shanyal 's voice

travels through a mic anil amp fashioned from

a bullhorn, which adds a floating melody to

the thickness of the rhythms. It is the music of

revolution and it raises history in the soul and

spurs action in the apathetic

"
I he marching band formation is impres

o sive." comments Shanyal; "to activists, non-

re activists, and authority mongers I know it

sv.ius peine when the marching band comes

t^. tow.ml them m full regalia." Shanyal has a

slight grimace

when recalling

these particular

experiences.

"There is

something ag-

gressive about

it and I appre-

ciate that."

The mem-
bers have also

noticed that

during a protest

the music and formations bring order and uni-

fication. Cymbal player BO recalls an experi-

ence had in Prague protesting the IMF World

Bank summit. "We were playing w hile mov ing

from one point to the next and we turned a cor-

ner into about 300 people standing in an inter-

section. As we passed right through them a mass

Started moving with us and vvc became this

steering wheel for a huge group."

"[The marching band] gives life to ac-

tions. " Seraphina. a performance artist with

the fire-eating troupe Magma Vox. adds her

perspective as the INB majorette. "I am into

changing the vv hole energy of a group and the

INB definitely provides that at protests."

Chapter Two: Maintaining and Deepening

Member Participation (Mondros and Wilson

64)

The Infernal Noise Brigade formed from

the remnants of an influential Seattle perfor-

mance art-noise band called ;TchKung! who.

armed with an activist intent, introduced the

infant alternative rock scene to industrial per-

formance art and activist street performance.

[TchKung! built quite a network of skilled mu-

sicians and seasoned performance artists, and

with the WTO descending on dotcom Seattle

in 1999, core jTchKung! members jumped on

the opportunity to farm within the network and

build a protest strategy The attractive ingre-

dient for the creation of their civil-disobedi-

ence demonstration model was the combina-

tion of the music and performance genre that

iTchKung! perfected molded into the arche-

type of a marching band. The main INB crew

was able to rapidly shape the idea from the

larger posse of similarly motivated artists.

"Man> ofus were just feeling uninspired

bv the way people were confronting social is-

sues." savs BO of the activ tsl climate "Instead

of complaining, the big [motivation for] join-

ing the INB was asking questions aboul the

kind ol protest ihat happens, w li.n kind ofpres-

ence do you want to make at the protest."

I he process of designing an answer to

those questions led the INB to a utilitarian need

for a structure. 1 he group decided that because

all members espouse differing viewpoints on

direct action and ideology, rules would be set

in consensus before each demonstration \ lew

basic protest rules still hold from the original

[culture]

Celebrations are intended

to tuck with the accep-

tance ot the structure ot

everydaylife.lt is kind of a

wake up call to how we live

... with music out in the

open not caged in a club.

outline for WTO. but the members feel

strongly that the "by -event" consensus model

works well for them. Dialogue is w iclded as a

spade to dig out vv here indiv iduals stand, and

when diamonds are found, an action is fash-

ioned using art as a universal blueprint. The

INB places value on participation in a com-

bined movement unconcerned, in general.

about where div isions might occur, and do not

burn much time on idiosyncratic line draw ing,

"What is cool and sometimes frustrating."

reveals Shanyal. "is that not everyone is on

the same page politically . . . what we are try-

ing to avoid is getting bogged down by pro-

cess but also creating a structure which allows

us to make decisions."

This forging o\' structure pushed the

marching band into a quasi-organi/ation. The

handbooks make a good case for this process.

Hanna and Robinson assert that "organizing

is a group process bv w Inch a numberofpeople

define a common self-interest or unmet need,

and strategi/c and implement plans of action

to meet that self-interest or need" ( \ml INB

members strive to marry common sense ideo-

logical points rather than compromise indi-

vidual viewpoints on strategy.

"While some members may hav e no prob-

lem with property damage." savs Filistine,

"The INB cannot do it while we are marching

together because we are too identifiable. But

that
|
rule

|
does not reflect how a lot of us feel

about the validuv ofdoing these things."

Chapter Three: Transformathc Social

( hangc Strategies 1 1 [anna and Robinson 151)

I he INB have divided their gigs into

"demonstrations" and "celebrations" intended

for different messages and. not only are dif-

ferent colors worn to distinguish the two. but

also the consensus-made rules will be a bit

more loose for the latter I or example, mem-
bers hav e agreed that the) can drink alcohol at

celebrations because, although much o\ the

time police are present, the atmosphere is gen-

eral 1) celebratory and there is much less risk

of the use of escalated force bv police I he

celebrations arc planned in conjunction with

other groups, as in the recent New Years I ve

march centering on an effigy of the Monolith

in Kubrick's 2001 I Space Odyssey, the pa-

rade route was to end with the burning of the
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Monolith at a designated point until police

toiled that, but the effigy, placed in a public

park by a guerilla installation team, served to

busy the corporate media covering yuppie-

Disneyland Seattle far into the next week. The

parade went on as planned and managed to

confiscate much of the street area along the

w ay

.

BQ explains that the. ""Celebrations are

intended to fuck with the acceptance of the

structure ofeveryda) lite, li is kind of a wake

up call to how we live." The point here is to

teach people how to get comfortable using

public space in a way not allowed by law.

These are not organized protests per se but

people are m\ ited to congregate at unified cel-

ebrations and are encouraged to follow the

band in. "Not walking on the sidewalk." con-

tinues BQ. "
. . . w ith music out in the open

not caged in a club."

"If it is a part} in the street we politicize

it." filistine explains how the two types of ac-

tions execute the agenda. '"If it is a demonstra-

tion our focus is to add culture and art into

that. We want to infect one w ith the other."

This concept hints at the schooling that

some ofthe founding INB members had in the

earl> Punk scene. Visionaries like Jello Biafra,

activist and lead singer-writer for The Dead

Kenned) s. ignited a musical counter-culture

that gained velocity as a soapbox for civil dis-

obedience because Biafra. as a prime example,

excelled at using art as intelligent confronta-

tion. One glance at the artwork of the DK's

discography is proof that Biafra spared no

medium. Combining a visual disruption with

an audible one is clearlj an influence drawn

on by th? INB.

"A wild rhythm in seven," Filistine ex-

plains. " ... is inherently disruptive. So not

only are we out there disrupting the street by

being in it. in formation and uniform, we are

playing [international] rhythms disruptive to

western music culture."

Discipline is a key factor to the success

of the INB m the street. To make the point,

long weekly practices of musical compositions

and learning in-line formations and marches

are necessary. But members understand that a

quality direct action strategy relies on abso-

lute commitment.

"The musiealitv and formations arc in-

teresting because they show discipline."

Shanyal offers her take. "There is a lack of

discipline within what you see m man) activ-

ist v enues. I think it is important to raise aware-

ness that we can be disciplined."

BQ adds, "A large part of the direct ac-

tion message is the package it comes in. [The

relied upon strategy] is habitual: the) say this.

wesa) that, the) do this, we do that. The INB

is a fresh package with no slogan, it is mostl)

anon-verbal element which brings something

to the [classic] demonstrations that you can-

not tunc out. or that cannot be tuned out."

F.pilo«ue: The Pursuit Of Kmpowerment:

Strengths And Challenges Of Practice

i Mondras and Wilson 22"

i

When describing that b) creating ,1a//.

African \mencan musicians gave voice to the

Black experience when one was nol allowed.

Jazz musician Branford Marsalis once said.

""The artist understands how to take a life that

is considered in\ isible and make it highly v is-

ible." Thai is wh) the theory of melding art

form as voice to social change agenda i^ so

important to make real, constantly. I he multi-

national membership ol the Infernal Noise

Brigade creates the melod) of a globalized

mo\ ement and in disciplined formation stands

on the front line confronting not only the op-

position, but also the strateg) in the way we

make revolution at present. 1 ilistine explains

that for the 1\B. "[ \ctivist| globalization is

close to our hearts because it is an umbrella

for a lot of different shared movements; the

env ironment, labor, international Women's is-

sues, etc. . . coming from diverse political and

cultural interests, we can gam perspective on

music, aesthetics, politics, and culture and find

the common ground."

I he INB travel to other countries to learn

and participate in global protests, but taking

the success of what the) have accomplished

using a street-activism model and expanding

it further is the present topic ol debate within

the group.

"What is amazing about activism,"

Shanyal comments, ""is that we are growing

and changing, hut we need to be changing at

the speed of business. There is so much adver-

tising that savs to 'join the mainstream'. 1 want

to use tactics that are just as good, animated.

and slick that

provides another

message."

Preserv ing the

tactile angle used

to deliver the

"speed o\ busi-

ness" message is

of major impor-

tance to the INB.

""When you are

performing in the

street." savs

Filistine, "a

A wild rhythm in seven is inher-

ently disruptive. So not only are

we out there disrupting the street

by being in it, in tormation and

uniform, we are playing [interna-

tional] rhythms disruptive to

western music culture.

memory is being struck, you are right next to

it. it is visceral in a world which is becoming

increasing! v v irtual. I use computers a lot and

I am glad I have [the INB] to keep me actually

touching and pounding things—making direct

noises."

"Wejust had a five hour meeting on what

expansion means and how to do it." BQ ex-

plains how the debate is w aged. "Everyone has

different ideas so it is in a formative moment."

But Filistine says that the group is unanimous

in the decision to not make their form of di-

rect action a product by recording and distrib-

uting CDs. "Even if it is a leftist commodity,"

he speaks to the group's ongoing exposition

on the subject. "Expansion that wav would

make it a commodity." Unless of course the

INB record and distribute themselves and use

proceeds as travel support to more in-street

protests, or as a benefactor, but conscious capi-

talism is another topic to tackle later.

Shanyal. w hose acti\ ism started w ith the

MOVE organization and who now holds a

position as the Peer Education Coordinator for

self-defense non-profit Home Alive, consid-

ers the challenges the Infernal Noise Brigade

laces w ithin the mov ement. "I want to be part

of [a mov ement
|

pushing the issues of gen-

tler, sexual orientation, race, and class within

the activist realm. If we use the same tech-

niques, and then continue having all the

marches be predominate!) white people, the

movement is not going anywhere
"

How to transport social change agendas

to the borders of a listening audience through

to thai of a complacent one. and past that of

privileged white ideology into the actual ex-

periences of those represented, is a clearly ex-

cavated bv the INB. From a historic perspec-

tive, the genius of Black slaves revealing Un-

derground Railroad routes through field hymns

struck an essential spark ofempowerment. A
similar blueprint for modern uses lies in the

manner by which subversive information is

carried through art movements; it must be as

ingenious and brave. The unwritten Infernal

Noise Brigade handbook for this strives to be

uncomplicated. Method and ideology swing

w ide to make div ersity a reality, perhaps a bet-

tered organizational model of the coveted

printed handbooks. In a bare-bones conclusion.

Seraphina strips it down this wav. ""Participa-

tion, especially in the INB. has giv en function

to my art." *
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77: A woman yelling at police that we

had the right to cross the street. This page,

Clockwise from left: Cheryl from Virginia.

Supported Gore in the election. "I think Bush

was selected, not elected. " On the issues she sad. "I'd like Bush to support abortion rights, overturn the

death penalty federally and keep a strong economy going. " / Canadian visitor. "I'm here because we

wanted to see an inauguration. " / Susan from North Carolina. Supporter of Eddie Hatcher, a Native

American man wrongly jailed. "I wasn't supporting either candidate, but I voted for Gore. I don't think

they gave us much of a choice. "/Wendy from NYC. "I am a black lesbian who is also a woman. That's

three strikes against me. but I organize around all issues of oppression. I want to make sure that all of us

are not left behind. I want Bush to know we're here and we're not going anywhere. He has to deal with

us."

Protesting the Inauguration: A Personal Story

by ailecia ruscin

Why do I trek across the country for huge

protests'.' I'm not sure. In some ways I \ icw

the national protest scene as a pep rally fam-

ily reunion foractiv ists (sell-described or not)

to get together and revive our energy levels.

All of the commotion and partying gets us

read) to go back into our own communities

and continue the light. We just need that

adrenaline rush.

I he World Trade ( >rganization protests m
Seattle broughl a lot o\' national attention (o

the efforts of thousands of individuals and

groups who have been lighting in (heir com-

munities tor justice !o me. the threat of glo-

balization is the erasure o\' communitv and

culture What happens when the world be-

comes tme giant homogenous supra-('l 1 lure

controlled bv a couple international govern-

ing bodies ' Will we have communities to be

lighting fin '
I he Seattle protests helped spark

more interest m radical organizing m our com-

munity. But win go to protest the inaugura-

tion ol a man into a s\su-m vou aheadv think

is flawed?

I decided to go protest the inauguration

mainly so I could take a road trip across the

country with my friends and cohorts. I was

hoping thisAmerican rite (the road trip) would

help bring all us together on what we're doing

back in Lawrence. Kansas. Trapped in a car

for 24 hours w ith no leg room prov ides a cer-

tain amount of necessarj torture to begin the

discussion of who we are and what we want in

the future. "I won't stop and let vou pee un-

less you tell me the top ten things you want in

our future infoshop."

The road trip to IX was everything I

hoped it would be and the protest actually

ended up okay. I hail made the decision not to

get arrested before coming. I figured I couldn't

afford to miss school in onlv m\ second se-

mester ofgraduate school I decided to spend

in\ time roving around between marches and

kind of plav ing the "photographer" role rather

than "participant"

I started offal the meeting place for the

anarchisl black bloc The mood was nervous

as people adjusted then masks to cover their

identity. Most reactions to me taking photos

were negative as the whole purpose of "block-

ing up" is anonymity. The march began and I

snapped awav at the banners, which doubled

as message and security. The idea was that

the banners could be used to shield those in-

side who needed to alter their appearance to

participate in v arious actions I separated from

the march when we reached the mam gather-

ing point organized bv the International Ac-

tion tenter. 1 conducted various interviews

w ith people to kind of get a feel for win people

had traveled out for the inauguration. From

Republicans to Canadian v isitors to queers and

Socialist so main people were represented

\i one point a woman on a bike rode

down and asked people to come help out the

black bloc who were trapped up at 14th and

K. We all ran up the street to sec what was

going on. I or no apparent reason, the police

formed a circle around the bloc and wouldn't

let anv bod\ go near them or get out Those ot

us across the street were held back bv police

with nightsticks and warned not to attempt to

[politics]



This page, clockwise from upper left: A Republican family from Ohio. The father said that his family was out "to support George Bush because

I think he 'II make a good President. I think Bush will make Reagan look like a wimp. "/Alex from New York. On his controversial sign. "I Ve gotten

some laughs Number one. it s my way of saying I have the right to express a radical point of view, and number two. guns are for a reason, for

when we get ridiculous people in office.
" / Nego from North Carolina. Works with a newspaper called Cop Watch that prints stories of police

brutality in the community She said. "I would have been here even if Gore would have won. Personally. I don 't think the system has anything to

offer me as it is right now. " On mainstream gay rights movement. "I was here for the fuckin ' gay rights march this past spring. It was nothm

'

but a fuckin ' fundraiser for Gore. It was entirely white. I thought to myself, 'this is not a movement, this is a fuckin ' party. '"/Luis from New York

City "I came beause I want Bush to know that we know he lied and cheated to get the Presidency and to let him know that there are many issues

he needs to address once he does take office. I want Bush to know that he s not going to have an easy ride these next four years. " On the issues

he said. "
I came here for peace in Vieques and Puerto Rico.

"

cross the street. One anarchist kid climbed a

street pole to raise the black flag for support.

The bloc cheered from across the street. The

press went wild shooting photos. One woman
yelled up to tell the anarchist to "hold a sign

with some meaning" since he was getting a lot

of press attention. I asked the woman wasn't

the black flag enough of a message? She did

not agree. (This scenario only partially high-

lights the animosity people feel for the black

bloc who has been targeted repeatedly in the

mainstream press as trouble-makers with no

agenda other than destruction. There is a real

need for some educating on anarchism.)

Well, back to the story£ Finally we saw

that the black bloc had been released but only

through a back route so they could not meet

up with us and potentially outnumber the

cops. We joined up with them and began

marching through the streets. All kinds of

people joined the march. At one point the

march broke through a police checkpoint and

wc all ran through down to "Freedom Plaza"

where many of the more mainstream left

groups w ere meeting to stand together against

the President.

In Freedom Plaza a kid climbed the Navy

Memorial and brought down the flags. They

were replaced with up-side-down American

Flags and Black Flags. The crowd cheered.

Then the cops merged out from the police line

at Pennsylvania Avenue and attempted to ar-

rest the kid. The kid "staged dived" into the

crowd and ran safely away. Later, I caught a

picture of the "fine American" who took down

the American flag and returned it to its patri-

otic orientation.

The dynamics going on in Freedom Plaza

were amazing. The police who merged out

from the police line were soon surrounded by-

protesters and cut off from the rest of the po-

lice. A quick police maneuver was used to get

the police "island" safely back into the police

line. Power to the people I say. The crowd

was also able to un-arrest people who were

taken by the police. When an undercover po-

lice officer got out of control hitting people,

the crowd swarmed in to surround him. This

type of crowd action kept the people feeling

powerful in the midst of a police state.

As the President drove by on Pennsylva-

nia Avenue, the motorcade sped up to glide by

the group of dissenters. I can only imagine

how it must feel to be issued into office by the

middle fingers of the nation. People yelled.

"You're not my President." Bush supporters

stood in bleachers with their cowboy hats and

fur coats and of course that's the only picture

we got from the mainstream press.

All in all, I think it was important to go

protest the inauguration. For once my parents

were actually proud ofmy participation in a pro-

test. January 20th was rounded off perfectly

with an awesome vegan meal at Soul Vegetar-

ian with Midwesterners we've met through the

last year. The road trip helped in the group bond-

ing department and life is back to normal: bal-

ancing work, school, community organizing and

something that attempts to call itself a social

life. Now its time for me to start a lesbian ad-

vocacy group to keep an eye on the President. I

guess I'll call it Bush Watch. * IX)
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Above. The police set up check

points all along Pennsylvania

Avenue and were given the

authority to do random bag

searches. Right: Leslie Ann of The

Socialist Alternative in New York

"[Wei supported Nader but

critiqued him for not speaking

about race relations " On building

a youth movement. "It's important

to build a movement with a class

and race analysis and include

working class and people of color.

We can't have a blind youth

movement.

"

Inauguration Day:

What You Didn't See on TV
by Scott Indrisek

ACTION

SATURDAY. JAN. 20. Inauguration Day. Washington, DC
\ group ofus rode the metro fromTakomato Dupont Circle, which

was the mam meeting point for most of the protest groups. Dupont

Circle is a medium-sized "park," with a fountain in the middle, and

the\\l erected a large stage on one end. At around 8 a.m., the mood

was bright and cheery, although the turn-out was fairlj dismal. A tew

people walking around with signs that read HAIL TO II II II III I . an

old woman in an American Hag dress who claimed to he George W.'s

grandmother, ete We saw a group of men and women dressed in cari-

bou costumes enact an inspired piece of theater about the sanctity of

wildlife preserves. All in all. the atmosphere was one of complete

ci\ Hit) and harmlessness, anil I couldn't help feeling a bit disappointed.

\llei an 01 so. Dupont began to fill up. Speakers addressed the

eiowd that was packed in tightly, standing in mud around the stage

What struck me most was the lack of venom in anything I heard for the

most pan In general, the gist of the speeches seemed to say that the

election had been thrown, that George W Bush was not a rightful presi-

dent, the kind ol things you had heard bantered around the street ever}

day lor the past two months \ lot ol people were holding up Cioic

I iebeiman signs Rather than directing an) criticism at the system at

I. live, oi making an) judgements about the fundamental basis of Ameri-

can politics, most ol this protest was aimed at insulting ( ieorge W and

5 therefore indirect!) praising his defeated opponenl 1 met with oiw

ro man named lohn. Standing on the outskirts of the crowd, handing out

fliers He explained to me that his goal was to inform people of an
CD
oo

other fact that has been throw n about a lot recently that w hether Bush

won. or Gore won. it wouldn't have made one damned ounce ofdiffer-

ence. Ihis was lost on most of the crowd, who seemed content to agree

on the stupidity ofour current President and the shame involved when

"all the votes are not counted."

Vround 10 am. a large contingent from Dupont Circle began

marching away from the park in the direction ofPennS) Kama Avenue.

Alongside the street, residents stood in their doorways to observe, oc-

casionally a passing car honked its horn in squawking approval The

mood was still very complacent, very much within the bounds of ac-

ceptable behavior. Occasionally it seemed that the thrust of the morn-

ing would be an opportunity for non-violent protestors to chuckle at

the witticisms on each other's placards

1 he first signs of trouble came when the Dupont Circle crowd

was stopped at a barricade: no one could really see who or why the

procession had been halted, the size ol the group grew larger, everyone

was hedged in by other people ~m.\ by a line of busses parked along the

curb I he fust helicopter of the day tlew onnniously overhead, back

and forth, sweeping over the street \\ hen it became obvious that no

one was moving, a smaller segment o\ the crowd took off down a

sidestreet, intent on circumnav igating the blockade We walked down

a block to the left, took the next right, and eventually found ourselves

on the opposite side of the intersection \cioss the way we could see

the crowd that we had just left, still corralled by metal fences and cops

I he police had effectively split the march up into sepcrate quadrants,

each kept in place o\\ a sepcrate corner I was in front of an officer

holding a baton ,\n<.\ wearing some very fancy Nike gloves evidentally
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Center: T/ie mass rally to protest the inauguration at Pennsylvania Avenue. Top: Many

people chose to not "block up " to march with the Black Bloc. Above: Anarchist women

with banner before the Black Bloc march.

designed especially lor riot cops working the protest beat. Nothing

much happened tor a few minutes, until someone from the Black Bloc

ascended a traffic pole and set up shop abov e the red. yellow, and green

lights he waved a black flag, lit a small American Hag on fire, the

cinders tumbled down the street, etc. No one bothered him for the

longest time eventually a police commander made a half-hearted at-

tempt to dissuade him. to no a\ ail. The cops held us at the curb; at one

point, for no apparent reason, they pushed all the demonstrators back

five feet, then verj quickly allowed them to return to the same spot

they d been in earlier (perhaps a practice exercise, or just a chance to

vent hostilities'.').

Things settled dow n at the intersection, and the crowd proceeded

aw ay from the blockade. The numbers thinned out for a while— 1 started

to think that maybe the momentum had been lost, that the few scenes

on the intersection were the high point of the day's conflict. A few

protestors started gathering objects from along the street: cones, barri-

cades, pieces ofwood, etc. Somewhere along the way they acquired a

massive construction cart, approximately seven feet wide and 12 feet

long. This they pushed down the street, loading the cones and other

refuse inside, until it became a long wooden boat sailing down the

avenue. Along the march route a long chainlink fence was toppled (to

no effect, and w ith very little reasoning as far as I could tell, except for

the obvious desire to break something tangible). The window of a

hotel was smashed w ith a chunk ofcement from the curb. Any preten-

sions that the mood was settling down quickly evaporated. The crowd
suddenly bottlenecked again, coming upon yet another police check-

point. The majority ofprotestors scattered out of the way, but the group

pushing the massive construction cart re-aligned themselves, then used

the cart like a sledge battering ram. sho\ ing it full force at the metal

barricade, knocking over the fence and pushing a cop out of the way at

the same time. Suddenly things were happening very fast, everyone

started running full-tilt through the newly busted opening, I linked arms

with a stranger and began jogging quick as possible down the street,

following close behind the construction cart which was still coasting

right down the center line. Before I knew what was happening I no-

ticed a green car parked a few meters up. directly in the middle of the

street, a fact that seemed odd given that this was a barricaded area

(later I discovered it was an unmarked police car). The group with the

loading cart kept pushing the cart, gathering momentum, headed on a

collision course for the car. When they got within a few feet they let the

cart go. and it smashed directly into the front hood/passenger door area

of the car. It was only until my group was running past the scene did I

realize that someone had been sitting IN the driver's seat at the time,

the guy got out of the car and started yelling, everyone scattered. Sud-

denly a few blocks up 1 saw someone from the media, holding a video

camera, pointing at a figure lying in nearby bushes. "That's fucking

murder." he says, "that's a fucking murderer," pointing at these two

kids now lying in the bushes, and everyone gathered around, and the

two kids lying in the bushes are mounted by a cop holding his club up

over their heads. Everyone gathers around, screaming. I don't know if

the kids in the bushes had been responsible for the damage to the car,

but in retrospect. I doubt they were. Eventually they were either let go

or arrested, and the rest of the crowd dispersed.

From the scene of this debacle it wasn't very far to Pennsylvania
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The stand off at K Street.

Avenue, tin

route th.it the OFFI-

( I \l inaugural pa-

rade « as to w ind

dow n. Obv iously,

there were metal cor-

rals blocking the

street. Protestors

pushed up against

them, the temperature

was again \er

it looked like some-

thing was about to

happen any minute.

I he eops were lined

up behind the barri-

cades. At this point in

time, the proceedings

were definitely being

directed b) the Black

Bloc ( w ho receive an

unfair amount of me-

dia attention persecution, but in this case it is the truth as I saw it that

afternoon). Members scattered awaj from the barricades and held an

impromptu meeting in the center of the crowd, meanwhile chastising

an> of the press who tried to snap a photo of the proceedings. On all

sides of the corralled protest group, the ""legitimate" organs of dissent

were still doing their thing: giant puppets, a group of girls singing the

National \nthem in order to make some vaguely sarcastic statement, a

couple of people wearing pink paper-machete pig helmets, etc. What

had looked harmless and slightly boring in the morning hours soon

seemed insufferably ineffective and impotent. The "•radical" shout o\'

1 1 A 1 1 I <> 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I had been replaced b> "1,2, 3, 4. We declare a

class war" and "Capitalism, no thanks., we' II burn your fucking banks."

keep in mind that this contingent was not. by any means, a VIA-

,l( )RI I V ol those in attendence, but rather a verj vocal minority, and

since it was this segment of the protest population that 1 shadowed for

the entire afternoon, it must he understood as a journalistic bias ( for the

simple fact that the actions of the Black Bloc and sympathizers ac-

count for a majority of what I witnessed. mainly because I got \er>

tired of watching people waving signs in the backrow, or chanting

charming little insults aimed against George W.). I he ideological een-

lei ol the protest had shifted (at least momentarily I awa\ from the

morning's opposition, which had condemned the 2000 election with-

out making an) reference to a larger scope In other words, the concen-

tration had ballooned away from the Morula vote-counting issue and

on to less trivial issues (one ma) argue that the vote-counting issue is

tinl) not tn\ ial. but it certainl) is insignificant if one believes il to

be a mere manifestation of an underl) ing problem w ithin the system. I

can think ol no better example than a sign I saw that read "R.I.P. 1)1 -

\l<)( RACY: 1776-2000," which clearly tried to show the misguided

election results as the watermark around which everything went to hell.

•re w Inch the whole world was jusl pure sunshine perhaps a slight

attempt to remain patriotic while still raising the smallest rucus pos-

siblt

Back to business: the Black Bloc meeting ends, the decision is

made to proceed a block Further down, still on Penns) Kama Avenue.

Here there is another crowd (mostI) peaceful, inobtrusive protestors)

ti blocked in b) metal barricades In the center ofthis area there is

a large Structure, appro* 10 feel tall, from which are suspended vari-

ous maritime Hags it isn't long before another black clad protestoi

j mounts the base ol the podium and starts unraveling the ropes from

j2 which the flags hang Surprisingly, there are no police during these

iisi moments, I here is lime enough to undo ever) suing ol maritime

Hags, pull them down

to the street, and then

raise a blaek Bag in

their place. When the

cops do arrive, it's in

force. They surround

the base of the po-

dium from what I

heard, the Blaek Bloc

members managed to

leap off of the podium,

ov er the heads of the

police, and into the

crowd beyond. What-

ever your politics, it

w as difficult not to find

something deeply ad-

mirable in this action.

With the president

about to drive down

Pennsylvania Avenue.

wav ing at his support-

ers (most ofwhom were facing the protestors, across the avenue sitting

on bleachers), it was a cheery thought to think that he might do a

doubletake when confronted by the skeletal tlag structure, stripped of

its former color, living an ominious black cloth that Happed back and

forth in the chilled, rainy air.

The next hour or so remains in my memor) as a sw ifl conglom-

eration of confrontations followed by brief relaxations. The cops used

no tear gas or rubber bullets, as far as I could tell. When they did

attack, it was mainl) with plastic shields and clubs. Jabs, of course,

were all made down low. ..if my history is correct, this practice began

following the 1968 convention in Chicago, during which the media

had a field-day photographing cop's clubs held in the air mid-blow.

Now its fairly difficult to get a good photo of an) such thing, mainly

because all of the contact is around the torso. It's also interesting to

note that the mam rallying cry when the police did descend was "The

whole world is watching." another verbal crib from that late wis pe-

riod.

During the afternoon. I saw one girl gel hit. and she was ushered

away and given medical attention. Another fight broke out later, be-

tween two men in plainclothes vt first I thought two protestors were

battling, but it later turned out to be a protestor and a plainclothes cop

I here was no real v lolence on the part of the protestors, albeit the oc-

casional plastic bottle or mass of soggy paper thrown at the not cops If

anything, the power was in intimidation, as the entire mass of people

descending o\\ the advancing cops, literal!) forcing their lines baek-

w aid I he amount o( v uleo cameras on hand i pnv ate and media-oper-

ated) probabl) caused the authorities to think twice about indiscrimi-

natel) lashing out at non-violent protestors Physical shoving and

intimidation on the part of the police did occur, but as tar as blatant

attacks, the) seemed to occur rarely, if at all Other post-protest ac-

counts I have read cite the use of tear gas. and earl) m the route I did

notice a large plume of smoke drifting down a sidestreel a few blocks

awav

Vnd then, asquickl) as it had begun, it was over Members ol the

Black Bloc removed their bandanas m\A suddenl) milled about like

ordinal") mortals I he crowd began to thin, heading awav from Penn-

sylvania Vvenue Militancy was replaced by a jo\ i.il. hippy -campfire

mood, with protestors beating on dreams and dancing haphazardly.

Read the revolution will not be won bv force, it will be won with

dredlocked hair and frisbees

I stood about on the sii eel for a few minutes, unsure ofwhat to do

I looked to mv left mu\ to mv right 1 v en one was leaving Some
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remnants of the parade were still coast-

ing by. huge cartoon floats. The idea of

the early afternoon was gone, that ster-

ling image of two hundred people clam-

bering over a metal divide, climbing on

secret police cars, dancing with the Re-

publican debutantes as they cowered and

the cameras rolled and the whole world

watched—this evaporated, replaced by a

dirty, soggy sidewalk littered with

crumpled banners and placards. I he

soggy black flag still twittered from its

perch on the maritime pole.

Eventually I left, with the rest of the

masses, to go take a piss and get much-

needed nourishment. The streets surround-

ing the parade route were calm. A woman

in a fur coat stood in front of a hotel. \cr-

balK sparing w ith a passing protestor w ho

dared to critisize her choice of attire.

Later that night, it was back to busi-

ness as usual. Drinking at the hostel with

m\ new Ohio friends, riding the Metro

down to the river at two in the morning

When I left DC on Sunday morning, post-

inauguration, snow was falling dow n. We
dro\ e back to New Jersey, there w as a new

president twitching his hands over our 50

states. The air didn't feel anv different.

REACTION

The aftermath of that weekend has

lacked the contagious excitement that I

felt, shouting m unison with hundreds of

other people while four lines of riot cops

protected an entorage of black limosuines

cruising down the street. Compare it to a

long comedown after a ros\ drug experi-

ence, or the unw inding sigh and post-co-

ital cigarette following sex—any meta-

phor will do. I'm sitting outside in my
hometown of New Brunswick. New Jer-

sey, trying to imagine w hat this small col-

lege town would look like if it were over-

taken by a crowd of thousands, blocking

traffic on the main boulevard. Maybe

no one was able to crash the gate on Penn-

sylvaniaAvenue, run out arm and arm and

surround the parade lloats. beating drums,

disrupting the solemn military proces-

sions, knocking over debutantes with

massive paper-machc puppets. This is no

sign of failure. The key w ill come w hen a

method of protest can be found that com-

bines each disparate element- a middle

ground between the Weather Under-

ground and Ghandi, free from emptj

rhetoric, dedicated and unafraid. As

they've said a million times, it only takes

one small spark to start a fire -and hope-

fully, some day in the near future, this gate

will come. *

Conspirator for Pleasure

The Arch Conspirator by Len Bracken

(Adventures Unlimited Press. 343 pp. $14.95)

Reviewed by DMYankowski

For those who are familiar with Situationist

theory. Len Bracken is already well known. As the

author of GuyDebord: Revolutionary (Feral House,

1997). and translator of The Real Report on the

Last Chance to Save Capitalism in Italy by Italian

situationist Gianfranco Sanguenetti (Flatland.

1997) and The Right to be Lazy by Paul Lefargue

(Fifth Season. 1999), Bracken has made a notable

effort along with Berkeley based Kenn Knabb and

others to bring the far left Situationists from Eu-

rope to a North American audience.

In his latest work. Len Bracken is not solely a

pro-situationist. historian, or conspiracy theorist

... he is a chameleon. In fourteen different essays

dealing with a wide range of topics from conspira-

cies to civil war, Bracken reveals himself as a

drifter, journalist, outlaw banker, ghostwriter and

more weaving in and out of roles as easily as he

does epochs in history. Drifting through antiquity

to the present. Bracken challenges the ubiquitous

notion that history has reached an end.

Wading through everything Bracken presents

can be informative but burdensome. For me, the

most substantial and compelling essays are chap-

ter 6, "The Neo-Catiline Conspiracy for the Univer-

sal Cancellation of Debt", an impassioned appeal

for a banker revolt; chapter 12 "A Lucid Assess-

ment of Our Chaotic World: An interview with

Ignancio Ramonet". an interview with the editor of

the influential leftist paper, Le Monde Diploma-

tique: and chapter 14. "A Zerowork Theory of Revo-

lution Including the General Theory of Civil War".

The last chapter "A Zerowork Theory of Revo-

lution Including the General Theory of Civil War" is

Bracken's longest and most developed. Here he cre-

ates a civil war typology showing how the state

apparatus and civil war protagonists often behave

in a covert and short-sighted manner. Drawing from

examples in the past and present, he explains how

the current ruling class would have us believe we

are at "peace" when our situation more closely re-

sembles Sun Tzu's concept of "pure war" where no

opposition is feasible. In response to this guise, he

attacks the American work ethic as central to so-

cial control and suggests a theory by which indi-

viduals can reclaim their activity from a work-a-

day world and presage a general left-wing revolu-

tion.

Today's work environment which requires

workers to invest an enormous amount of time in

and out of the workplace for disproportionate wages

despite technological innovations, national abun-

dance and an absurd proliferation of commodities

that could concievably lessen our workload is

analogous to coercive labor. Bracken borrows

Nietzche's definition of a slave to make his anti-

work argument: "...those lacking the freedom to
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spend two-thirds of their day as they please."

However, I would add that just as important as

critiquing work itself is critiquing the institu-

tions that feed our work ethic, most importantly

family and education. It is the economic depen-

dency and misery cultivated by the embattled

family, coupled with the school-to- work train-

ing camps we call an educational system, that

foster a workerist mentality from the beginning.

I would also add that community resource shar-

ing and reviving otherwise dwindiling voluntary

associations in America could be effective in

bolstering our independence from paycheck sla-

very and inducing new economic relationships.

Bracken misses an opportunity to elabo-

rate the best example of work resistance that,

in part, led to civil war: The American Civil War.

While The American Civil War obviously did not

lead to a left-wing revolution, the issue of coer-

cive labor was an important aspect of the de-

bate that raged before and during the war. In-

stead he brushes it off as a "war of succes-

sion" and provides only a short explanation.

Recent scholarship has shown that due to daily

resistance by slaves such as sabotage, theft.

absenteeism, slave revolts and runaways, sla-

very as an institution was narrowly on the verge

of crisis. Instead of devoting so much time to

Spartacus' conspiracy, as Bracken did, it may

have been more useful to look at Denmark

Vesey's slave revolt. Whether we are in fact

slaves or the modern equivalent, wage-slaves,

valuable lessons can be derived from more re-

cent and geographically strategic examples.

Following the sensuous footsteps of Raoul

Vaneigem and Georges Batialle. Bracken un-

abashedly declares, "Its time to revive and mod-

ernize the debates about pleasure that raged in

IVth-century Athens." For Bracken, the poeti-

cal goal of revolution is pleasure. However, in

his rhetoric there is a sometimes-subtle ma-

chismo. Statements such as ''Man gives to

woman, who in turn gives by receiving" that

seemingly reduce sexuality to intercourse and

male initiation should be closer scrutinized.

Employing a heavily romantic tone, 77?e

Arch Conspirators be both poetic and exces-

sive. However, facing the crushing blows of eco-

nomically and socially enforced alienated labor,

day after day, has left the majority of us with

little recourse but a prolific attack on the work

system where every weapon counts including a

romanticism that appeals to the popular imagi-

nation.

Overall, Len Bracken's chameleon anti-

specialization and attack on coercive social re-

lations as manifest in history and currently

through work are teaming with insight and in-

spiration. What The Arch-Conspirator needs

most is you - the reader - to walk away armed

with a delight in pleasure, prepared to conspire

against alienated labor in the fight for self

management.



Kristian Williams

The Criminalization ofAnarchism
Lessons from American History:

Haymarket, Sacco & Vanzetti, and the Contemporary Political Climate

I. Authority and Repression

On November 30. 1999 the political land-

scape in the United States changed. Unions,

human rights organizations, and environmen-

tal groups were seen acting in concert against

a common foe — the World Trade < hganiza-

tion, and the process of economic globaliza-

tion it represents. For the first time since the

Cold War ended, capitalism was publicly un-

derstood as something that could be opposed.

And anarchists stepped prominently into the

fray, portrayed by an eager media as the ex-

tremist fringe of a new movement.

The state's reaction to such opposition is

not surprising. It is the nature of power to pre-

serve itself, so any challenge to the structures

of society must prompt some response from

those who guard the existing order. "Repres-

sion is a process by which those in power trv

to keep themselves in power by consciously

attempting to destroy or render harmless or-

ganizations and ideologies that threaten their

power" (Wolfe 6). Repression may be accom-

plished through propaganda and other ideo-

logical means, or— when these fail through

harassment, violence, imprisonment and the

like.

"Criminalization." as I am using the term,

has two related meanings. Primarily, it refers

to the process by which a group of people, an

organization, or an ideology is identified with

criminality. Secondly, it refers to the usual

consequence of that process, namely that the

ideology or organization is treated as though

it were illegal or. at the v crv least, as e\ idence

of a criine. whether or not it actually is pro-

hibited by law. Sometimes this process is man-

aged from above, other times, it emerges as

an unplanned consequence ofprejudice in law

enforcement.

In the language ol social scientists,

"Criminalization is the assignment of crimi-

nal status to people through norm-enforcing

mechanisms such asarresl anil trial" (( ribbons

J8) Onewaj ofaccomplishing this is to pass

a law against some acliv it\ in w Inch members

ol the group arc engaged; another is to

criminalize the people themselves [there is

usually no need (o pass specific laws against

i he group m question, as the directed enforce-

ment ofexisting, supposed!) neutral, law s mav

I produce the same effect (Wolfe 85) I oi ex-

73 ample, there is no law against being \lncan

«• American, but racial profiling persists ami

"driving while black" often leads to police

harassment. In this sense, the African-Ameri-

can population has been criminalized.

Since the WTO protests, the strategy of

criminalization has been applied to political

dissidents, especially anarchists, w ith v igor. It

is not a new approach, but it works. "Thanks

to the mainstream media, many people came

away from the events in Seattle with images

of w hat they perceive to be anarchism: black-

clad youths, faces obscured by bandannas and

gas masks, setting dumpsters on fire and trash-

ing Starbucks. . . . [T|his is only a slight varia-

tion on the bomb-throwing anarchist with the

handlebar mustache who inhabited the pages

ofAmerican tabloid journalism in the early part

of the century. .
." (Parker 6). The police, the

press, and even some demonstration leaders

immediately denounced the anarchists, blam-

ing them for the properly damage associated

with the protests. This, unfortunately, has set

the tone for the campaign to follow.

The events of November 30 were certain

to have repercussions. In this essay, 1 w ill con-

sider the repression facing anarchists today,

and draw comparisons to two historical cases

the Haymarket affair, and the Sacco and

Vanzetti trial. I will outline the process of

criminalization as it has been employed both

historically and in our contemporary circum-

stances, w ith special attention to the advanced

program of repression underway in Eugene.

Oregon.

II. Haymarket

The I lav market affair began the first ma-

jor red scare in American history, coming as

the country was swarmed bv strikes demand-

ing an eight-hour day On Mav I. 1886, in

( hicago alone, 40.000 workers walked offthe

job. and another25,000joined them in the da> s

following (Yellen 59) On Mav 3. police at-

tacked a picket line at the \Ic( 'ormick Har-

vester Works, killing several sinkers I nraged.

\ugiisi Spies ananarchisl printed a cir-

cular calling a demonstration in I lav market

Square the next <.\~\\ I Ik- flier urged workers

lo come armed, prepared to defend themselves

\bout 5,000 people attended the demon

stration at I laymarket, bin as night fell and rain

clouds gathered, the crowd dwindled to a lew

hundred (Zinn, People's 269) \s the evening's

last speaker was finishing. 1 80 cops appeared

and ordered the crowd to disperse Someone

it has nev er been determined who threw

a bomb at the police, injuring 76 officers

Seven later died I he police fired into the

crowd, killing several protesters and injuring

nearlv 200 (Zinn, People's 265).

Eight anarchists August Spies, \lbert

Parsons. Vdolph Fischer, Samuel Fielden,

Michael Schwab. I ouis 1 ingg. Oscar \cebc.

and ( ieorge I ngel were charged w ith mur-

der Of those accused, most weren't even at

I lav market, and those present were on the

speaker's platform, in plain sight Neverthe-

less, all eight were com icted. seven sentenced

to hang Parsons. Spies, and I ngel did hang:

I ingg committed suicide while awaiting ex-

ecution I he survivors were eventually par-

[politics]
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doncd by Governor Altgeld because, as he put

it, "much of the evidence given at the trial was

a pure fabrication" (Avrich 422).

The tool for convicting innocent men of

a capital offense was the claim that they had

advocated violence, and were therefore respon-

sible when violence ensued. The prosecutor's

case centered on the claim that, whoever it w as

who threw the bomb, he had surely been led

to do so by the writings and speeches of the

accused (Avrich 255). As evidence, the jury

was read the most inflammatory anarchist writ-

ings available. Some of these were written by

the defendants; others were not. Such details

were unimportant. Guilt by association was the

order of the day.

Outside the courtroom, the press cried for

blood. "Denouncing •anarchists' and their like

as 'vipers,' 'ungrateful hyenas' and 'serpents,'

the ( 'hicago Tribune characterized the 'tolera-

tion' which had been accorded them 'exces-

sive, ill-considered.' . . . the Chicago Journal

called for 'sharp, decisive measures' and

'prompt justice,' while the Chicago Times

urged a 'speedy trial' to wipe out the stigma of

the Haymarket meeting. . .

" (David 209).

Such rhetoric had the desired effect. "In

the popular mind, accordingly, anarchism be-

came identified with foreigners and subver-

sion. . . [TJhe stereotype of the anarchist as a

foreign-looking, black-cloaked, bomb-wield-

ing fanatic dedicated to chaos and destruction.

became firmly established during this period"

(Avrich 219). Consequently, the Haymarkel

[politics]

case divided the eight-hour movement, isolat-

ing the radicals and removing the defendants

from their natural base of support, the labor

unions. The Knights of Labor, for example,

declared that they had "no affiliation, associa-

tion, sympathy, or respect for the band ofcow-

ardly murderers, cut-throats, and robbers,

known as anarchists" (Dulles and Dubofsky

1X8-9).

The press' efforts also helped justify raids

on the homes and offices ofother radicals, and

attacks against the eight-hour movement as a

whole. In the two days following May 4, over

50 raids occurred and countless suspected radi-

cals were arrested. Chicago's Mayor Harris

suspended the right of free assembly and or-

dered the police to break up any demonstra- OD
en



tions (Brecher 47). Across the country, state

legislatures passed laws restricting the rights

of unions, and courts began issuing convictions

againsl strikers en masse (Rayback 168-9).

In this climate, the

prosecutor managed to turn

the trial from a question of

guilt or innocence to a con-

test hctss een anarchy and or-

der. In his closing statement.

State Attorney Julius

Grinnell made this explicit:

"law is on trial. Anarch) is

on trial. These man have

been selected, picked out by

the grand jury and indicted

because the) were leaders.

They are no more guilty than

the thousands who follow

them. Gentlemen of the jury;

convict these men, make

examples of them, hang

them, and you save our in-

stitutions, our society."

(Nelson 192-3). As a result,

the eight men were con-

victed, not because of their

actions, but because of their

ideas. They were, as Fischer

put it. "tried here in this

room for murder, and. . . convicted of Anar-

chy" (Avrich 288).

III. Sacco and Vanzetti

Like the Haymarket martyrs, Nicola

Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were targeted

for criminal prosecution in large part because

of their politics. They, too. were anarchists,

caught in a wave of repression during a period

of pronounced class conflict. In other ways,

however, the cases arc very different.

Sacco and Vanzetti were working class

immigrants, a cobbler and a fish-peddler re-

spectively. They fell under suspicion w hen they

tried to pick up a friend's car from a garage:

the car resembled one used in a robber) a few

days before. The) were taken in for question-

ing and charged with the April 15. [920, mur-

der of a paymaster and guard at the Slater and

Morrill shoe factors in Brainlrce. Massachu-

setts. ( )n only the thinnest ev idence, they were

tried, com icted. and on August 23, 1927, ex-

ecuted. I ills years later. Governor Michael

Dukakis pardoned them both, officially declar-

ing that the) hail been denied a lair trial (Zinn.

I Ipton 463)

Unlike the Haymarket bombing, the

crime in this case was not itself political No

one claimed that it was immaterial whether or

I
not Sacco and Vanzetti pulled the heist, oi

JS whether they killed the paymaster and the

^ guard Rut. as w it h I las market, the successful

00 prosecution of the case relied important!) on

who the defendants were, rather than on the

evidence against them. And Sacco and Vanzetti

ssere foreigners, and anarchists.

Ironically, their political s icw s w ere first

•
Since the WTO protests, the

strategy of criminalization

has been applied to politi-

cal dissidents with vigor.

The police, the press, and

even some demonstration

leaders immediately de-

nounced the anarchists,

blamingthem for the prop-

poiennai leaders and established the pretext to

repress the eight-hour movement as a svhole.

The attack against Sacco and Vanzetti w as

less directed. Here, the police faced an apo-

litical crime and. short on clues, con-

structed a ease around the most s ul-

nerable suspects on hand. The defen-

dants' politics, their class, and their

ethnicity all made them easy marks

for the criminal justice ss stem, and the

prosecution fit in nicels w ith a larger

campaign against radicalism. But

whereas the Haymarket affair repre-

sented an attack directed at the lead-

ership of the anarchist tnos ement. the

Sacco and Vanzetti case was an op-

portunistic attack against two repre-

sentatise members.

Despite the differences, each case is

an example of a single phenomenon,

best described as the criminalization

of anarchism. Both trials share this

erty damage associated important feature: the state's strategy

With the protests. This, Un-
rehed on and contributed to the popu-

fortunately, has set the

tone for the campaign to

follow.

presented by the defense, as the explanation

for their behas ior when arrested — for carry-

ing guns, for lying to the police ( Morgan xix).

Their arrests took place during the Palmer

raids, in which foreign-born radicals ssere

rounded up and deported, sometimes by the

thousands. Moreover, Sacco and Vanzetti had

recently learned that their friend and felloss

anarchist Andrea Salsedo had died in federal

custody (Zinn. People's 366-7). The prosecu-

tor expertly turned their explanations against

them, treating their anarchism as es idence of

a criminal character. In this, he had a great deal

of help from the press: "Every explosion svas

blocked on the front page into a Sacco-

Vanzetti Bombing.' when, so far as evidence

was concerned, it might base been caused bs

gas, home-brew, bootlegger's grudge, rack-

eteering, or w hainot" (Ehrmann 96). In the end.

the prosecutor played on the prejudices of the

jury — against immigrants as well as radicals

and worked scant evidence into a convic-

tion warranting execution.

IV. Two Models, One Process

I wo models present themselves.

With Haymarket, leaders of a blossom-

ing movement were attacked explicitl) because

oi' their prominent roles. I he state sought to

make examples ol them, and hoped at the same

time to incapacitate the anarchist movement

bs eliminating its most v ocal and s isiblc lead-

ership ibis episode both intimidated othei

lar association of anarchism ssith

criminality. In neither instance ss as an-

archism made illegal, but it was

treated as though it were leading

to raids, arrests, prosecution, and pun-

ishment.

As a strategy for repression,

criminalization is especially useful, in that it

is self-reproducing. Condemnation of anar-

chists in the press, for example, seises to pro-

mote public prejudice against them, ss Inch can

then be used to just it's arrests and pursue con-

victions. Prosecutions and convictions, con-

s ersely, make good fodder for the media, ss hich

then reinforces the association of anarchism

ss ith crime. The c\ cle can begin at either point.

One measure of this Strateg) 's success is

the degree to which it isolates the target group

from its allies Whereas other kinds ofrepres-

sion may generate public sympathy,

criminalization can lead the "respectable" left

to disassociate itself from the group under at-

tack As a result, the movement becomes di-

s ided. and is therein weakened. Radicals and

moderates alike become vulnerable, offering

the authorities an opportunit) the) arc unlike!)

to pass bs

V. A Contemporary Case

Recently, as I Ugene, Oregon has gained

the reputation as a hotbed of anarchism, it has

also become the current Standard-bearer for re-

pression againsl that movement During the

past two scars, police in not gear base attacked

almost ever) demonstration in 1 ugene. with

predictable results do/ens of injuries, ar-

rests, and complaints of brutal it) (/uckci B)

Such attacks seem motivated bs political.

rathei than legal concerns oi' the SO arrests

[politics]



made during demonstrations between April 24

and June 18, 2000. only 13 resulted in any

charges (Eugene Police 7-8).

This strategy has been encouraged, if not

engineered, by authorities high in the munici-

pal government. In a July 12, 2000 letter to

Mayor Jim Torrey and the Eugene City Coun-

cil, for example. Lane County District Attor-

ney F. Douglass Harcleroad "urgefs] the City

of Eugene to use every lawful means to pre-

vent future anarchist demonstrations ..." (4).

The effects of this repression have

reached beyond Eugene, and have been felt

outside of the anarchist movement. In March.

2000, police in Tacoma. Washington persuaded

leaders in the steelworkers union (USWA) to

cancel a mobilization against Kaiser aluminum

because Eugene Anarchists were going to

come and — according to Tacoma Assistant

Police Chief David Brane— "blow up the Port

of Tacoma" (Castro Al; Parrish 4). A few-

weeks later, a May Day demonstration in Port-

land. Oregon was broken up by police firing

less-lethal ammunition, beating demonstrators

with batons, and charging the crowd with

horses. Nineteen people were arrested, dozens

hurt. Official explanations relied heavily on the

presence of anarchists from Eugene. (Dawdy

18; Portland Police 5).

Perhaps more troubling than the attacks

on demonstrations is the legal campaign

against two Eugene-based anarchists — Jef-

frey Luers and Craig Marshall. On June 16.

2000. Luers and Marshall were stopped in the

nearby city of Springfield for a broken tail

light. Eugene police ordered them held and

later claimed to have followed them from a

car dealership where two vehicles had been

set on fire. The two men were charged with

arson, and pled not guilty. A few days later,

charges were added relating to the attempted

bombing of the Tyree oil company — an ex-

plosion which, had it occurred, would have

threatened the defendants' own neighborhood

and many of their closest friends. Again, the)

pled not guilty.

While authorities are "not at liberty to

share the evidence or the facts associated w ith

the arrests until the appropriate court-appointed

time" (Torrey 1 ). they are only too happy to

talk about the defendants' politics: "Authori-

ties say that the attempted arson is the clearest

sign yet that anarchists, whose street demon-

strations during the past year have sometimes

created riots, are willing to put the public at

risk to achieve their political aims. 'When

people build bombs that are designed to hurt

people, designed to damage property, that's not

civil disobedience and that's not First Amend-

ment freedom ofspeech.' said Kent Mortimore.

Lane County's chief deputy district attorney.

'That's terrorism, plain and simple, and we're

going to treat it that way'" (Denson and

Tallmadge Al ).

Such scare tactics are familiar from both

the Haymarket case and Sacco and Vanzetti's

trial. And. true to the script, the authorities

have done their best to use the case to isolate

the anarchists from their allies. For example.

Eugene Police Commission Chair Munir

Katul wrote to City Councilor David Kelly:

"I was hoping that political leaders such as

yourself would distance this violent hate

group from mainstream liberalism. .

." (Coun-

cilor 4B). The media, again, has been most

helpful in this endeavor, using other suspi-

cious fires to remind the public of the charges

against Marshall and Luers. For instance, in

a brief article about an attempted police sta-

tion bombing, the Oregonian spent nearly a

third of the article outlining the accusations

against the two anarchists before noting that

"no link had been established with the latest

fire" (Incendiary D5).

Though political and media pressures

continue to build, the court has been slow to

act. A trial for Luers and Marshall began on

November 1 7. and ended in mistrial on No-

vember 20. when Luers' attorney died of a

heart attack. The fallout from those few days

has been complex: Fearful of a seven-and-a-

half-year mandatory sentence. Marshall en-

tered a guilty plea on November 22, accept-

ing one count of Conspiracy to Commit Ar-

son and one count of Possession of an Un-

lawful Device. Both charges refer to the fire

at the truck dealership ( Bishop ID). Marshall

did not confess to the crime, but only admit-

ted that the evidence existed. He was sen-

tenced to 66 months at the Oregon State Peni-

tentiary Luers' trial has been re-scheduled for

April 3.

The initial trial provided a glimpse into

the prosecutor's story. According to Eugene

Police officer Greg Harvey, the police spotted

Luers and, recognizing him from a demonstra-

tion earlier in the day. decided to follow him.

He and Marshall traveled together to a ware-

Hideous Dream:

Racism and the US Army in the Invasion of Haiti

(Stan Goff, Soft Skull Press, 483 pp.)

Review by Jordan Green

In 1994, the US military invaded Haiti ostensibly to

reverse a military coup d'etat led by Raoul Cedras

and to reinstall the popularly-elected President Jean-

Bertrand Anstide.

Stan Goff has written a stunning memoir of his

experiences in Haiti as a member of the US military

who gradually gained a critical perspective on the

neohberal designs of American foreign policy. Goff

was a member of the Special Forces, a division of the

Army that specializes in "unconventional warfare and

counterrevolution." Perhaps the most famous Spe-

cial Forces operative was Sgt. Barry Sadler, author of

the 1966 Vietnam-era sentimental patriotic anthem,

"Ballad of the Green Berets."

The author, who took part in the invasion and

describes himself as "in mid-life a budding Red,"

concludes that the real purpose of the invasion was

to head off a genuine revolution in order to ensure

Haiti's subservience in the neoliberal global eco-

nomic order.

Haiti typifies the "humanitarian intervention"

of the Clinton era: a deeply conflicted foreign policy

mandate that proved to be a mix of

misguided compassion, military pos-

turing of the Empire, and blunt en-

forcement of the prerogatives of elit-

ist economic control. Indeed, as the

occupation developed and troop fa-

tigue set in, the Clinton administra-

tion engineered a ruling coalition

with Aristide as its titular head and

an unbound rightwing FRAPH death

squad network free to terrorize the

population into submission to guard

the interests of the elites.

"The mission was never to re-

store popular power," writes Stan

Goff. "It was to put Aristide's face on a neoliberal

fraud."

As reported by Allan Nairn in The Nation, US

arms shipments crucial to the launching of FRAPH

began around July 1993. A Haitian officer trained by

the US military told Nairn that he was responsible for

procuring weapons for coup leader Lt. Col. Michel

Francois. 1
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"'ism

Goff describes the Special Forces as a white

supremacist organization, starting with mem-

bers' use of the demeaning slur

"boukies" in reference to Hai-

tians. More alarming is Goff's

disclosure that another Special

n Forces (SF) team, headed by one

_3p . __ Master Sgt. Frank Norbury. pa-

raded in T-shirts emblazoned

with Nazi SS lightning bolts. Even

a member of Goff's team could

barely contain his enthusiasm for

an impending race war. boasting

that he was stockpiling weapons

for that eventuality.

In the larger picture Goff

paints, however, there is nothing

inconsistent about this white supremacist infil-

tration of the SF with the larger aims of US foreign

policy. Indeed the whole history of US involvement

in Haiti - from the US Marines' enslavement of

Haitian laborers, to US support for the notorious

Duvaher regime, to the post-invasion CIA direc-

tion of FRAPH ? — bears this out. Goff suggests

that the paternalism of such a system requires



house, and then to a site near the car dealer-

ship. At tins point, the police lost sight of the

pair, catching up w uh them outside of Spring-

field after the lire was reported

(Schwennesen, Trial 7D).

HAI I agent John Comers

testified as to the e\ idence

seized at the warehouse where

I uers and Marshall stopped

that night (Schwennesen. Ju-

rors 2B). These items

thread, stove fuel, matches, and

sponges (Bishop UD) pro-

Mile the only link between the

defendants and the incident at

the oil company. They were

stored in an area to which at

least sixteen other people had

access (Schwennesen. Trial

7D).

I he defense attorney s

pointed to the circumstantial

nature of this evidence, and

highlighted the fact that the ma-

terial sei/ed consists entirely of common
household items. They also noted that there

were fingerprints found on the bomb at the oil

company which didn't match fliers' or

Marshall's (Schwennesen. Trial 70).

The prosecutor's case lea\ es unexplained

a great deal more. There have been a number

ofsuspicious fires in the Eugene area, both be-

foreJune 16 and since. Some ofthese, like the

police station bombing, could have been po-

liticalK motivated; others don't seem to have

been Even some police sources suspect that

they are the work of a serial arsonist, not a

would-be Gil) I awkes. Discussing three Tires

on the mght of June 24. Sgt.

Jim Fields told the Register-

Guard, "The fear is someone

is just going around starting

fires" (Police 3C).

Furthermore, statements

alleging a political motive for

the fires are clearly specula-

tive: "COmpany officials

aren't sure, but they suspect

anarchists may have caused

the fire [at the car dealership]

in retaliation for the company

renov atmg a piece ofproperty

at 7th Avenue and Washington

Street, which may have been

a popular hang-out. . .

*'

(Schwennesen. Pair3B). "The

detective said he thinks I. uers

and Marshall might have tar-

geted the oil company because

of its former affiliation with Unocal, which

some environmentalists say is despoiling

Myanmar's tropical forests" (Denson and

TallmadgeAl).

The details of this situation match well

with the pattern developed in the Sacco-

Vanzetti case. While Luers ami Marshal were

know n in the area, and made no secret oftheir

political v lews, it seems unlikely that their ar-

rests were calculated to decapitate the move-

ment. Instead, the police had a crime w ith no

real leads, so they created a case around two

people w hose politics and social standing made

them vulnerable. The trial fits nicely with a

broader campaign of political repression al-

ready in effect, and helps reinforce the percep-

tion that anarchists are dangerous, bomb-

throwing lunatics.

VI. Conclusion

The months following the WTO protests

have w itnessed a renaissance ol police action,

including assaults on demonstrations, raids, ar-

rests, and prosecutions. In the course of these

events, anarchists have received attention out

of proportion to their actual numbers or ac-

tivities.

This makes sense tor a number of related

reasons. T irst. it seems natural that the authori-

ties would target what has been portrayed as

the v anguard of a much larger mov ement. Sec-

ond, anarchism is already associated in the

public mind w ith law lessness, chaos, and v io-

lence, making it especially vulnerable to

criminalization. And finally, there is the inher-

ent antagonism between anarchists and those

in povv er.

Historically, the left's response to simi-

lar situations has been neither honorable nor

effective. The rush to distance respectable or-

ganizations from extremists has made all ac-

tiv ists \ ulnerable to increased repression, and

compromised their effectiveness in achieving

their aims. If this pattern holds, we can expect

Hideous Dream Review continued from page 87

the use of soldiers trained to view their Haitian

conquests as dehumanized brutes, animals, and

pathological monsters. His accounts of SF behav-

ior bear this out.

As a self-described "slow learner." Goff

originally supported the "liberation" of Haiti.

There, he came to recognize a massive naivete in

his belief that he could subvert the official order

that dictated that US military personnel should

collaborate with the Armed Forces of Haiti, who

had terrorized the Haitian people. Goff enthusi-

astically embraced the spirit, if not the letter of

"Operation Restore Democracy." putting his team

to work detaining death squad leaders, organiz-

ing town meetings, cleaning streets, and vetting

Haitian soldiers who would be suitable to serve

under civilian rule. This eventually led to his re-

moval from Haiti and the Special Forces.

In one particularly beautiful and brutal pas-

sage. Goff deftly encapsulates the crushing pov-

erty and stunning spirit of resistance of Haiti

"Everyone is aware of how poor Haitians are,

without really imagining what poor, largely un-

employed people, especially kids, do with their fallow

time to avoid feeling sorry for themselves. One thing

they do is throw rocks. Haitians, boys and girls, women

and men alike, are world class stone hurlers. They

practice from a very young age on moving targets.

Chickens and dogs ... If there is nothing else to do.

children (and even adults) will pick up a stone and

fling it. with near nail driving accuracy, at the unfor-

tunate canine or fowl who has strayed into the im-

pact area. The dogs are especially favored targets,

because the marksman is rewarded for his or her

accuracy with a satisfying yelp, invariably producing

laughter from the marksman and all appreciative

spectators.

"I believe if there is really a cosmic justice that

transcends death, the Somozas and Kissingers and

Hitlers and Suhartos and Sharons and 01 lie Norths

will be reincarnated an appropriate number of times

as a Haitian dog."

Goff's admiration is evident in his account of

an anonymous demonstrator flinging a stone across

a four-way intersection, across the heads of hundreds

of demonstrators, between two American soldiers.

[politics]

nailing a Haitian sergeant in the head.

Goff. as someone married into a multiethnic

family, is described by his interrogator as being "aw-

fully sensitive about the subject of race."

The investigative officer asks, did Goff tell for-

eign and US journalists that the CIA was probably

part of the coup? "I told them that there were con-

nections between the CIA and the FRAPH." replies

Goff. "Everyone already knew it. If I sugar-coated it. I

would lose all credibility."

"Don't you think that borders on sedition'"

"Only if honesty is tantamount to sedition

"

The investigator then takes him to task for act-

ing favorably towards Anstide's Lavalas. the only

mass-based political party in the country, and re-

minds him that he has been ordered to work with

FRAPH.

In an earlier section, Goff describes poignantly

describes his "baptism by fire in the question of race"

as a young infantryman in Vietnam: his erstwhile

alienation from the platoon for not sharing in the mirth

of a gratuitous killing of an innocent Vietnamese

woman and subsequent initiation into the cult of vio-



the repression facing anarchists to rapidly

spread. The criminalization of anarchism may

prove to be the first step toward the

criminalization of dissent altogether. While real

differences in ideology, strategy, tactics, and

organizational models do exist, and should not

be ignored, it is crucial that we not let the state

exploit these differences to weaken our move-

ments.

Solidarity is our best defense. *

For more information on Liters 'and Marshall s

case, contact:

Eugene Peaceworks

454 Willamette Street #205

Eugene OR 97401
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lence by tossing a burning heat tab onto the thatched

roof of a local hovel. "It was a brotherhood of youth,"

he writes, "engaged, voluntarily or not, in a race war."

Twenty-four years later, Goff finds himself in

Haiti, trapped in the same vicious cycle of racist ag-

gression, betraying his conscience by obeying orders

to collaborate with the brutal Haitian army:

"I wanted to vomit. I wanted to go home. Here

was the badge I sought disappearing before my eyes.

I had wanted so badly to do this one thing. One de-

cent thing to salvage me and my country ... One de-

cent thing to make amends for rationalizing the Indi-

ans scavenging in the hopeless trash dumps of Gua-

temala, for ignoring the torture victims in El Salva-

dor, for my ignorance of the Third World that existed

30 miles from Ft. Bragg in the poverty-wracked Black

communities of Eastern North Carolina. Just one de-

cent fucking thing as absolution."

The fix was in.

In the final outcome. Aristide finally reclaimed

his presidency in November 2000, elected by an over-

whelming majority as our own elections remain mired

in vicious partisan dispute and tainted by unsettling

reports of voter disfranchisement. ' In a country with

skyrocketing food prices, a plummeting national cur-

rency, and an internationally-indentured economy.

Anstide's Lavalas Party has also taken a majority in

the Haitian congress. Earlier this year, Haitian courts

convicted 16 coup participants for the April 1994

massacre of hundreds of slum dwellers in Raboteau.

Among the convicted was CIA agent Emmanuel "Toto"

Constant, who now resides in New York City.
4

In response, Georges Fauriol. director of the

Americas Program at the Center for Strategic & In-

ternational Studies in Washington, DC (a thinktank

which also issued a recommendation of arbitrary de-

tainment and torture of Palestinians in its recent

Middle East report) has written a scathing criticism

in The Wall Street Journal. He attacks Anstide's party

for failing to act promptly enough in instituting IMF-

mandated structural adjustment and privatization

changes and for not instituting judicial reform.

"Washington needs to re-impose some discipline,"

urges Fauriol ominously.'

Meanwhile, in 1998 the Special Forces began

training the Mexican military- also instructed at the

School of the Americas in Fort Benning, Georgia - in

counter-insurgency techniques against the

Zapatistas.
6

Goff's account is vivid, poetic, and at the same

[politics]

time unsparing. He writes with an evident affec-

tion for the Haitian people, a distinct notion of his

own fallibility, and a dogged if errant thirst for

justice. Hideous Dream reads as unflinching ex-

pose, knowing political primer, and epic human

tragedy.
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HERE'S A MAP OF THE LOWER 40. NOW HERE'S A MAP OF THE LOWER Mfc AS

PERCEWEO BY SOMEONE WHO LIVES ON THE
COAST. SEE A DIFFERENCE?

FOR SOME REASON, PEOPLE WHO WERE

BORN AND RAISED NEAR THE COAST

-

WEST OR EAST - TEND TO WANT TO STAY

THERE. WHY ? I DON'T KNOW FOR SURE,

BUT I'M GOING TO SPECULATE.

MAYBE IT'S THE IDEA OF BEING ON THE

EDGE OF THE CONTINENT. THIS IS WHERE

ALL THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL PORT

CITIES ARE, AND WITH THAT AN INFLUX

OF NEW PEOPLE, IDEAS, AND CULTURES.

THE INLAND PORT CITIES JUST DON'T

OR IT COULD BE THE CLOSENESS TO THE

BEACH AND ALL THAT ENTAILS. I'VE

KNOWN SEVERAL PEOPLE WHO USE THIS

REASON, EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE HOT
BEEN TO THE BEACH IN YEARS!

NOW I MAY JUST BE TALKING OUT OF MY

ASS, WHICH I HAVE MADE A CAREER OUT

OF. BUT BEFORE YOU DISMISS MY RAMBLiNGS,

TRY THIS ONE OUT FOR SHE.

FIND SOMEONE FROM THE MIDWEST OR

OTHER INLAND AREA. GIVE HER/HIM A

LIST OF VARIOUS CITIES, COASTAL AND

INLAND. ASK THEM WHICH ONES THEY

WOULD CONSIDER LIVING IN. THEY

WOULD MOST LIKELY MAKE DECISIONS

BASED ON FACTORS OTHER THAN
COASTALPRO^IMIU

NOW GIVE THIS SAME G.UIZ TO A COASTAL
NATIVE. WHEN AN INLAND CITY COMES

UP, THEY PROBABLY WOULDN'T CONSIDER

LIVING THERE. AND WHAT'S THE REASON?

YES. IT'S IRRATIONAL! BUT HEY, I'M A

CASE IN POINT ! I MOVED FROM EAST

COAST TO WEST WITHOUT THINKING OF

STOPPING ANYWHERE IN BETWEEN'

AT BEST, A COAST-ER WILL MOVE TO

CHICAGO AMD PRETEND THAT LAKE
MICHIGAN IG THE OCEAN.

^K. otter'

^BRj^S

PrSVi
P mMM 1

IF THOSE INLAND OHES REALLY WANT

TO ATTRACT MORE PEOPLE, ALL THEY NEED

TO GET IS A SEASHORE! THEN AGAIN,

WITH GLOBAL WARMING, THAT MIGHT

HAPTEN SOONER THAN WE THINK?

ShawntFV €> Wotrnail.corn SHAWN GRfcNTON FE8 200|

[the last page]
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